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Abstract 
Design of landfills must consider both stability and integrity of the lining system. Therefore, 
stresses and strains in both mineral and geosynthetic lining materials must be controlled. 
Interaction between waste and barrier system is of particular importance for assessing the stability 
and structural integrity of steep non-self supporting barrier systems. The most appropriate 
approach to assess the interaction is the use of numerical modelling techniques, and therefore an 
appropriate constitutive model for waste material is required to represent its mechanical 
behaviour. 
In a literature review the key aspects of mechanical behaviour of municipal solid waste (MSW) 
were investigated, including the influence of compressible and reinforcing particles on 
compression and shear behaviour of MSW were identified. Constitutive modelling of both MSW 
and soil material were reviewed, based on which the methodology for this study have been 
developed. In addition, requirements of an appropriate constitutive model for MSW have been 
suggested from the numerical modelling experience, and a framework to develop a constitutive 
model for MSW was produced. 
A one-dimensional compression model was developed by including the influence of compressible 
particles on MSW compression behaviour. One-dimensional compression tests on both real and 
synthetic waste samples were modelled and the results have shown that the compression model 
can reproduce the measured behaviour. A fibre reinforcing model was developed by including the 
influence of reinforcing particles on MSW shear behaviour. A triaxial compression test on fibre 
reinforced sand was modelled and the results have shown that the reinforcing model can predict 
its shear strength. 
A constitutive model for MSW has been developed by combining the Modified Cam-Clay with 
the one-dimensional compression and the fibre reinforcing models. Typical MSW triaxial 
compression tests have been modelled and the results have shown that the MSW model can 
reproduce the stress-strain behaviour in specific strain ranges. The constitutive model for MSW 
has been coded into a non-linear elasto-plastic finite element method program. Comparisons 
between the finite element analysis results and the analytical solutions have been performed and 
good agreements have been obtained. 
Keywords: Municipal Solid Waste, Constitutive Model, Compression Behaviour, Shear 
Behaviour, Compressible Particles, Reinforcing Particles, Finite Element Method 
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CHAPTER 
1 
Introduction 
1.1 Municipal Solid Waste and Landfill Lining System 
Millions of tons of municipal solid waste (MSW) are being disposed of in the world everyday. 
Although small amounts of it is recycled or dealt with through other methods (e. g. incineration), 
most will be disposed in landfills. Increasing demand for landfill facilities leads to the usage of 
hard rock quarries as landfill sites in the UK. Due to the environmental contamination that might 
arise from the failure of landfill lining systems, consideration of lining system stability is a 
fundamental part of the landfill design and regulatory processes. In Europe, the European 
Community Landfill Directive (1999) has had a major impact on the level of lining system design 
required by the regulator. Jones and Dixon (2003) reported that incorrect or incomplete 
assessment of stability had led to a number of failures, both in the UK and overseas. 
- Hard rock quarries usually have steep side slopes and these must be lined. There are two 
approaches to the design of a steep slope lining system; self-supporting lining system and non 
self-supporting lining system. The essential difference between these two approaches lies in the 
support that the waste provides to the lining system. Self-supporting design assumes that the 
lining system can be constructed and is stable to full height without the support of waste but is 
seldom used in the UK due to its high cost. Most landfills built in quarries adopt non-self support 
lining system, the stability and integrity of which depend in part on the adjacent waste body for 
lateral support, as shown in Figure 1-1 (a) and (b). In addition, waste behaviour (including 
shearing and settlement) is also important for shallow slope lining systems because stresses and 
strain in liner elements can be induced by waste shearing and settlement, as shown in Figure 1-1 
(c) and (d). 
Design of landfills must consider stability both within and between elements of the lining system 
and within the waste to ensure that uncontrolled slippage does not occur. In addition, the design 
must also consider the long-term integrity of the lining system. Therefore, stresses and strains in 
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both mineral and geosynthetic lining materials must be controlled. Assessment of integrity 
requires consideration of interaction between the waste body and lining components. As 
mentioned above, this is of particular importance for assessing the stability and structural integrity 
of steep non-self supporting barrier systems. The most appropriate approach to assess the 
interaction between the waste and barrier system is the use of numerical modelling techniques 
(Dixon et al., 2004). 
a) Steep slope lining stability. b) Steep slope lining integrity. 
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Figure 1-1 Waste support or load to landfill fining systems (Jones and Dixon, 2003) 
Numerical modelling in geotechnical engineering comprise methods that attempt to satisfy all 
theoretical requirements, including realistic constitutive material models and satisfy boundary 
conditions that represent field conditions. Currently, soil models have been widely adopted to 
represent the waste behaviour in numerical analyses for landfills. Although some aspects of waste 
behaviour are similar to those of soils, a number of unique characteristics of waste (e. g. high 
compressibility, reinforcing nature, and biodegradation) cannot be accounted for by existing soil 
models. Therefore, an appropriate constitutive model for waste material is required urgently for 
numerical modelling of landfills, which has contributed to the proposal of this project- 
"Constitutive Modelling of Municipal Solid Waste". 
1.2 Numerical Modelling and Constitutive Models 
Numerical modelling techniques have been developed in geotechnical engineering for nearly half 
a century. Nowadays, with the accelerating development of computer technology and numerical 
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modelling techniques, a wide range of geotechnical engineering problems can be solved by this 
approach. A number of numerical modelling methods have been applied in the field of 
geotechnical engineering, such as the finite element method (FEM), finite difference method 
(FDM), discrete element method (DEM), and numerical manifold method (NMM), of which FEM 
and FDM are more commonly used. Regardless of which method is selected, a key part of 
modelling is the material constitutive model, which has to be capable of simulating the actual 
material response as accurately as possible. 
Every kind of material has its own characteristic behaviour and/or reaction to external forces. A 
constitutive model is a mathematical model which is able to describe how the material reacts upon 
loading (i. e. the stress-strain relationship). It can also be called a constitutive law or constitutive 
relationship. The main advantage of establishing such a constitutive model is to enable the 
solution of complex events quantitatively. With the increase in computer power, more 
complicated constitutive models could be included in the numerical methods such as the finite 
element and finite difference methods. 
Municipal solid waste exhibits extreme non-linear and complex mechanical behaviour compared 
to other engineering materials due to its heterogeneity. It can be considered that non-linear elasto- 
plastic and viscous behaviour of waste are similar to those of conventional soil, which already 
have a series of constitutive models accounting for these behaviours. Nevertheless, waste 
behaviour is more complicated than observed in soils, as waste comprises totally different particle 
types to soil particle, e. g. compressible, reinforcing and degradable particles. Therefore, soil 
models do not simulate MSW behaviour correctly. Constitutive models for MSW material need to 
be produced according to its behaviour, which is dominated by- different waste components. Prior 
to producing an appropriate constitutive model for MSW, key aspects of MSW behaviour (e. g. 
compression and shear behaviour) have to be identified. 
1.3 Aim and Objectives 
The aim of this research is to produce an appropriate constitutive model for Municipal Solid 
Waste (MSW) which can be potentially applied in numerical analysis, to achieve this the 
following objectives need to be achieved: 
1) To investigate the reported MSW compression and shear behaviour, and identify the factors 
controlling MSW behaviour, by reviewing the literature; 
2) To identify the requirements of an appropriate constitutive model of MSW by investigating its 
application in numerical modelling of landfill engineering; 
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3) To develop a one-dimensional compression model for MSW considering compressible 
particles; 
4) To develop a randomly distributed fibre reinforcing model for MSW considering reinforcing 
particles; 
5) To produce an appropriate constitutive model for MSW by combining an elasto-plastic soil 
model with the compression and fibre reinforcing models, and to validate it against reported 
test results; 
6) To implement the MSW model into a non-linear elasto-plastic finite element analysis 
computer code and to validate the coded program. 
By achieving these objectives and producing clear conclusions, an advance in knowledge on 
constitutive modelling of MSW and implication of its application in numerical modelling are 
expected. It should be noted that long-term behaviour of waste would not be modelled in this 
study. Long-term waste behaviour, including creep and degradation, is important and should be 
included in an ideal constitutive model for MSW, however, this is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
The present study will focus on modelling the short-term behaviour of waste material, and the 
long-term behaviour should be considered in a future study. 
1.4 Contribution to Knowledge 
Successful accomplishment of the aim and objectives proposed above has meant a contribution to 
the general understanding of constitutive modelling of MSW. Key aspects of MSW mechanical 
behaviour have. been identified and accordingly-requirements of an appropriate constitutive model 
for MSW have been determined. A constitutive model for MSW has been developed by 
combining an elasto-plastic soil model with a compression model and a fibre reinforcing model. 
In addition, the proposed MSW model has been incorporated into the finite element method and a 
virtual model application has been carried out to demonstrate its advantages over soil constitutive 
models. Four conference papers have been published and two journal papers are in preparation, 
which are listed in `List of Publications'. 
In particular, the following contributions to knowledge have been achieved: 
1) Both compressible and reinforcing particles have been identified as the controlling factors 
dominating MSW mechanical behaviour. Influence of compressible particles has been 
suggested not only on waste compression behaviour as traditionally thought, but also on its 
shear behaviour observed in triaxial compression tests; 
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2) An innovative phase relationship has been created for material containing compressible 
particles to model voids between and voids within particles separately. A compression model 
for MSW has been developed to include the influence of compressible particles on 
compression behaviour. By combining the compression model with the traditional elasto- 
plastic soil model, the influence of compressible particles on shear behaviour observed in 
triaxial compression tests can also be included; 
3) A fibre reinforcing model was developed to include the influence of reinforcing particles on 
MSW shear behaviour. It has contributed to the knowledge of modelling the randomly 
distributed fibre reinforced soil. In addition, it has been shown that the model can be simply 
incorporated into the finite element method. 
4) A constitutive model for MSW was developed and an elasto-plastic non-linear finite element 
program was coded and validated with the analytical solutions. 
1.5 Outline of Chapters 
Chapter 2 presents a literature reviews of MSW mechanical behaviour, constitutive modelling of 
MSW, and constitutive models for soils. Volume change behaviour (i. e. compression behaviour), 
strength and stress-strain behaviour (shear behaviour) of MSW material observed from a range of 
tests are reviewed and compared with those of soils. Methods to produce a constitutive model for 
MSW are reviewed and existing constitutive models for soil material are presented. 
Chapter 3 demonstrates the methodology chosen for producing a constitutive model for MSW in 
this project. Requirements of an ideal constitutive model for MSW are identified through a review 
of the application of numerical modelling techniques in landfill engineering. Subsequently, a 
framework for producing a constitutive model for MSW is proposed and a methodology for 
implementing it in a numerical model is illustrated. 
Chapter 4 presents the development of a one-dimensional compression model for MSW and its 
validation against MSW (and synthetic waste) compression test results. 
Chapter 5 presents the development of a randomly distributed fibre reinforced material model and 
its validation against the fibre reinforced sand triaxial compression test results. 
A constitutive model for MSW is produced in Chapter 6 following the model framework 
proposed in Chapter 3. A theoretical model is presented and analytical solutions for a particular 
boundary condition are derived and compared with soil model results. Model validation against 
MSW triaxial compression test results is performed. 
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Chapter 7 presents the program structure of the finite element method and the principles of non- 
linear elasto-plastic finite element analysis. Subsequently, the finite element method 
implementation of the fibre reinforced soil model and the MSW constitutive model are presented. 
Comparisons between the finite element analysis results and the analytical solutions are 
performed. 
Chapter 8 includes the final discussion on the compression, fibre reinforced soil and MSW models 
proposed in previous chapters, covering modelling results and methods for determining 
parameters for the models. Finite element method implementation results are also discussed. 
Finally, the MSW model application in landfill modelling and its advantages over soil models are 
discussed. 
Chapter 9 presents the conclusions of this project and recommend future work. 
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CHAPTER 
2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter is a literature review about the reported mechanical behaviour and the methodology 
of constitutive modelling of MSW, which provides relevant information required for development 
of a constitutive model for MSW. Accordingly, a review of constitutive models for soils is also 
included. 
2.2 MSW Mechanical Behaviour 
The major task of constitutive modelling is to reflect real mechanical behaviour (stress- 
deformation-time relationship) of materials through mathematical equations in numerical 
modelling. Therefore, real MSW mechanical behaviour should be investigated prior to developing - 
a constitutive model. Many research projects have been carried out on MSW mechanical 
behaviour in recent decades, most of which have concentrated on landfill settlement and shear 
strength of MSW. The major aim of settlement studies is to improve the efficiency of waste 
placement, predict final settlement profiles for the landfill cap and enable assessment of 
interaction between side slope barrier systems and the settling waste body. Therefore, most 
studies focused on the prediction of long-term settlement, i. e. long-term volume change behaviour 
at landfill scale. Studies on MSW shear strength have focused on obtaining the values of MSW 
shear strength parameters, i. e. cohesion and friction angle, which are necessary for limit 
equilibrium analyses in landfill design. Constitutive modelling of MSW needs more detailed 
information on how the material deforms due to certain changes in stress condition. Element tests 
on MSW samples, i. e. one-dimensional compression tests (e. g. Powrie and Beaven, 1999; Landva 
et al., 2000; Machado et al., 2002; and Langer, 2006), triaxial tests (e. g. Jessberger and Kockel, 
1993, Grisolia et al., 1995, and Machado et al., 2002) and direct shear tests (e. g. Kölsch, 1993; 
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Kavazanjian, 2001; Gotteland et al., 2000; and Langer, 2006) could provide such information. 
The literature review on mechanical behaviour of MSW is therefore carried out from two aspects; 
compression behaviour, which is based on the findings from one-dimensional compression tests; 
and shear strength and deformation behaviour, which is based on the findings from triaxial 
compression and direct shear tests. 
2.2.1 Compression Behaviour 
One-dimensional compression tests have been carried out on both real and artificial MSW 
samples to investigate volume change behaviour (Powrie and Beaven, 1999; Landva et al., 2000; 
and Langer, 2006). Larger size samples than used in normal soil tests are necessary in MSW 
compression tests due to larger particle sizes and heterogeneity of MSW. Most of the compression 
test results show a relationship between instant volume change and effective stress, while there 
are a small number of tests for long-term volume change behaviour, i. e. secondary compression. 
Consolidation processes have not been considered for MSW in these tests due to the relative high 
permeability of MSW (an average of around 1075 m/s, Qian et al., 2002). However, Powrie and 
Beaven (1999) found that MSW permeability may change to very low values (between 10-7 to 10-8 
m/s) under a high effective pressure (about 800 kPa). MSW behaviour without influence of 
increasing and dissipating of pore pressures will be investigated and modelled in this research as a 
starting point. In addition, for normal landfill (not bio-reactor) under consideration at present, 
MSW is not saturated except for the very bottom part. 
> Instant Compression 
Powrie and Beaven (1999) conducted one-dimensional compression tests on crude unprocessed 
UK household waste in a large compression cell, which was 2m in diameter and 3m high. 
Detailed test information and data were given in their paper for a specific waste sample DM3, e. g. 
tested void ratio values at each level of the effective vertical stresses and the test method used to 
obtain the void ratio values. Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 present the compression test results for 
sample DM3, showing curves of vertical strain versus logarithm of effective vertical stress, and 
void ratio versus logarithm of effective vertical stress. The curve of vertical strain versus 
logarithm of vertical stress has a almost linear relationship which is identical to observed soil 
compression behaviour, while the void ratio curve shows a very highly non-linear relationship. 
Powrie and Beaven (1999) suggested this is attributed to the existence of compressible particles in 
the MSW sample but no further study has been carried out. The non-linearity indicates that the 
traditional definition for void ratio in soil mechanics theory may no longer be applicable for waste 
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material and relevant amendments are required to include the influence of compressible particles 
on MSW compression behaviour. 
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Figure 2-1 One-dimensional compression test curve for DM3: vertical strain vs. logarithm of 
vertical stress (Based on data from Powrie and Beaven, 1999) 
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Figure 2-2 One-dimensional compression test curve for DM3: void ratio vs. logarithm of 
vertical stress (Based on data from Powrie and Beaven, 1999) 
Landva et al. (2000) performed one-dimensional compression tests on both real MSW and 
artificial samples in a split-ring apparatus which was 0.6 m in diameter and 0.46 m high. Five 
different MSW samples were compressed. Two of the samples, SL1 (5 years old) and SL2 (2 
years old), were obtained directly from a landfill in Canada. A third sample, AR1, was an 
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artificial sample, which was prepared by mixing constituents typically found in a domestic refuse. 
Two more samples, MAI and MA2, were prepared by mixing sample SL2 and AR1. Prior to 
compressing the field samples, constituents larger than 150 mm in size were shredded. The 
compression test curves for all the samples were presented in Figure 2-3. It can be seen that the 
linear relationship can be simplified for all the compression curves as for soils (ignoring the 
shown creep behaviour which will be discussed in the following section), which means the 
coefficient of compression can be used to represent the waste compressibility. Landva et al. 
(2000) calculated the coefficient of compression for all the samples which range from 0.17 to 
0.24, compared with 0.15 for DM3 (Powrie and Beaven, 1999) obtained from Figure 2-1. It 
appears that older waste is less compressible because sample SL1 (5 years old) has the lowest 
coefficient of compression of 0.17 in the data reported by Landva et al. (2000). Void ratio values 
were not measured in the test so that the relationship between void ratio and vertical stress can not 
be presented. Therefore, the influence of compressible particle on MSW compressive behaviour 
cannot be described from these tests. It is difficult to measure the void ratio values in MSW 
compression tests, as for soils, due to the much more complicated composition for MSW. Thus, 
the coefficient of compression rather than the compression index was normally used to represent 
the compressibility of MSW (e. g. Edil et al., 1990). 
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Figure 2-3 One-dimensional compression test curves for real MSW and artificial waste 
samples: vertical strain vs. logarithm of vertical stress (Landva et al., 2000) 
Langer (2006) conducted one-dimensional compression tests on synthetic waste consisting of 
paper, plastic bags, aluminium cans, plastic packaging and sand. Eight different waste 
compositions samples were prepared and compressed in a 0.1875m3 compression cell 
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(lengthxwidthxheight=0.5mxO. 5mxO. 75m). Composition of all the samples are determined 
according to the waste classification system developed by Langer (2006), in which compressible 
particles are included. One of the main purposes of the compression test is to investigate the 
influence of compressible particles on MSW compression behaviour. It has been shown that with 
more compressible particles included in waste samples, higher compressibility would be obtained. 
One of the compression samples (SW09) aims to simulate a real waste composition including all 
the kinds of particles used in the study. The percentage of each kind of particle in SW09 was 
determined based on the findings from a real UK waste sample sorting analysis conducted by 
Langer (2006). Figure 2-4 shows the compression curve for SW09, in which both the virgin 
compression and unload/reload curves were presented. It can be seen that an almost linear 
relationship was obtained between the vertical strain and logarithm of the vertical stress for both 
virgin compression and unload/reload. Void ratio values were not measured in all the tests. The 
coefficient of compression for this sample can be estimated as 0.6, which is much higher than the 
values observed in real MSW samples by Powrie and Beaven (1999) and Landva et al. (2000) 
described above. However, a lower coefficient of compression (i. e. less steep curve) can be 
noticed when the vertical stress is over 30 kPa, which means the material become less 
compressible under higher stress level. It can be explained that some of the compressible particles 
had been compressed and hence the compressibility of the material was reduced. Real MSW 
samples obtained from landfills showed less compressibility because a large proportion of 
compressible particles were compressed during waste compaction and placement. 
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Figure 2-4 One-dimensional compression test curve for synthetic waste sample SM09: vertical 
strain vs. logarithm of vertical stress (Based on data from Langer, 2006) 
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1) Changes in organic levels through fibre decomposition will promote significant additional 
compression compared to those samples in nutrient-deficient conditions. In addition, the 
amount of additional strain increases with increasing organic content due to the higher 
percentages of decomposition at the higher organic levels (Wardwell and Nelson 1981). 
2) Decomposition reduces the volume of organic solids permitting additional settlement in an 
organic soil under a constant effective overburden pressure. A large decrease in coefficient of 
consolidation was found as decomposition occurred (Al-Khafaji and Andersland 1981). 
McDougall et al. (2004) pointed out that the laboratory tests performed by Wardwell and Nelson 
(1981), Al-Khafaji and Andersland (1981) suggested that decomposition can produce an increase 
in secondary settlement over and above that caused by simple creep and suggest that the increases 
are also influenced by the stress state. A degradation model for non-conservative soil has been 
proposed, which could be applied to predict the long-term compression of MSW due to 
degradation (McDougall and Pyrah, 2004). 
Some important differences of MSW compression behaviour to soils, such as particle 
compression and degradation, have been identified in the review above. Constitutive modelling of 
MSW is necessary to simulate these special behaviour characteristics so that more accurate 
volume change of MSW can be obtained in numerical modelling. 
¢ In Situ Horizontal Stress (K0) 
In soil mechanics, Terzaghi's one-dimensional consolidation theory considers compression only 
in one dimension. The soil model relates the vertical strain to the change in vertical stress, and this 
defines the volume change under zero horizontal displacement conditions. There is no need to 
consider the change in horizontal stress to calculate the deformation, even though the actual 
horizontal stress changes during loading and unloading. However, once soil deformation departs 
from the one-dimensional condition, it is necessary to consider the stage and changes of the 
stresses in the other directions and the associated volume change behaviour. The relationship 
between the horizontal effective stress and the vertical effective stress depends on the lateral 
deformation that accompanies changes in vertical stress. If the vertical stress and strain increase 
without any deformation in the horizontal directions (i. e. one-dimensional compression), the soil 
is said to be in an at-rest state, and the horizontal stress associated with this condition is termed as 
the at-rest pressure. 
The ratio between the horizontal and vertical effective stresses during initial compression of a soil 
is a constant, defined by the coefficient of earth pressure at rest KO. Values of KO for normally 
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¢ Long-term Compression 
Long-term compression of soils, i. e. secondary compression is defined as compression which 
takes place after the primary consolidation is complete. The reason for secondary compression is 
that the soil structure is susceptible to a viscous or creep deformation under the action of sustained 
stress as the fabric elements adjust slowly to more stable arrangements. However, it has been 
widely acknowledged that long-term compression of MSW includes not only the creep 
deformation of the structure, similar to soils (secondary compression), but also the volume loss of 
chemical reaction, i. e. biodegradation (e. g. Sowers, 1968 and 1973; Edil et al., 1990; Fassett et 
al., 1994). Therefore, both creep and degradation behaviour should be considered for MSW long- 
term compression. 
Creep reflects the compression behaviour while the waste is subjected to a constant load. Due to 
the porosity and highly compressive particles of MSW, creep must be an important aspect of 
long-term compression behaviour. Unfortunately, few studies have been carried out on creep 
effects in MSW, though some studies reflect the effect of creep on compression behaviour. Creep 
behaviour of MSW can be observed in pressuremeter tests conducted in MSW (Dixon et at. 
2006). The MSW kept deforming while it was subjected to a constant load level during the 
interval (about ten minutes) between every loading and unloading step. 
Landva et al. (2000) investigated the secondary MSW compression behaviour using oedometer 
tests on both real and artificial MSW samples. From the test results, it can be seen that the vertical 
strain beyond instant compression was linear with respect to the logarithm of time, which is the 
same as clay. It has been reconfirmed that the tested MSW material displayed the same type of 
creep behaviour (development of a reserve or plastic resistance) as that occurring in plastic clays 
of high water content. 
Although a large amount of research on long-term landfill settlement can be found in the 
literature, most of these studies are not useful for constitutive modelling due to the fact that they 
do not separate the mechanisms of compression as mentioned above. There is also a lack of 
information of degradation effect on the mechanical behaviour of MSW. Therefore, it is necessary 
to refer to studies on organic soil. 
A few laboratory studies have been carried out on fibre-kaolin mixtures to investigate the 
mechanical response to decomposition of fibre material in organic soils (Wardwell and Nelson, 
1981; Al-Khafaji and Andersland, 1981; Andersland et al. 1981). Based upon these studies, it can 
be seen that fibre decomposition will have a significant effect on the compressibility 
characteristics of fibre-kaolin mixtures, which can be summarised as follows: 
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consolidated soils are generally in the range of 0.3 to 0.75 (Mitchell and Soga, 2005). Jaky (1944) 
has given a good estimate of KO for many soils: 
Ko =1- sin O' Eq. 2-1 
in which 0' is the effective stress friction angle measured in triaxial compression tests. 
Landva et al. (2000) measured KO during one-dimensional compression of MSW samples using a 
split-ring apparatus to study the influence of fibre content on the coefficient of earth pressure at 
rest in waste materials. Typical plots of Ko versus the applied vertical stress are presented in 
Figure 2-5. It can be seen that the Ka values remain approximately constant at different levels of 
vertical stress for each sample. The at-rest earth pressure coefficients determined from the split- 
ring test varied between 0.23 and 0.40. These values are plotted in Figure 2-6 against the 
percentage of elongated particles. As can be seen, the Ko values decrease consistently with an 
increasing amount of fibrous constituents. 
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Figure 2-6 Effect of fibres content on KO (Landva et al. 2000) 
Moreover, the authors pointed out that the total fibre content of MSW decreases with time, as 
many organic fibres will decompose over a long period of time. The critical condition for KO is 
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therefore the long-term state when decomposable fibres are no longer present. It was suggested 
that, the long-term values of the at rest earth pressure may be estimated roughly from a composite 
plot of KO versus content of fibrous constituents by finding the KO value that would correspond to 
the percentage content of non-decomposed constituents. Assuming the non-decomposed 
constituents to be plastic, glass, and metal in Figure 2-6, a long-term Ko value of 0.47 to 0.49 can 
be estimated. Landva and La Rochelle (1983) found that the lateral resistance induced in triaxial 
samples of peat against bulging increased consistently with increasing fibre contents, which has 
the same trend as that shown in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-7 Measured ratios of horizontal to vertical stress in MSW (Dixon et al. 2004) 
Dixon et al. (2004) measured horizontal and vertical stresses by pairs of pressure cells installed in 
four lifts of MSW in the Burntstump landfill in the UK. This data has provided unique in-situ 
measurements of the ratio between vertical and horizontal stresses. Effective stresses have been 
measured as all cells were located above the leachate level. Figure 2-7 shows the calculated 
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values of pressure coefficient K,., (which can be interpreted as Ka values) for MSW versus 
measured vertical stress. It can be seen that, the large majority of K,., values produced by all four 
pairs of pressure cells are between 0.6 and 1.0. The values of K,., are relatively constant with 
vertical stress for the cells Pc2/Pc3 and Pc l6/Pc l7 while Pc5/Pc6 and Pc9/Pc lO show a trend of 
increasing Kw with depth. The reason for the trend of increasing K,, with vertical stress recorded 
by two of the pairs of cells is unclear. It may be reflecting a real phenomenon or a limitation of 
the instrumentation. 
A significant difference between KO values obtained from in-situ measurements (Dixon et al., 
2004) and laboratory measurement (Landva et al., 2000) has been noticed. Dixon et al. (2004) 
suggested that the large majority of Ko values measured by pressure cells in the site are between 
0.6 and 1.0, while Landva et al. (2000) determined the KO values from the split-ring test varied 
between 0.23 and 0.40 for fresh waste samples and 0.47 to 0.49 for decomposed waste samples. It 
is difficult to explain the reason why such significant differences were observed, but different test 
methods and different waste types should be counted. 
2.2.2 Strength and Deformation Behaviour 
All aspects of soil stability depend on soil strength, and the stress-deformation and stress- 
deformation-time behaviour of soils are important in any problem where ground movements are 
of interest, which are also applicable for MSW material. Shear behaviour of MSW will be 
reviewed from the following two aspects: shear strength and stress-strain behaviour, which are 
closely related to constitutive modelling of MSW. A more detailed and comprehensive review on 
MSW shear strength behaviour can be found in Langer (2006). 
> Shear Strength 
Most relationships for the characterisation of the stress-deformation and strength properties of 
soils are empirical and based on the phenomenological descriptions of soil behaviour, in which 
the Mohr-Coulomb equation is by far the most widely used for shear strength. It is expressed by 
Tf = c+Q tann Eq. 2-2 
ij= c'+ a tan 0' Eq. 2-3 
where rf is shear stress at failure on the failure plane, c is a cohesion intercept, 6 is the normal 
stress on the failure plane, and 0 is a friction angle. Eq. 2-2 is defined for total stresses, and c and 
are referred to as total stress parameters. Eq. 2-3 applies to effective stresses, and c' and 0' are 
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effective stress parameters. As the shear resistance of soil originates mainly from actions at inter- 
particle contacts, the second equation is the more fundamental (Mitchell and Soga, 2005). 
The Mohr-Coulomb equation has also been widely applied in waste mechanics to characterise the 
shear strength of MSW (e. g. Landva and Clark, 1990; Fassett et al., 1994), i. e. c and 0 are still 
the most widely used strength parameters for waste material. Intercept c can denote real cohesion 
between particles for soil, while it is common to define it as apparent cohesion for MSW due to 
the contribution from tensile strength of reinforcing particles. Shear strength of MSW can be 
measured through both field studies and laboratory tests. Dixon and Jones (2005) summarised the 
advantages and disadvantages associated with current available approaches for obtaining 
information on shear strength behaviour of MSW, as shown in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1 Review of methods for measuring shear strength behaviour of MSW (Dixon and 
Jones, 2005) 
Location Methods of 
Measurement 
Comments References 
Field Back analysis of Adequate information seldom available Koerner and Soong 
slope failures (e. g. pore pressures, shape and position of (2000) 
shear surface) 
Back analysis of Large deformations observed but not shear Singh and Murphy 
cutting slope failures (1990), Cowland et al. 
experiments (1993) 
Back analysis of Changing waste composition means past Gotteland et al. (2000) 
existing stable experience is not a guide to future 
slopes performance 
In situ direct Difficult to perform and results related to e. g. Jessberger and 
shear tests low levels of stress Kockel (1993) 
SPT, CPT and No clear relationship between penetration 
vane tests resistance and MSW shear strength, could 
provide useful information in degraded 
more soil like materials 
Laboratory Triaxial Disturbed samples, peak shear strength not Jessberger and Kockel 
compression obtained due to compression and (1993), Grisolia et al. 
densification of sample (1995) 
Direct shear Large device required (e. g. lxlxlm), Kolsch (1995), 
disturbed samples, large displacements Gotteland et al. (2001) 
required to mobiles peak shear strength 
Simple shear Large device required, disturbed samples, Kavazanjian et al. 
useful information on shear stiffness (used (1999) 
in seismic analyses) 
It was pointed out that back analysis of landfill slope failures, cut slope trials and existing stable 
slopes can provide information on the shear strength of a large mass of waste, but poor quality 
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input data makes such analyses problematic and often unreliable. In-situ techniques for measuring 
shear strength are presently inadequate and unreliable. Laboratory tests involve too much 
disturbance to the waste structure, and can not provide appropriate values of shear strength 
parameters for design levels of stress. However, to aid investigation of the shear strength 
mechanism of MSW, laboratory element tests (e. g. direct shear test and triaxial test) on both 
shredded waste samples and artificial samples are more appreciated for consideration than the 
field studies for this specific research. Some representative results of direct shear and triaxial test 
from the literature are discussed below. 
Both direct shear and triaxial compression tests have been conducted on both shredded waste and 
artificial waste samples in previous studies to obtain the fresh waste shear strength parameters, in 
which deformation behaviour of MSW has also been investigated. Most of the tests were drained 
tests, i. e. there was no consideration of pore pressure increases or dissipation. The reason has 
already been explained above in the discussion of the one-dimensional compression tests. 
Therefore, in many applications there is no difference in using total strength or effective strength 
parameters for MSW. 
Shear strength parameters apparent cohesion (c) and friction angle (0) can be found directly from 
direct shear tests on MSW samples (e. g. Landva and Clark, 1990; Kölsch, 1993; Van Impe and 
Bouazza, 1996; Kavazanjian, 2001; Thomas et al., 1999; Gotteland et al., 2000; Langer, 2006). 
Normally, larger samples and devices are required for MSW than soil due to its larger particle 
sizes. Unlike direct shear tests on normal soil, peak value (i. e. shear failure) are seldom obtained 
in MSW direct shear test even at very large deformation (e. g. 20%) on the shear plane. The values 
of c and 0 are usually determined corresponding to a mobilised shear stress at a certain shear 
strain value. Lack of failure is probably due to the deformability of many of the constituent 
particles in MSW samples. However, shear failure does exist in MSW material based on images 
of the waste slope failures in landfill (Jones and Dixon, 2003). The limited size of the currently 
used devices may partly result in failure not occurring in the test. In addition, mobilisation 
mechanism of tensile fibre in waste material is another possible reason. Reinforcing nature of 
MSW has already been recognised by many researches (e. g. Kö1sh, 1995; Machado et al., 2002; 
Langer, 2006). Besides it affects KO values of MSW as discussed above, it also can improve the 
MSW shear strength when fibre stresses are mobilised. However, it is apparent that not all the 
fibres can be mobilised under a certain strain level due to their uncertain initial orientation and 
condition. Since there is a lack of a standard test for MSW, including sample preparation, sample 
size, testing procedure and data analysis, the data on shear strength parameters from direct shear 
testing reported by researchers are widely spread, which also results from the variable nature of 
waste. 
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Conventional triaxial compression tests were also used to obtain the shear strength parameters for 
MSW samples (e. g. Jessberger and Kockel, 1993, Grisolia et al., 1995). Similar to direct shear 
tests, no failure can be reached in the tests even if the sample experiences a large axial strain up to 
40%. The values of shear strength parameters c and 0 have to be obtained corresponding to a 
certain strain level. Detailed information about triaxial compression test results as present in the 
next section. 
Dixon and Jones (2005) pointed out that inability to cause failure in the triaxial compression tests 
has led to shear strength test results being related to levels of strains (i. e. different shear strength 
parameters are given for each strain level). While this approach has some merit if used in design 
to try and control strains in the waste body, it can lead to confusion and great care should be taken 
in applying such values. Kavazanjian (2001) also provided a detailed assessment of triaxial tests 
on waste and concluded it is not an appropriate technique for measuring the shear strength 
parameter of MSW. However, it may still be a valid method to obtain the stress-strain behaviour 
of MSW that will be discussed in the following section. Dixon and Jones (2005) argued that the 
direct shear box is the most appropriate laboratory technique for determining the MSW shear 
strength. Large shear displacements are required to reach failure and volume changes should be 
recorded in order to enable the measured shear strength to be related to the sample density. 
Unfortunately, this kind of information is seldom provided in the literature, thus making 
interpretation of results difficult. 
There is very limited reliable information about the influence of degradation on MSW shear 
strength, i. e. degraded waste shear strength, in the literature. Some evidence and arguments on 
change of stiffness and strength with degradation are presented as follows: 
Landva and Clark (1990) found that the direct shear strength of refuse from an older landfill was 
lower after the refuse samples had been stored in the laboratory for a year and then soaked in 
leachate. 
Kavazanjian et al. (2001) commented on the sparsity of quantitative information on the shear 
strength of degraded waste. However, from the little information that is available it would be 
indicated that the drained shear strength of degraded MSW is similar to that of fresh waste. 
Al-Khafaji and Andersland (1981) suggested that decomposition of the organic (fibre) fraction 
produced a large decrease in vane shear strength at a given consolidation pressure. The strength 
reduction would result from fibre breakdown and formation of decomposition products. 
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¢ Stress-Strain Behaviour 
Typical stress-strain behaviour of soils can be summarised in Figure 2-8 (a). It ranges from very 
brittle for some quick clays, cemented soils, heavily overconsolidated clays, and dense sands to 
ductile for insensitive and loose sands. An increase in confining pressure causes an increase in the 
deformation modulus as well as an increase in strength, as shown in Figure 2-8 (b). In addition, 
soil stress-strain relationships are usually non-linear. Soil stiffness (often expressed in terms of 
tangent or secant modulus) generally decreases with increasing shear strain or stress level up to a 
peak failure stress, as shown in Figure 2-9 (Mitchell and Soga, 2005). 
Brittle Failure 
Sensitive Soil 
ö V) 
0 
Residual A 
Remolded 
Ductile Deformation (undrained) 
Insensitive Soil 
Strain Strain 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2-8 Stress-strain behaviour of soils. (a) Types of stress-strain behaviour and (b) Effect 
of confining pressure on the consolidated-drained stress-strain behaviour of soils 
(Mitchell and Soga, 2005) 
Both triaxial compression and direct shear tests on MSW samples provide information on stress- 
strain behaviour of MSW. Since the direct shear test makes no pretence of imposing uniform 
stress conditions on the sample being tested (Muir Wood, 2005), the triaxial compression test is 
likely to remain the most appropriate laboratory test to investigate the MSW stress-strain 
behaviour, though it is probably not an appropriate device for measuring the MSW shear strength 
parameters argued by Kavazanjian (2001) and Dixon and Jones (2005). Triaxial compression test 
results reported by international researchers are described below. 
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(a) Typical Strain Ranges in the Field 
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Figure 2-9 Stiffness degradation curve: stiffness plotted against logarithm of strains. Also 
shown are (a) the strain levels observed during construction of typical geotechnical 
structure and (b) the strain levels that can be measure by various techniques 
(Mitchell and Soga, 2005) 
Jessberger and Kockel (1993) conducted triaxial compression tests on untreated and milled waste 
samples in a large (300 mm in diameter and 600 mm in height) and a small (100_mm in diameter 
and 200 mm in height) triaxial compression cells. Waste material (1 to 3 years old) was directly 
obtained from a landfill in Germany. Initially the material was processed by removing large 
constituents which was expected to falsify testing results. The untreated waste samples were 
prepared after the large constituents were separated, and milled waste samples were reconstructed 
after milling the waste material. Consolidated drained (CD) triaxial compression tests were then 
conducted on untreated and milled waste samples with different confining stresses (100 kPa, 200 
kPa, 300 kPa and 400 kPa). Minor differences were noticed between the test results with untreated 
and milled samples. Therefore, only milled test results were presented (Figure 2-10) and discussed 
by Jessberger and Kockel (1993). Figure 2-10 also includes the triaxial compression test results on 
reconstructed waste samples reported by Grisolia et al. (1991). It can be seen that under different 
confining stresses, waste samples showed the same behaviour as soil material presented in Figure 
2-8 (b), i. e. an increase in confining pressure causes an increase in the deformation modulus as 
well as an increase in strength. 
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Jessberger and Kockel (1993) summarised two aspects of observed MSW behaviour from triaxial 
compression tests which were different from soil triaxial compression test results as follows: 
1) Failure cannot be observed even at very high sample compression greater than 40%, which 
was mentioned earlier in the previous section; 
2) The waste material hardens with deformation, i. e. shear stiffness increases with deformation, 
while soil stiffness decreases with increasing shear strain as shown in Figure 2-8 and Figure 
2-9. 
:o 
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Figure 2-10 Stress-strain curves from triaxial compression tests on milled waste samples 
(Jessberger and Kockel, 1993) 
Jessberger and Kock-el (1993) argued that the high compressibility of MSW is responsible for the 
above observed behaviour It was explained that this high compressibility originated from a 
relatively large pore space in the waste sample. These pores included macro-pores between the 
waste particles and micro-pores representing the pore space within particles, which indicates 
particle compression may have an effect on the observed behaviour. In addition, reinforcing 
particles were not mentioned as having any contribution to the observed behaviour. 
Jessberger et al. (1995) conducted more triaxial compression tests on different waste samples and 
acknowledged the influences of reinforcing particles on waste shear strength. It was argued that 
the reinforcement has no significant influence on the friction properties of the waste material, 
while it provided a significant cohesion intercept. The influences of reinforcing particles on waste 
stress-strain behaviour were not mentioned in the paper. However, a comparison between 
untreated and milled waste triaxial compression test results presented in the paper may indicated 
the influences of reinforcing particles. Figure 2-11 compared the triaxial compression test results 
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for untreated and milled waste samples that were prepared in the same way as those reported in 
Jessberger and Kockel (1993). 
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Figure 2-11 Triaxial compression test results on untreated and milled waste samples: (a) 
Untreated waste, and (b) Milled waste (Jessberger et al., 1995) 
The untreated waste test results are almost the same as the results presented in Figure 2-10, in 
which strain range is only up to 20%. However, the strain range for the milled waste test results 
were extended to more than 50% in Figure 2-11 (b). It can be seen that when the axial strain 
- reached about 50%, a limit state which is similar to the critical state defined in soil mechanics was 
obtained in waste material. Whether this kind of limit state can be obtained in the untreated waste 
samples or not was not stated, but it was mentioned by Jessberger and Kockel (1993) that failure 
cannot be observed even at very large axial strain, which indicated that untreated waste had no 
similar limit state. Since reinforcing particles can be broken during the milling process, milled 
waste samples represented the non-reinforced waste material, while untreated waste samples 
represented the waste material with reinforcement. It can be concluded that waste material with 
reinforcement showed no failure and the shear stiffness kept increasing even when the axial strain 
reached 50% (date presented by Grisolia et al. (1991) in Figure 2-10), through which influences 
of reinforcing particles on MSW stress-strain behaviour can be confirmed. 
Grisolia et al. (1995) performed triaxial compression tests on artificially reconstructed fresh waste 
samples whose composition was given in Table 2-2 (similar to the waste samples reported by 
Grisolia et al., 1991, and results presented in Figure 2-10). The triaxial compression cell measured 
650 mm in height and 250 in diameter. The water content of all the samples were maintained at 
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40% and the consolidation drained test was conduct at different confining stresses of 50 kPa, 100 
kPa and 300 kPa. Figure 2-12 presents the typical stress-strain curves obtained from the drained 
triaxial compression tests, in which similar behaviour to those observed in Jessberger and Kockel 
(1993) can be noticed. It can again be noticed that the waste material showed higher strength and 
deformation modulus under higher confining stress, which is the same as for soils. 
Table 2-2 Waste composition at 40% water content (Grisolia et al. 1995) 
Organic Paper Plastic Cloth & Rubble Rubble 
matter wood d<20mm d>20mm 
[mass-%] 
22 32 86 12 20 
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aM 
Figure 2-12 Stress-strain curves from triaxial compression tests on reconstructed waste samples 
(Grisolia et al. 1995) 
Machado et al. (2002) carried out triaxial compression tests using statically compacted specimens 
(composition is given Table 2-3) with nominal unit weights of 10,12, and 14kN/m3, diameters of 
150 and 200mm and heights of 300 and 400mm. The strain rate was 0.7mm/min and saturated 
specimens and specimens remoulded to the natural moisture content were tested. Effective 
confining pressures of 100,200, and 400kPa were used. For preparing the sample waste from a 
borehole was thoroughly mixed and the largest particles were substituted by an equal amount of 
finer particles so the largest particle size would not surpass 30 or 40mm for the 150 and 200mm 
diameter specimens, respectively. 
Cy l 
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Test results on waste samples with different unit weight and water content showed almost the 
same trend, with only minor differences, and therefore typical results for one waste sample were 
presented in Figure 2-13. Typical stress-strain behaviour for MSW material can be noticed, as 
already observed by Jessberger and Kockel (1993) who tested untreated waste and Grisolia et al. 
(1995) who tested reconstructed waste. The soil-like behaviour of waste material, i. e. stronger and 
stiffer material under higher confining stress, is again confirmed in triaxial tests by Machado et al. 
(2002). 
Table 2-3 Composition of waste samples of 15-years-old waste (Machado et al., 2002) 
Stone Rubber Paper Plastic Textiles Wood Metal Glass Paste 
[dry mass-%] 
10 22 17 3452 55 
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Figure 2-13 Typical results from consolidated drained triaxial compression tests of MSW. " (a) 
deviator stress vs. axial strain, and (b) volumetric strain vs. axial strain (Machado 
et al., 2002) 
Volumetric behaviour of waste samples under triaxial compression is given in Figure 2-13 (b). It 
can be seen that under higher confining stresses less volumetric strains would be obtained with the 
axial strain increasing. This trend can also be noticed from the milled waste triaxial test results 
presented in Figure 2-11 (b). It is different to the typical normally consolidated soil volumetric 
behaviour which can be predicted by critical state soil models, in which the volumetric strains for 
different confining stresses are almost at the same level when the critical states are reached 
(Wood, 1990). This observed waste behaviour might be attributed to the influence of the 
compressible particles discussed in section 2.2.1, i. e. higher consolidation stresses would 
compress more compressible particles and harden the material. 
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In order to have a better understanding of the MSW stress-strain behaviour observed from triaxial 
tests, stress-strain curves obtained by Grisolia et al. (1995) (Figure 2-12) and Machado et al. 
(2002) (Figure 2-13 (a)) were re-plotted together for comparison in Figure 2-14. It confirms both 
test results have the same type of stress-strain curve except that Machado et al. 's MSW samples 
are stronger and also stiffer than the artificial waste samples. The observed stress-strain behaviour 
can be better described and summarised within the following three strain ranges: 
1) Initial strain range: axial strain <10%; 
2) Intermediate strain range: axial strain is between 10% and 20%; and 
3) Large strain range: axial strain >20%. 
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Figure 2-14 Comparison of stress-strain behaviour observed from triaxial tests 
In the initial strain range, waste material shows a similar stress-strain behaviour observed in 
ductile deformation insensitive soil presented in Figure 2-8 a), starting with a low shear stiffness 
and decreasing subsequently. When it enters the intermediate strain range, the stress-strain curves 
show almost a linear line indicating a constant stiffness, with a small increase before it hits the 
large strain range. Normally in this intermediate strain range, soil material (normally 
consolidated) shows a large stiffness deterioration before it reaches the critical state. In the large 
strain range, an obvious trend of increasing stiffness can occur in waste material rather than a 
failure. 
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stiffness of MSW and shear strain level. It can be clearly seen from the test results that the secant 
shear stiffness of MSW decreases with the shear strain level. 
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Figure 2-15 Pressure vs. cavity displacement plot from a pressuremeter test in fresh waste 
(Dixon et al. 2006) 
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Figure 2-16 Normalised secant shear modulus varies with strain levels (after Dixon et al. 2006) 
There is very little information about the stress-strain behaviour of degraded MSW in the 
literature. Dixon et al. (2006) found that older waste has a lower stiffness for a given horizontal 
stress from the pressuremeter test results. This may be due to the reduction of structural rigidity 
caused by MSW degradation. 
2.3 Constitutive Modelling of MSW 
A significant amount of research on mechanical behaviour of MSW has been carried out over the 
last few decades. However, modelling of mechanical behaviour, especially constitutive modelling, 
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Jessberger and Kockel (1993) and Grisolia et al. (1995) discussed the stress-strain behaviour 
observed from their tests and argued that the higher compressibility of the waste material were 
responsible for this behaviour, while Machado et al. (2002) indicated that the fibre reinforcing 
nature of MSW would dominate the behaviour. It must be considered however that both factors 
(i. e. high compressibility and reinforcing nature) play their significant roles respectively in 
different strain ranges on the waste stress-strain behaviour. In addition, the high compressibility of 
the waste material should be mainly attributed to its compressible particles which was noticed and 
discussed in section 2.2.1. The initial strain range behaviour should be dominated by compressible 
particles. Triaxial loading actually compresses the sample rather than shear it as particle 
compression occurs, therefore low stiffness is obtained in this strain range. In addition, the low 
strain range is insufficient to mobilise tensile stresses in reinforcing particles so that the 
reinforcing nature is very unlikely to have an effect on waste stress-strain behaviour. When the 
material enters the intermediate strain range, more compressible particles keep compressing and 
waste becomes denser. Meanwhile, some of the reinforcing particles begin to mobilise. Thus, 
waste stiffness remains almost constant and an increasing trend is noticed close to the large strain. 
Both the compressible and reinforcing particles are thought to have an effect on waste stress- 
strain behaviour in the intermediate strain range. When larger strain arrives, most of the 
compressible particles may have finished compression and more and more reinforcing particles 
are mobilised, therefore increasing shear stiffness can be obtained and no failure occurs. Peak 
strength was obtained from milled waste (without reinforcing particles) test reported by 
Jessberger et al. (1995) (Figure 2-11 (b)), which does confirm the effect of reinforcing particles 
on waste stress-strain behaviour at large strain range. Moreover, possible transformation from 
compressible particles to reinforcing particles (Langer, 2006) may additionally strengthen the 
material under high compressive stress condition. 
In-situ pressuremeter tests also can provide information on stress-strain behaviour of MSW over a 
small strain range. Dixon et al. (2006) carried out a total of 43 pressuremeter tests in waste body 
in landfills, of which 33 were high pressure dilatometer (HPD) tests and 10 were self-boring 
pressuremeter (SBP) tests, to investigate the non-linear horizontal stiffness of MSW. Of these, 17 
were in waste less than 1 year old, 15 in waste 3 to 5 year s old and 1 tin waste 12 to 15 years old. 
Figure 2-15 shows a typical plot of cavity pressure versus cavity strain obtained from a HPD 
pressuremeter test in MSW body. Unfortunately, shear strength information can not be obtained 
from the tests because cavity strains up to 30% were insufficient to mobilise limiting pressures in 
fresh waste. Secant shear moduli (GS) values for shear strains in the range 0.01% to 1% were 
calculated by using the reload portion of unload/reload loops and applying the approach proposed 
by Whittle (1999). Figure 2-16 shows a typical relationship between the calculated secant 
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is rarely to be seen in the literature. This is because the importance of the MSW modelling has not 
been fully recognised, and some aspects of MSW mechanical behaviour have not yet been 
clarified, as discussed in section 2.2. It has been shown in section 2.2 that waste has similar 
behaviour as peat soil (e. g. high compressibility, fibre reinforcement), which means material 
model for peat might be used for waste material. Unfortunately, constitutive modelling study for 
peat soil is rarely seen in the literature. 
2.3.1 Modelling Reinforcing Behaviour 
To date only two technical papers have been found relating to constitutive modelling of 
mechanical behaviour of MSW (Machado et al., 2002; Krase and Dinkier, 2005), in which they 
were trying to model the influence of reinforcing particles on MSW shear behaviour (i. e. 
reinforcing behaviour). 
Machado et al. (2002) proposed a framework to model the MSW mechanical behaviour based on 
results from laboratory tests, i. e. triaxial compression and confined compression of large samples. 
It was suggested that two different effects command MSW mechanical behaviour: (1) a critical 
state framework for MSW paste and (2) an elastic perfectly plastic framework for waste fibres. 
The model was developed based upon a critical state soil model, by which soil-like behaviour of 
MSW could be represented. Soil models have been widely adopted for MSW in numerical 
analysis, which demonstrates some aspects of MSW behaviour are similar to those of soil 
behaviour. An important nature of MSW, i. e. reinforcing behaviour of its components has been 
specifically considered in Machado's model, by which a fibre model is introduced. In addition, a 
long-term settlement model is also proposed according to the site settlement investigation results, -- 
which will be discussed in section 2.3.2. 
The idea of combining two separate models (matrix model and fibre model) together adopted by 
Machado et al. (2002) is not original. di Prisco and Nova (1993) applied this idea to produce a 
combined model for fibre reinforced soil. It is not difficult to select appropriate existing 
constitutive models for the two individual materials. The biggest challenge of this method is the 
way of combining the two individual constitutive models, which is defined as an integration 
strategy. di Prisco and Nova (1993) assumed strains were equal in the soil matrix and continuous 
threads, while the total normal stress were combined with stresses in soil and stresses in fibre 
multiplied with volume content of the threads according to total force equilibrium condition. It 
was also assumed that the shear stress components are only taken by soil, while the threads may 
take the compressive normal stress. However, it is widely acknowledged that fibres in reinforced 
soil can only make a contribution to tensile normal stress (Michalowski and Cermak, 2003). A 
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simple model combined linear elastic models for both material under axisymmetric loading was 
proposed. However, it could not model the experiment results well. 
Machado et al. (2002) adopted more advanced constitutive models for both matrix and fibre 
material in MSW, especially for the matrix where a critical state soil model was applied. A linear 
elastic relationship with von Mises criterion was applied for the fibre material. Both the 
constitutive relationships were expressed in terms of effective mean stress p' and deviator stress q, 
i. e. axisymmetric stress condition is considered. A different integration strategy to di Prisco and 
Nova (1993) was adopted Machado et al. (2002), assuming both deviator stress and shear strain in 
MSW are obtained by adding the volume proportional contributions from both paste and fibre 
together. This solution has no physical or mechanical explanations, but it is surprising that the 
proposed model could reproduce the triaxial compression test curves on MSW samples reviewed 
in section 2.2.2, as presented in Figure 2-17. 
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Krase and Dinkier (2005) used a different integration strategy, namely the mixture theory, to 
obtain a constitutive model for MSW. A linear elastic relationship with Mohr-Coulomb failure 
criterion was applied for matrix material, and a linear elastic model with normal stress dependant 
failure criterion was assumed for the fibre material. A constitutive model for MSW was proposed 
by combining matrix and fibre model through mixture theory. Finite element analysis was carried 
out to assess waste slope stability using the MSW constitutive model. Unfortunately, there is not 
much detailed information on mixture theory and an explanation of how it was applied into the 
model in their paper. 
Mixture theory deals with the mechanics of mixtures or materials with two or more constituents 
interacting at a microscopic scale. Mixture theory appears to have originated from the work of 
Truesdell and Toupin (1960), and is now widely used in many fields. An excellent review article 
ate, 
d 
I 
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on the different versions of mixture theory can be found in Bedford and Drumheller (1983). 
Mixture theory has been used in many fields including chemical engineering, materials science, 
biology and geosciences. In geotechnical engineering, mixture theory has been used mainly in 
consolidation-type problems. For instance, mixture theory has been used to reformulate and 
generalize Biot's theory (Biot, 1941) for three-dimensional consolidation (e. g., Coussy et al. 
1988). In addition, it has also been applied in soil mixture modelling by Gutierrez (2003). 
In mixture theory, each constituent of the mixture is assumed to simultaneously occupy the same 
region in space at a macroscopic scale. Thus, mixture theory approximates the macroscopic 
response of a heterogeneous material with a set of field equations for an equivalent homogenous 
material. This approximation is valid at scales much larger than the micro-scale at which the 
constituents can be individually distinguished. The approximation facilitates the development of 
tractable macroscopic models of complex systems of constituents, which interact at a microscopic 
level. 
It appears that mixture theory would be a relevant solution to be applied to the modelling 
integration strategy of MSW. Nevertheless, not only are all the balance equations for each 
individual phase required, but also the additional equations for interaction between each phase are 
needed. This is the reason why a large number of parameters are needed in a model produced by 
this theory, e. g. the MSW model by Krase and Dinkier (2005). In addition, currently there is not a 
standard procedure for mixture theory to be incorporated into a numerical modelling method, e. g. 
finite element method or finite difference method. Therefore, it is difficult to apply mixture theory 
to constitutive modelling of MSW. Furthermore, with limited information on MSW mechanical 
.. _ . _. 
behaviour. at present, it may not be necessary-to apply such a complete and complex theory to_.. _ 
cover uncertain behaviour. 
Both the MSW models explained above have acknowledged the reinforcing effect of fibre shaped 
material on MSW shear behaviour. They both attempted to produce a MSW model through 
combining individual models for two phases, i. e. matrix and fibre. The only difference between 
them is the integration strategy that they used for combining the two models. Machado et al. 
(2002) adopted a relatively simple method, which is similar to that of di Prisco and Nova (1993) 
for modelling of reinforced soil. The idea is easy to understand and it is also easy to apply, though 
physical and mechanical meanings have to be clarified through modifications. However, Karse 
and Dinkier (2005) applied a more complicated solution, mixture theory, as the integration 
strategy. Although it may be possible to produce a complete MSW model considering every 
aspect of behaviour, it is still on the theoretical level and it not easily applied at present. As a 
conclusion, an appropriate level of integration strategy, which should not only have its reasonable 
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physical and mechanical explanations, but also have a reasonable number of parameters, is 
required to model the MSW reinforcing behaviour. 
Michalowski and Cermak (2003) proposed a failure criterion for randomly distributed fibre 
reinforced sand using an energy-based homogenisation technique rather than integrating two 
materials together. It was assumed that the work rate of the macroscopic stress is equated to the 
work dissipation rate in a deformation process under axisymmetric compression. Fibres are 
assumed to be distributed uniformly in all directions, then yielding of fibre-reinforced sand can be 
described with an isotropic model, and the principal directions of the macroscopic stress state are 
expected to coincide with the principal directions of the strain rate. To calculate the work 
dissipation in the entire specimen, the dissipation associated with a single fibre was described first 
as a function of the strain of the composite in the direction of this fibre. Then, the total work 
dissipation were integrated over all fibres. Since the fibres under compression do not contribute to 
the composite strength, integration of the dissipation should be performed only over the fibres 
subjected to tension. A critical angle was proposed to separate fibres subjected to tension and 
compression and can be calculated from the dilation angle of the matrix material. 
When calculating the work dissipation rate associated with a single fibre, two fibre failure modes 
were considered, i. e. slip between the fibrelsand interface and rupture of the fibre. Since the 
rupture failure of fibres is possible only if the axial stress in the fibres is mobilised to the 
magnitude of the yield stress, there must exist a combination of stress and model parameters that 
determines when fibre sliding occurs and when fibre rupture occurs. A critical confining stress 
was derived from the requirement that the integrated shear stress on behalf of a fibre be equal to 
--the-tension 
limit-force in the fibre. -If the 
fibre- reinforced sand is subjected to_a. confining.. tress__ 
less than the critical confining stress, the limit state of the composite is associated with a slip of 
fibres; otherwise plastic yielding of fibres will occur. Figure 2-18 presents the failure function for 
triaxial compression boundary condition, in which higher strength than pure sand (Mohr-Coulomb 
failure criterion) can be predicted for the fibre reinforced sand. 
The model was applied to predict the failure stress of fibre reinforced sand in triaxial 
compression. The failure axial stress data points of fibre (polyamide) reinforced sand under 
different confining stresses with those of unreinforced sand by plotting them in a a, -63 coordinate 
system, as shown in Figure 2-19. The predictions by their proposed model are very consistent 
with the test results, especially for the fibre content p=0.5%. For the case of fibre content p=2%, 
the model has slightly underestimated the strengths under lower confining stresses (50 kPa and 
100 kPa), but over-predicted the strengths under the higher confining stresses (300 kPa and 400 
kPa). The model can reproduce the shear strength behaviour of fibre reinforced sand observed in 
triaxial tests, but not the full stress-strain behaviour. 
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2.3.2 Modelling Compression Behaviour 
In addition to reinforcing behaviour, another important factor influencing MSW mechanical 
behaviour is the existence of compressible particles which was discussed in section 2.2. In soil 
constitutive models, it is preferable to link shear behaviour and volume change behaviour together 
(e. g. critical state soil models). It is expected that at a given stress level, the denser the soil the 
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higher the strength will be. When the soil is compressed to a denser state, the contact between 
particles is greater so that it is more difficult to cause relative displacement (shear). There is an 
assumption that the soil particles are incompressible or nearly incompressible. It is applicable for 
most soils under stress levels relevant for common problems, but it is not the case for MSW. As 
reviewed in section 2.2.1, particle compression may occur in MSW during compression and 
influence its compression behaviour, which can also influence the observed MSW stress-strain 
behaviour as discussed in section 2.2.2. Unfortunately at present, no study on modelling 
compressible particle behaviour has been found in the literature. 
Long-term compression behaviour (creep and degradation) of MSW have been modelled by many 
researchers. Machado et al. (2002) applied an additional component in their constitutive model to 
calculate the secondary compression of MSW. A time-dependent function proposed by Ling et al. 
(1998) was adopted to calculate the long-term settlement of MSW in landfills. Krase and Dinkier 
(2005) also included a creep law in their constitutive modelling of MSW to calculate the long- 
term settlement of MSW due to creep and degradation. Neither of these models has considered the 
influence of compressible particles on the instant compression behaviour of MSW. 
As for long-term settlement estimation methods, Edil et al. (1990); Ling et al. (1998) and 
Marques et al. (2003) suggested applying a simple time-dependent function to model the 
complicated MSW compressive mechanism including creep and degradation. Although these 
models can predict the settlement accurately at times (depending on the values of parameters), it 
can not be explained according to MSW compression behaviour. An appropriate model capable of 
reflecting the MSW compressive mechanism is required. 
McDougall and Pyrah (2004) proposed a decomposition model for non-conservative soil through 
analysis of phase composition. It was postulated that decomposition of solid matter might initially 
enlarge the void space without significant overall volumetric reduction; however, the solid 
skeleton is progressively weakened until it can no longer support the current stress state and a 
collapse occurs. Densification due to collapse improves the soil skeleton's ability to resist further 
deformation, although the improvement is only temporary if continued, degradation produces 
further episodes of void enlargement and collapse. This model considered the effect of 
degradation from a creative and reasonable view. McDougall and Hay (2005) has also proposed a 
coupled model that relates the degradation process to changes in mechanical properties and hence 
behaviour. These types of approach could be incorporated into a waste constitutive modelling in 
the future. 
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2.4 Constitutive Model for Soils 
It has been shown that the constitutive modelling of MSW has, to date, involved combination of 
soil and fibre models. To select an appropriate soil model for constitutive modelling of MSW, it is 
necessary to review existing constitutive models for soil. 
There is a long history for the development of constitutive models for soil. Scott (1985) gave a 
detailed historical review and discussion of constitutive theories in the 19th Terzaghi Lecture: 
"Plasticity and Constitutive Relations in Soil Mechanics". He introduced the process of how the 
constitutive model evolved from initial isotropic elasticity to non-linear elasto-plasticity and 
emphasis on the plasticity of soil. In the last two decades, with the development of high-speed 
modem computer techniques, some more advanced and sophisticated models have been proposed, 
e. g. MIT-E3 model (Whittle, 1987), and bubble soil model (Stallebrass, 1997). Two 
representative constitutive models for soils, i. e. the elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb model 
and the Modified Cam-Clay model, which are widely used and could possibly be applied to the 
constitutive modelling of MSW will be introduced. Prior to this, basic equations of general 
elastic-perfectly plastic model and general elastic-hardening plastic model are explained. 
2.4.1 General Elasto-Plastic Model Equations 
The basic assumption of the elasto-plastic soil models that have been developed is the strain 
increments that accompany any changes in stress can be divided into elastic (`) (recoverable) and 
plastic (°) (irrecoverable) parts, which can be expressed as: 
&- _+&° -- Eq. -2-4 
The elastic strain increment 8E` occurs whenever there is any change in stress 8a, and these two 
variables can be linked by: 
67 =DSG` Eq. 2-5 
where D is the elastic material matrix. The first ingredient of the elasto-plastic model is therefore 
a description of the elastic behaviour. This elastic behaviour is the same for both non-hardening 
and hardening models. However, as soon as the material yields, different types of plastic 
behaviour will be defined for these two types of models, as shown in Figure 2-20. Therefore, the 
elastic-perfectly plastic model and the elastic-hardening plastic model need to be introduced 
separately as follows (Muir Wood, 2005): 
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plastic model, and (b) elastic-hardening plastic model (Muir Wood 2005) 
> General Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Model 
In the elastic-perfectly plastic model, i. e. non-hardening model, there is a region of stress space 
which can be reached elastically, without incurring any irrecoverable deformations, as shown in 
Figure 2-20 (a). However, as soon as the boundary of this elastic region is reached then the 
material yields (or fails) at constant stress level. The boundary of the elastic region is called a 
yield surface and is mathematically described by a yield function. The yield function is the second 
ingredient of the model which can be expressed as: 
1(0) =0 Eq. 2-6 
The plastic strain increment ö occurs only when the stress state lies on, and remains on, the yield 
surface during the load increment so that: 
f (ý) = 0; 
of T 
V(J =o 
aor 
Eq. 2-7 
where T indicates the transpose of the vector. This relationship is known as the consistency 
condition (Muir Wood, 2005). 
A third ingredient of the model, flow rule, is needed to establish the link between stress state and 
plastic deformations. A plastic potential function g(o) is assumed such that the plastic strain 
increments is given by 
6eP=näß Eq. 2-8 
where A is a scalar multiplier which merely indicates the magnitude of the plastic strain 
increments. It is thus only the gradient of the plastic potential function g(6) that is required, the 
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actual value of the function is not relevant. It should be noted that the plastic strains are controlled 
by the current stresses at yield and not by the stress increment which brought the material to yield. 
By combining Eq. 2-4,2-5 and 2-8, the incremental stress can be obtained as: 
Sa=D&-AD 
Da 
Eq. 2-9 
and it is not difficult to determine A by combining Eq. 2-7 and 2-9 as: 
T 
n- afT ag 
Eq. 2-1o 
Du 
D 
Da 
hence the elasto-plastic material matrix DeP for elastic-perfectly plastic model can be obtained by: 
Dg 
a of TD 
=D- 
of'7a ag &=DI& 
ao 
DaQ 
Eq. 2-11 
from which the stress increment can be calculated from any total strain increment that is causing 
yield. 
> General Elastic-Hardening Plastic Model 
Hardening models are natural extensions of the elastic-perfectly plastic models. The. additional - 
feature is that the yield function is no longer merely a function of the stress state. A hardening 
parameter is introduced to characterise the current size of the yield surface, as shown in Figure 
2-20 (b). Non-hardening models reproduce the failure and the plasticity of material behaviour- 
the accumulation of the irrecoverable strains, while hardening plasticity enables to predict the pre- 
failure non-linear stress-strain relationship. 
In addition to the three ingredients of the perfectly plastic models, an extra component of the 
model, the hardening rule, is required to define the way in which this hardening parameter 
changes as plastic strain occurs. The yield criterion and flow rule need rewriting due to the extra 
hardening parameter. For a hardening model the yield surface is not fixed but will depend on the 
history of the loading of the material, which is a function of a hardening parameter X: 
f(o, x)=o Eq. 2-12 
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It is the same as the non-hardening models that the current stress state cannot lie outside the 
current yield surface. However, the size of the yield surface is no longer fixed as it was in the 
elastic-perfectly plastic model, i. e. it is able to expand in order to accommodate the imposed stress 
changes. The consistency condition shown in Eq. 2-7, which states that the stress stage must 
remain on the yield surface when plastic strains are being generated, now is expressed as: 
T 
f(cT, x)=O; ý` ate +ä sx x 
Eq. 2-13 
The same method as for the elastic-perfectly plastic model, i. e. defining a plastic potential, is used 
to indicate the ratio of the several incremental plastic strain components (Eq. 2-8). It may be 
convenient to assume that the yield criterion f and the plastic potential g are the same. This case is 
defined as associated flow (the flow is associated with the yield criterion) or normality (the strain 
increment vectors are normal to the yield surface at the current stress state) but this is certainly not 
a necessary assumption. Non-associated flow rule is applied if f and g are assumed to be different 
(Muir Wood, 2005). 
The hardening rule links the change in size of the yield surface with the magnitude of the plastic 
strain, i. e. a link between hardening parameterx and plastic multiplier A. For the elastic-hardening 
plastic model, the hardening parameter must be assumed as a function X(e) of the plastic strain so 
that the link can be established. Combining the consistency condition Eq. 2-13 and the flow rule 
Eq. 2-8, it results in: 
TT 
of crxl- +n of ax 
ag 
=0 Eq. 2-14 
, au ---- ax aep au 
a procedure exactly the same as that used for the perfectly plastic model can be used to generate 
the stiffness relationship between stress increments and total strain increments: 
Dag 
of TD 
8Q= D- DU Du &=D"PSE Eq. 2-15 
of 
Dag+H 
Da a6 
where H is the hardening quantity, expressed as: 
H=-of 
arT ag 
Eq. 2-16 
ax aepDa 
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2.4.2 Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Mohr-Coulomb Model 
Elastic-perfectly plastic model states that there is not hardening or softening stiffness for the 
material, i. e. stiffness before failure is kept as a constant. As soon as the stress status reaches its 
yield criterion (or failure criterion), the material yields (or fails) at constant stress. Mohr-Coulomb 
failure criterion is familiar to all geotechnical engineers and the elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr- 
Coulomb model is generally available in most finite element programs. Muir Wood (2005) 
explained the model in terms of effective mean stress p' and deviator stress q for axisymmetric 
condition in detail as below: 
Firstly, the elastic properties need to be defined as an isotropic elastic relationship: 
bp' [K 0 &; 
8q 0 3G &9 
Eq. 2-17 
where K is bulk modulus, G is shear modulus, & is the incremental elastic volumetric strain, 
and &9 is the incremental elastic distortional strain. 
The yield function is then defined as: 
fý6ý=f(p', q)=q-Mp. Eq. 2-18 
If f<0 the soil is behaving elastically; if f>0 the soil is yielding (failing) and generating plastic 
deformations. To have f>0 is impossible, which defines an inaccessible region in the stress plane. 
The value of the soil property M can be related to the angle of shearing resistance. 0 of the soil in 
triaxial compression (Muir Wood, 2005): 
6sinO 
M= 
3-sinq5 
Eq. 2-19 
Finally, a flow rule is required to define the plastic deformation mechanism at the current stress 
state. A plastic potential function is given as: 
g(o')= S(P', q)=q-M'p'+k =0 Eq. 2-20 
where k is an arbitrary variable to allow the plastic potential function to be defined at the current 
state of stress and M* is another soil property. This implies that the plastic strain increments are 
given by normality to the plastic potential function at the current state of stress: 
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&-P aaI ap' -M" 
&9 =A ag laq =n1 
Eq. 2-21 
where A is a scalar which has been defined in section 2.4.1. The ratio of the two components of 
plastic strain can be obtained as: 
VtP 
P 
öe 
9 
Eq. 2-22 
The link between M* and angle of dilation is not as simple as the link between M and angle of 
shearing resistance because angle of dilation is essentially a plane strain concept. In plane strain 
the angle of dilation yi has a geometrical meaning as the tangent to Mohr's circle of strain 
increment. Under conditions of triaxial compression a similar tangent angle yi, can be defined. 
The triaxial strain increment ratio can be expressed as (Muir Wood, 2005): 
° 4(3sinyip-1) 
P 
9 
Eq. 2-23 
in which sinyi<<1/3 implies dilation. Then, if an angle of dilation v can be defined as a material 
property for use merely in analysis form: 
M, - 
6sinyr 
3-sinyi 
Eq. 2-24 
for triaxial compression to be exactly similar to Eq. 2-20, the direct geometrical interpretation has 
been lost (Muir Wood, 2005). Angles yr and y/, are linked through: 
1-3sinyi 
sin yip = Eq. 2-25 3-sinyr 
A general expression for the elasto-perfectly plastic material matrix DP has already been given in 
Eq. 2-11. Therefore, the complete elastic-plastic material matrix for elastic-perfectly plastic 
Mohr-Coulomb model can now be generated (Muir Wood, 2005): 
Dip -K 
0- 1 MM*K2 -3M`GK E. 2-26 
0 3G KMM' +3G -3MGK 9G2 
q 
The second term in the equation is only included if the soil is yielding. The elasto-plastic material 
matrix is in general asymmetric unless M*=M which is physically unreasonable. However, certain 
numerical analysis programs requires the material matrix to be symmetric for solution purposes 
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and it is for these programs that the assumption M* =M is often forced upon the user, otherwise 
some numerical modification is needed to overcome the limitation of the program (Muir Wood, 
2005). 
2.4.3 Modified Cam-Clay Model 
By 1950, the mathematical basis of plasticity for metals was firmly established (Scott, 1985). 
Some elastic perfectly plastic models, from Tresca and von Mises models to Mohr-Coulomb and 
Drucker-Prager models had been applied to soil mechanics. Since that time, they have been 
extended by many investigators to account for the peculiarities of soil behaviour, such as strain 
work hardening rule and yielding under mean stresses. Drucker et al. (1957) proposed the work 
hardening theories and a cap yield surface controlled by volume change, i. e. soil would yield 
under mean stresses. Roscoe et al. (1958) developed the concepts of critical state and suggested 
the existence of a boundary state surface, which is usually called the Roscoe surface. 
The developments mentioned above led to the construction of the critical state theory as well as 
the first and simplest modem elastic-hardening plastic soil constitutive model, named as Cam- 
Clay model, developed at the University of Cambridge, by Roscoe and his co-workers. The 
formulation of the original Cam-Clay model as an elastic-hardening plastic constitutive 
relationship is presented by Roscoe and Schofield (1963) and Schofield and Worth (1968). 
Afterwards, Roscoe and Burland (1968) proposed the Modified Cam-Clay (MCC) model. Over 
the last few decades, models of Cam-Clay form have been widely and successfully used for 
analysis of problems involving the loading of soft clays. It has been less successful in describing 
the behaviour of sands for which models which make use of distortional hardening and non- 
associated flow have generally been reckoned to be more satisfactory (Muir Wood 2005). Both 
the original Cam-Clay model and MCC model are available in many of the commercial soil 
mechanics numerical modelling software, e. g. Sage-CRISP, FLAC and PLAXIS. The only 
difference between these two forms is the shape of the yield surface. The original Cam-Clay yield 
surface plots as a logarithmic curve, whereas the MCC yield surface plots as an ellipse. The 
original Cam-Clay model is difficult to implement both theoretically and practically due to the 
discontinuity of its yield surface at the corner. Therefore, the MCC model has been more widely 
used in numerical modelling of geotechnical structures. Muir Wood (2005) explained the MCC 
model from the following four aspects, elastic properties, yield criterion, flow rule and hardening 
rule, which are the four essential components of a constitutive model to be included in a 
numerical model. 
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> Elastic Properties 
It is assumed that the elastic behaviour of the soil is isotropic and defined by two elastic 
parameters, bulk modulus K and shear modulus G. It is well known that results of oedometer tests 
are typically presented in semi-logarithmic plots because it is found that the relationships between 
stress and volume change become almost linear-both during loading, unloading and reloading. It 
is logical then to use the average slope is of an unload-reload line to characterise the elastic 
volumetric response, as shown in Figure 2-21(a). 
It is assumed that x is a soil constant for the MCC model: 
v=yr -Klnp' Eq. 2-27 
where v,, is an reference value of specific volume on a particular unloading-reloading relationship. 
The equation can be converted to an incremental relationship: 
&` _-=x" Eq. 2-28 °vv p' 
which implies that the bulk modulus K is not constant but is dependent on stress level: 
iF -vp' K=- Eq. 2-29 &P K 
N 
v 
Pl 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2-21 Modified Cam-Clay model. (a) linear normal compression and unloading-reloading 
in semi-logarithmic compression plane, and (b) elliptical yield locus (Muir Wood 
2005) 
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In this form the value of K is directly related to swelling index CS: 
ý. _ 
Cs 
1n 10 
Eq. 2-30 
In the original formulation for the MCC model, no elastic shear strains are considered. To avoid 
numerical problems and to achieve a better modelling inside the yield surface, elastic shear strains 
may often be computed from an elastic shear modulus G: 
= 3G Eq. 2-31 
An alternative will be to choose a constant value of Poisson's ratio p, thus forcing a constant ratio 
of shear modulus and bulk modulus as below: 
G= K 
2(1+, U) 
Eq. 2-32 
Clearly if G is constant then the variation of bulk modulus K with stress level will lead to a 
varying Poisson's ratio p. However, if Poisson's ratio p is assumed to be constant then G changes 
together with the bulk modulus K or mean stress p', which leads to thermodynamic problems, i. e. 
it becomes possible to generate or dissipate energy on supposedly elastic cycles of stress change 
(Zytinski et al., 1978). Woods and Rahim (2001) argued that, the use of a constant value of shear 
modulus, G, is preferable from a theoretical standpoint since the thermodynamic problems do not 
arise. However a constant value of Poisson's ratio is also often assumed (typically a value of 
about 0.3) for the following reasons: 
1) The Cam-Clay and MCC models do not give very good results in situations where there are 
cyclic loads (whatever elastic properties are assumed). In practice a build up of pore pressure 
is often seen, whereas the models predict no change in pore pressures for stress cycles within 
the yield locus. If the effect of stress cycling is important in a problem, it is probably 
worthwhile considering the incorporation of a new constitutive model in the program. 
2) Prediction of triaxial test results is usually better if a constant value of Poisson's ratio is used. 
3) Attempts to measure G experimentally show that it is dependent on stress level (however it 
should be noted that the variation observed is not the same as for the bulk modulus-there is a 
strong correction with the size of yield locus, which is determined by pö). 
4) It is appropriate to assume that values of the critical state parameters are the same over the 
whole problem domain. In these circumstances a constant value of Poisson's ratio is to be 
preferred to a constant value of G bearing in mind the points made in 3). 
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In conclusion it is worth pointing out that the main strength of the Cam-Clay model is in the 
calculation of plastic strains during yielding as opposed to the elastic strains which are calculated 
for overconsolidated behaviour. 
The elastic stiffness and compliance relationships can be written as: 
p' p'/xc 0 oep 
Äq 0 3G &e 
Eq. 2-33 
P_ x'/ vp' 0 Spy Eq. 2-34 
&q 0 1/3G &. 
> Yield Surface 
Roscoe and Burland (1968) proposed an elliptical shape yield locus passing through the original 
of the stress plane (p', q) for the MCC model, as shown in Figure 2-21b). This introduces two 
variables: the aspect ratio of the ellipse M which controls the shape of the ellipse, the ratio of the 
vertical (q) axis to the horizontal (p') axis; and the size of the ellipse p'o which is the hardening 
parameters X for the modified Cam-Clay model. The equation of the ellipse can be presented in 
various different ways. To fit in with the general presentation of hardening plastic models it can 
be written as: 
2 
fýý, PO)_ 
M2 
-P"(PO -Pý)=O Eq. 2-35 
so that, as discussed in section 2.4.1, f>0 indicates elastic behaviour, f=0 indicates that yielding is 
occurring and f>0 is not permitted. 
For stress changes (dp, 8q) causing yield, the change in size of the yield locus can be written: 
. '4, 
' 2q &1 
(FPO =(2P -p0ý p. +M2 
p. 
Eq. 2-36 
from this expression the change in size of the yield locus required to accommodate any change in 
effective stress which causes yielding can be calculated. 
¢ Flow Rule 
It is assumed that the MCC model obeys the hypothesis of associated flow (normality) so that the 
plastic strain increment vector is assumed to be normal to the yield surface at the current stress 
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state, as shown in Figure 2-21 (b). The plastic potential function then has the same form as the 
yield criterion: 
2 
g (0-+ Po) =M2- Apo - P') =0 Eq. 2-37 
The plastic strain increments are given by: 
J'ý6' 
P=A''=A 
2P Po Eq. 2-38 
1e: f ag/aq 2q/M2 
¢ Hardening Rule 
The hardening rule describes the dependence of the size of the yield locus p'o on the plastic strain. 
The MCC model is a volumetric hardening model in which it is assumed that the size of the yield 
locus depends only on the plastic volumetric strain through an expression: 
Japö /Depp - 
Jvpö /(, I - X) 
apö i aeq -0 
Eq. 2-39 
This hardening rule introduces one additional soil parameter A. During isotropic normal 
compression, mean effective stress p' changes with distortional stress q kept constant at zero. 
There will be elastic volumetric strains given by Eq. 2-28 and, because the mean effective stress is 
always at the tip of the yield surface p'=p'o, there will be plastic volumetric strains given by a 
rearrangement of Eq. 2-39: 
pA 
-1c' Eq. 2-40 
v Po vp 
The total volumetric strain is then: 
r_rr rci &P + Sý° = 
v, 
+ 
ýý 
vý 
=v Eq. 2-41 
PPP 
Noting that the definition of the volumetric strain is: 
Äßp = Eq. 2-42 
v 
Eq. 2-29 can be integrated to give the form of the normal compression relationship linking 
specific volume v and mean effective stress p: 
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v=N-A In p' Eq. 2-43 
where N is a reference value of specific volume for unit value of mean effective stress. This is a 
linear normal compression relationship with slope X in the semi-logarithmic plot, as shown in 
Figure 2-21 (b). It may be noted that 
Cc 
Eq. 2-44 
In10 
and the plastic compressibility A can be directly related to the compression index Cc. 
Now that all the ingredients of the model are in place, the full elasto-plastic material matrix D`" 
linking the stress increments with the total strain increments can be obtained by substitution in Eq. 
2-15 and 2-16, i. e. equations for the general elastic-hardening plastic constitutive model, which is 
not presented here due to its complexity. The hardening quantity H is given by: 
rr 
H=- 
ap ae apr = -C- Pr vP 
o, (2P Po) Eq. 2-45 
0p 
2.5 Summary 
Firstly, reported MSW mechanical behaviour, including compression behaviour and shear 
behaviour, have been reviewed. A number of special aspects of MSW behaviour, which are 
different to those of soil behaviour, have been identified for consideration in development of a 
constitutive model for MSW. These are as follows: 
1) Particle compression occurs in compression of MSW, and it should be differentiated from 
volume change due to particle rearrangement so that traditional elasto-plastic material models 
can be used for MSW; 
2) Long-term compression of MSW includes not only the creep deformation of the structure, the 
same as soils (secondary compression), but also volume loss due to chemical reaction- 
biodegradation; 
3) Ka values of MSW were observed from the laboratory test to be influenced by the content of 
reinforcing particles, i. e. they decrease consistently with an increasing amount of fibrous 
constituents. 
4) Shear strength of MSW is influenced by the content of reinforcing particles. It seems that 
higher shear strength of a waste body can be reached when more fibre reinforcement is 
mobilised; 
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5) Triaxial compression tests on different kinds of waste samples have shown that MSW stress- 
strain behaviour appears to be dominated by compressible and reinforcing particles in 
different strain ranges. 
6) Although there is little information on stiffness of degraded waste, pressuremeter test results 
showed that the older waste has a lower stiffness for a given meanstress. 
Secondly, constitutive modelling of waste material has been reviewed, again through the two 
related aspects, modelling shear and compression behaviour. Difficulties with soil models have 
been recognised, and potential methods for constitutive modelling of MSW have been suggested 
as follow: 
1) An appropriate compression model is required capable of reflecting the observed MSW 
instant compression behaviour, which should separate volume change due to particle 
compression and particle rearrangement rather than combining them; 
2) An appropriate integration strategy is required to combine the two phases of waste material 
(i. e. matrix and fibre), which should not only have appropriate physical and mechanical 
explanations, but also have a reasonable number of parameters. 
Finally, constitutive modelling of soils has been reviewed considering its potential application in 
constitutive modelling of MSW. Basic equations for general elasto-plastic soil models have been 
detailed for both perfectly plasticity and hardening plasticity. Essential components of a soil 
constitutive model have been identified. Two classic soil constitutive model, i. e. the Mohr- 
Coulomb perfectly plastic model and the Modified Cam-Clay model, have been presented at the 
level of numerical implementation. 
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CHAPTER 
3 
Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the methodology which has been used to develop a constitutive model for 
MSW. Firstly, requirements of an appropriate constitutive model for MSW are determined 
through experience of numerical modelling in landfill engineering. Based upon these 
requirements, together with the reported MSW behaviour from the literature, which is found to be 
different than soil behaviour, gaps between MSW behaviour and existing constitutive models 
(both for soil and MSW) are investigated. Subsequently, a method for constitutive modelling of 
MSW is discussed from the two main aspects of modelling behaviour (i. e. compression and shear 
behaviour). In addition, methods for model implementation and validation are discussed. 
3.2 MSW Constitutive Model Requirements 
Based on studying the history of constitutive modelling of soils and existing constitutive models 
for soil, there is some experience applicable to the modelling of MSW. It is almost impossible to 
produce a perfect constitutive model for soil which could cover all aspects of soil mechanical 
behaviour, such as change of stiffness with stress and strain level, failure criterion, effect of stress 
path, contractant/dilatant behaviour, and anisotropic stiffness etc. Every existing soil model is 
designed to model one, or a limited number, specific aspects of soil behaviour. For example, the 
elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb model can only model the friction failure criterion of 
granular material, and Cam-Clay model covers the volumetric strain hardening behaviour and 
contractant/dilatant behaviour during shearing. Therefore, it is necessary to determine which 
aspects of MSW behaviour need to be included in the MSW constitutive model. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the motivation of constitutive modelling of MSW comes from the 
requirement of numerical modelling application to assess the interaction between the MSW body 
and lining systems (both steep and shallow slope lining systems), as well as the deformation and 
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stability of the MSW body itself. For different numerical modelling applications, the requirements 
of MSW constitutive model may differ. For example, according to the limited numerical 
modelling experience of landfill in the literature, most of them were designed to assess the 
stability of shallow lining systems, in which the horizontal support of MSW is of secondary 
importance. Therefore, the horizontal stress and deformation in MSW need not be considered, 
which is not the case for the steep wall lining system. This is a very simple and obvious example 
and more detailed information will be explained in the following sections. 
3.2.1 Modelling Horizontal MSW Support 
The importance of MSW horizontal support to the stability of steep slope wall lining systems has 
been demonstrated though numerical modelling by Fowmes et al. (2005). It has shown that, in the 
absence of the waste, failure occurs through the toe of the lining system, however, with waste 
support, strains are much lower. The deformation of the lining system is also shown to be 
dependent on the stiffness of MSW material. The stiffness issue is of concern because support is 
currently considered in the limit equilibrium method design but not stiffness of MSW. This is 
exactly the reason why numerical modelling techniques are needed. 
According to the numerical modelling experience, two aspects of MSW mechanical behaviour are 
required to be emphasised for constitutive modelling of MSW, that is, in-situ horizontal stress and 
non-linear horizontal stiffness. In numerical modelling, a relevant KO value is essential to generate 
the initial horizontal support from the MSW body for the steep side slope lining system. During 
the construction stages, when the lining system has the tendency to move towards the waste body 
and compress the waste, non-linear stiffness changes of the waste body needs to be modelled in 
order to predict the displacement of the lining system. Compared to the limit equilibrium method, 
interaction between waste and barrier is considered by modelling the stiffness change of the waste 
body. 
In addition, if the long-term integrity of the lining system needs to be evaluated through numerical 
modelling, the MSW stiffness and KO values may change with time due to stress relaxation and 
degradation of MSW. Unfortunately, there is a lack of information about this time-dependent 
MSW behaviour as mentioned in the literature review. For simplification, it could be modelled by 
inputting parameters dependent on time rather than modelling the full degradation process. 
3.2.2 Modelling MSW Settlement 
Long-term MSW settlement in landfills appears to be of more concern than the instant volume 
change behaviour of MSW in the literature, in which the final settlement is predicted to improve 
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the efficiency of waste placement. However, recent numerical analysis studies (Jones and Dixon, 
2005; Fowmes et al., 2006; Sia, 2007) have shown that instant waste settlement (i. e. primary 
drained compression under waste self-weight) can result in local failure of lining components on 
the side slope (including both shallow and steep slopes) even if the global factor of safety for 
stability is adequate. It should be noted that for shallow slope lining systems, horizontal waste 
deformation and shearing may exert loadings on the liner, of which the mechanism is completely 
different to the horizontal support for the steep slope lining system discussed in section 3.2.1. 
It seems that the prediction of the instant volume change of MSW under self weight is as 
important as the long-term behaviour if the step by step construction of landfills is modelled to 
assess the strain in the lining components. When the long-term integrity of the lining system 
needs to be evaluated, long-term MSW settlement including creep and degradation mechanism 
should be considered in the analysis. Jones and Dixon (2005) stated the need for a MSW 
constitutive model that can more closely represent both short-term and degradation controlled 
long-term behaviour including heterogeneous properties. 
3.2.3 Modelling MSW Slope Stability 
Failures of temporary waste slopes have been reported in the literature, e. g. Jones and Dixon 
(2003). To evaluate the waste slope stability, limit equilibrium methods applied in soil slope 
stability analysis can be adopted, provided that physical properties and shear strength parameters 
are known for MSW. Strength parameters based on Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (c and 0) are 
again the most widely applied in this type of analysis. Numerical modelling techniques are also 
applicable for waste 'slope stability analysis: Not only can the safety factor of the slope be 
assessed using the limit equilibrium method, numerical modelling can also predict the stress and 
deformation of the slope. To predict the failure of a waste slope, a failure criterion is required for 
waste material, and to predict stresses and deformations, stress-strain behaviour is required for 
waste material. 
3.3 MSW Behaviour to Model 
Requirements of an appropriate MSW constitutive model have been identified through numerical 
modelling experience from the literature, which can be summarised in the following five aspects: 
instant compression, creep and degradation, in situ horizontal stress, shear strength and non-linear 
stress-strain behaviour. By comparison with the reported MSW behaviour from the literature in 
Chapter 2, problems that need to be solved in constitutive modelling of MSW are discussed 
below. 
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3.3.1 Instant Compression 
Similar instant compressive behaviour to that of soils has been found for waste material through 
one-dimensional compression tests, provided that only the relationship between compressive 
strain and effective vertical stress is investigated, as discussed in section 2.2.1. Non-linear 
behaviour was noticed when the void ratio change was investigated according to the limited test 
data reviewed in section 2.2.1. Compressible particles are considered to have an effect on 
observed instant compression behaviour of MSW and need to be modelled. 
3.3.2 Creep and Degradation 
It has been concluded that most of the long-term settlement prediction methods mix both creep 
and degradation mechanisms together, to produce just one settlement function for waste material. 
Separated modelling of creep and degradation contributions to settlement has been suggested in 
constitutive modelling of MSW. Creep behaviour of MSW could be simulated by soil creep 
models. Degradation settlement should be considered in the total long-term waste settlement once 
degradation occurs in the landfill. According to the degradation settlement model proposed by 
McDougall and Pyrah (2004), not only would a loss of volume occur due to degradation, but also 
collapse of the waste structure in response to volume loss would cause waste settlement. This 
settlement model can be included in a MSW constitutive modelling framework to predict long- 
term settlement due to degradation. 
3.3.3 In-Situ Horizontal Stress (KO) 
A significant difference between KO values obtained from in-situ measurements (Dixon et al., 
2005) and laboratory measurement (Landva et al., 2000) has been noticed in section 2.2.1. 
Different test methods and waste types should have an effect on the results. Since the in-situ 
horizontal stress is induced in the one-dimensional compression boundary condition, it is mainly 
dominated by the MSW compressive behaviour. In addition, it is partly influenced by the fibre 
reinforcing particles which has been observed by Landva et al. (2000). Therefore, development of 
a constitutive model for MSW which can reproduce its compression behaviour and the influence 
of reinforcing particles on its deformation behaviour could lead to prediction of accurate KO values 
using the MSW model in numerical modelling. 
3.3.4 Shear Strength 
It has been confirmed that MSW shear strength is increased by the presence of reinforcing 
particles. This reinforcing mechanism has been applied in the assessment of other reinforcing 
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materials, e. g. fibre reinforced soil, with higher shear strength obtained compared to pure soil. 
Shear strength dependent on reinforcing particles should be included in the MSW constitutive 
model. Time-dependent shear strength due to degradation also can be predicted by reducing the 
fibre content. The initial attempt to model the degradation effects might be through setting 
different parameter values for different stages of degradation, instead of modelling the 
degradation process. 
3.3.5 Stress-Strain Behaviour 
Not only the shear strength, but also the non-linear stress-strain behaviour has been found to be 
influenced by the fibre reinforcing nature of MSW. Stress-strain curves of triaxial tests on MSW 
samples have shown a different deformation behaviour compared to soil behaviour, as shown in 
section 2.2.2. It has been suggested that, both reinforcing nature and compressible particles have 
contribution to the observed behaviour, which should be included in the constitutive modelling. 
3.4 Constitutive Modelling of MSW 
Developing a constitutive model for MSW that covers the five aspects of its mechanical 
behaviour discussed in section 3.3 is the main task of this project. Generally, an elasto-plastic soil 
material model has potential in modelling four aspects of them (but only for soil behaviour), that 
is, instant compression, in-situ horizontal stress, shear strength and non-linear stress-strain 
relationship. An additional creep function and degradation model are required to predict the long- 
term settlement. Therefore, in order to carry out the constitutive modelling of MSW, an elasto- 
plastic constitutive model for MSW is required. Constitutive modelling of MSW material can be 
performed by incorporating the influence of compressible and reinforcing particles (which are 
believed to dominate the MSW mechanical behaviour as reviewed in section 2.2) into an elasto- 
plastic soil constitutive model. The structure of constitutive modelling of MSW will be explained 
in detail as follows. 
3.4.1 An Elasto-Plastic Soil Constitutive Model 
Many soil models, from the simplest linear elastic model to the most complicated MIT-E3 model 
(Whittle, 1987), are available for constitutive modelling of MSW. However, an appropriate level 
of soil model suitable for MSW modelling needs to be determined. Firstly, the model should be 
capable of modelling the basic elasto-plastic behaviour. In addition, since the additional 
modification needs to consider the influence of compressible and reinforcing particles, the soil 
model should not be so complicated that too many parameters are required. Based on these 
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principles, two soil models, i. e. the elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb model and the 
modified Cam-Clay model have been selected for further MSW modelling in this research. 
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is familiar to all geotechnical engineers and the elastic-perfectly 
plastic Mohr-Coulomb model is widely used in stability analysis of geotechnical structures. The 
advantages of Mohr-Coulomb model are that it is very simple, and has an appropriate friction 
failure criterion for granular material. The main disadvantage of this model is that it is not capable 
of modelling the non-linear stress-strain relationship, and only a linear relationship is available 
until the failure is reached. It has been mentioned that, generally speaking, an elastic-plastic soil 
material model has potential to model four of the five aspects of MSW behaviour, that is, instant 
compression, in-situ horizontal stress, shear strength and non-linear stiffness, but only shear 
strength is included in the Mohr-Coulomb model. The main purpose to adopt the Mohr-Coulomb 
model is to simply demonstrate the improvement of shear strength that can occur due to the 
presence of reinforcing particles in the material. 
The Modified Cam-Clay model is the simplest modern elastic-hardening plastic soil constitutive 
model. Conventionally, the compression and shear behaviour of soils are considered separately. 
The Modified Cam-Clay model is able to integrate both aspects of soil behaviour and as such 
provide a significant advance in soil modelling over the simpler Mohr-Coulomb model. 
Therefore, the four aspects of MSW behaviour mentioned above can be possibly covered by 
selecting the Modified Cam-Clay as the elasto-plastic model for MSW. 
3.4.2 A Compression Model 
A compression model is required to represent the influence of compressible particles on MSW 
behaviour. The traditional definition of void ratio needs to be amended in the compression model 
to consider the presence of compressible particles as discussed in section 2.2.1. In addition, the 
compression model should be able to separate the compression due to particle rearrangement (i. e. 
soil-like behaviour) and particle compression. A flow rule is usually assumed for an elasto-plastic 
soil model, and it is of great importance in soil constitutive modelling because it governs 
dilatancy effects which in turn have a significant influence on volume changes and on strength. In 
summary, the flow rule specifies the direction of plastic straining at every stress state. It defines 
the relationship between incremental plastic volumetric strain and plastic shear strain once the 
material is yielding. This incremental plastic volumetric strain should not include the compression 
of compressible particles themselves if they exist. Otherwise, modelling results of both volume 
change and shear strength would mislead. Therefore, it is necessary to remove the volume change 
due to compression of particles when the traditional soil constitutive model is adopted. Therefore, 
the MSW instant compression can be calculated from two parts, i. e. compression of compressible 
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particles, and compression due to particles rearrangement by elasto-plastic material models. The 
compression model will be developed to cover three aspects of MSW behaviour, i. e. instant 
compression, in situ horizontal stress, and non-linear stress-strain behaviour. 
3.4.3 A Fibre Reinforcing Model 
A fibre reinforcing model is required to represent the influence of reinforcing particles on MSW 
behaviour. As reviewed in section 2.3.1, different levels of integration strategy were used by 
researchers to obtained the constitutive models for MSW by combining two models (soil model 
and fibre model) together. An appropriate level of integration strategy, which should not only 
have its reasonable physical and mechanical explanations, but also have a reasonable number of 
input parameters, is required to model the MSW reinforcing behaviour. The reinforcing model 
will be developed to cover three aspects of MSW'behaviour, i. e. shear strength, non-linear stress- 
strain behaviour, and in situ horizontal stress. 
3.4.4 Long-Term Settlement Model 
If the long-term settlement of MSW needs to be evaluated, volume change due to both creep and 
degradation should be included. The coefficient of secondary compression C, from soil 
mechanics can be applied in the calculation of MSW creep settlement. The degradation model 
proposed by McDougall and Pyrah (2004) can be used to calculate the degradation settlement, but 
is not implemented in this current study. 
3.4.5 Framework of Constitutive Modelling of MSW 
According to the discussion above, the framework for developing a constitutive model for MSW 
can be described in Figure 3-1. A constitutive model for MSW can be obtained by combining four 
sub-models together, i. e. an elasto-plastic soil model (Modified Cam-Clay), a compression model 
(modelling compressible particles), a fibre reinforcing model (modelling reinforcing particles), 
and a long-term settlement model (modelling creep and degradation). Each sub-model can cover a 
number of aspects of MSW behaviour as discussed in section 3.3. Generally the Modified Cam- 
Clay can potentially simulate four aspects of the required behaviour but needs modification 
considering compressible and reinforcing particles, as shown in Figure 3-1. The compression 
model considers the influences of compressible particles on MSW behaviour, including instant 
compression, in-situ horizontal stress and nonlinear stress-strain behaviour. The fibre reinforcing 
model includes the influences of reinforcing particles on MSW behaviour, which are shear 
strength, stress-strain behaviour and in-situ horizontal stress. The long-term settlement model 
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should cover the creep and degradation behaviour, which is beyond the scope of this study hut 
should be considered for future work. 
CURRENT 
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MODEL 
MSW MODII, 1. 
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Figure 3-1 Framework (ºf Constitutive modelling o/ MSW 
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An elasto-plastic constitutive model for MSW will he drvelopc(l by nu+difying all cI, isto pl; i. 'Sti'. 
soil model as discussed above. Since the main purpose of developinh a c(nlstHill lye inusIL I for 
MSW is to carry out numerical analysis to evaluate stability and integrity Of landillI strurture. s 
related to MSW behaviour, it is necessary to program the proposed model to ensure its availability 
in numerical analysis. Therefore, the proposed constitutive model needs to he incorpor td into a 
numerical analysis method, e. g. either finite element method (FIN) car finite dill rence niccthod 
(FDM). 
The finite element method has been selected to incorporate the constitutive nmodel for MSW. 'I'bis 
is because the finite element method meets most of the requirements of numerical nuºdclIin-, in 
landfill engineering, and modelling of the element tests Ifºn- validation in this study. In . ºddition, 
finite element method is the most widely used numerical analysis method in emoineeering, 
including geotechnical engineering. A great deal of finite element method softw ate or progra ills 
have been developed to solve non-linear elasto-plastic problems in geotechnieal en ineeriºº , and 
these are available for this project to incorporate a new comstitutive model. 
Generally, finite element method software allows users to add their own material nxuk"I thrºxi0h 
adding an additional subroutine related to the new constitutive model. e. g. Sa`, e-('RIST', I'I. AXIS 
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and ABAQUS. The main advantage of this method is that the subroutine does not interfere with 
the general FEM algorithm so that the user need not consider it. However, there is a disadvantage 
in incorporating the constitutive model for MSW due to the special development methods 
employed. As mentioned earlier, to consider the interaction between matrix material and 
reinforcing particles, the MSW constitutive model is a combination of a constitutive model for 
matrix material and a model for fibre reinforcement. Stress and strain analysis may be needed for 
both matrix phase and fibre phase, which means the whole finite element analysis may need to be 
modified. Also, volume change due to compressible particles needs to be separated from the total 
volume change due to the reasons which have been explained above. Therefore, the one 
subroutine method for adding a new material model is not suitable for this study. Other methods 
in which finite element analysis algorithm can be modified are needed. 
-"" The finite element method programming technology proposed by-Smith and Griffith (1998) is 
adopted for this project. FORTRAN, the most popular language for writing large engineering and 
scientific programs, is chosen as the programming language. Fortran 90 will also be used due to 
its powerful scientific and mathematical command. The new features of Fortran 90, such as 
dynamic arrays, whole array manipulations and modular program structure, have significantly 
improved the efficiency of finite element method programming. Using Fortran 90, a library of 
subroutines can be created which is held in compiled form and each subroutine can be called at 
any time. Also, a nested programming structure is adopted, and structure charts rather than flow 
charts are used to describe the actions, which will be seen in Chapter 7. 
Smith and Griffith (1998) has assembled a library of over 100 subroutines, together with some 50 
example programs which access the library. The finite element analysis applications range from 
structural analysis, solid analysis to soil stress-strain analysis, in which material non-linearity has 
also been considered. Unfortunately, only elastic-perfectly plastic material models have -been 
included, e. g. the elastic-perfectly plastic Von Mises model and the elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr- 
Coulomb model, rather than elastic-hardening plastic material models. In addition, the tangent 
stiffness method and the visco-plastic method have been adopted to carry out the non-linear finite 
element analysis rather than the modified Newton-Raphson method which is the most accurate 
method (Potts and Zdravkovic, 1999). Thus, firstly, the modified Cam-Clay model needs to be 
coded into the finite element analysis with the modified Newton-Raphson method for this project. 
After that, it can then be modified to accommodate the proposed constitutive model for MSW. 
To solve a specific boundary value problem (e. g. triaxial compression test) by the FEM using the 
above described program method, a main program is needed to define the geometry, finite 
element mesh, material properties, constitutive relations and non-linear elasto-plastic analysis 
algorithm. Therefore, all the main programs in this study need to be re-coded, while some 
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subroutines (e. g. shape function, matrix calculation etc. ) provided by Smith and Griffith (1998) 
can be called by the main programs. In order to validate the programs, the finite element analysis 
results obtained from program will be compared with the analytical solutions for both the 
Modified Cam-Clay model and the MSW constitutive model, which will be carried out in Chapter 
7. 
It should be noted that, a disadvantage of applying this method is not having a graphical pre- 
processor and post-processor system like standard commercial finite element software. Data files 
are normally used to carry out the task of input and output, which needs additional transformation 
to display the graphical results. This is acceptable for simple boundary conditions such as element 
tests which will be modelled in this project, while powerful pre-processor and post-processor are 
needed for further modelling of landfill structures. 
3.6 Model Validation 
The compression model will be validated by the one-dimensional MSW compression tests 
reported by Powrie and Beaven (1999) and Langer (2006), and the fibre reinforcing model will be 
validated by the triaxial compression tests on fibre reinforced sand reported by Michalowshi and 
Cermak (2003). The triaxial compression tests reported by Machado et al. (2002) will be used to 
validate the constitutive model for MSW. 
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CHAPTER 
4 
A One-Dimensional Compression Model 
4.1. -Introduction 
A waste may be considered to be a skeleton of solid particles ( including incompressible granular 
components, compressible granular components and fibre reinforcing components, according to 
the classification system proposed by Langer (2006)) enclosing voids which may be filled with 
gas, with liquid, or with a combination of gas and liquid. Similar to soils (Taylor, 1948), if a waste 
sample is placed under stress in such a way that its volume is decreased, there are three possible 
factors to which this decrease might be contributed: 
1) A compression of the solid matter; 
2) A compression of water and air within the voids; 
3) An escape of water and air from the voids. 
In soil mechanics, the solid matter and the pore water are assumed to be incompressible, which 
means the soil volume change is only due to the volume change of voids. This indicates that the, 
compressibility of a soil is not governed to any appreciable degree by the compressibility of the 
mineral grains of which it is composed. It is rather a function of the extent to which grains can 
shift positions by rolling and sliding. More specifically, the compressibility of a soil mass depends 
only on the rigidity of the soil skeleton. The rigidity, in turn, is dependent on the structural 
arrangement of particles and, in fine-grained soils, on the degree to which adjacent particles are 
bonded together. (Taylor 1948) 
However, for waste material, the situation seems much more complex. Since a large proportion of 
the solid particles are compressible in a waste, compression due to compressible particles cannot 
be ignored considering their contribution to the total volume change. Therefore, the 
compressibility of waste depends not only on the rigidity of the structure, but also on the rigidity 
of the individual particles. A compression model is required to separate the two contributions of 
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the waste compression, which is one of the essential components of constitutive modelling of 
MSW as discussed in section 3.4. A one-dimensional compression model will be proposed and 
validated by the MSW one-dimensional compression tests from the literature. 
4.2 A Case Study 
A clear picture of waste volume change behaviour could be observed from one-dimensional 
compression tests on waste samples. Powrie and Beaven (1999) presented the one-dimensional 
compression test results on a MSW sample taken from a landfill in detail, summarised as follows: 
1) Sample source and composition-Sample DM3 was called crude domestic refuse obtained 
direct from the tipping face of a landfill. The waste composition was analysed though a 
breakdown by weight into 11 categories, as shown in Table 4-1. 
2) Sample size-The compression cell is 2m in diameter and 3m high, which is large enough for 
original waste samples considering the particle sizes comprising the waste. 
3) Detailed data-A series of data under different vertical stresses have been presented in the 
paper, including dry density, drainable porosity, water content at field capacity and saturated 
hydraulic conductivity. 
Table 4-1 Material classification of sample DM3 (Powrie and Beaven, 1999) 
Waste component 
Dry density of 3 component (Mg/M3) 
Saturated density of 
component (Mg/m ) of 
total mass % 
Paper/card 0.4* 1.2* 39.9 
Plastic film 1.0* 1.0* 4.4 
Dense plastics 1.1* 1.1* 6.4 
Textiles 0.3* 0.6* 5.5 
Misc. combustibles 1. Ot 1.2t 11.8 
Misc. non-combustibles 1.8* 2.0' 2.4 
Glass 2.9* 2.9' 7.0 
Putrescibles 1.0* 1.2t 13.3 
Ferrous metals 6.0* 6.0* 3.2 
Non-ferrous 6. Ot 6. Ot 1.2 
Fines (<10 mm) 1.8t 2. Ot 4.9 
Total - - 100.0 
* From Landva and Clark (1990); t Assumed values 
A case study is carried out based upon this one-dimensional compression test to investigate the 
possibility of separating the different compression mechanisms of waste, that is, inter and intra- 
void compression. The terms of inter and intra-void were firstly seen in Landva and Clark (1990), 
in which inter-void was defined as void between waste particles, while intra-void was defined as 
void within waste particles. 
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The method of obtaining the void ratio value of waste samples should be investigated in advance 
to understand the real meaning of void ratio in the test. In the experiment, before every loading 
step, the waste sample in the cell was flushed by water from the bottom then left to freely drain. 
The water content at field capacity WC,,., (i. e. after free drainage) and drainage porosity n, can 
then be measured using the relevant amount of water. The specific volume v can be determined 
from the expression below: 
VS + VV 
_1 v= VS 1-(WC, + ne ) 
Eq. 4-1 
where Vs is the volume of waste particles and Vv is the volume of voids between particles. It was 
deduced that the void ratio value calculated from this specific volume expression was affected by 
the volume change of waste particles if some of the particles were compressible. This is the 
reason why the relationship between void ratio and effective stress (logarithm) from the test 
shows a highly non-linear trend ( Figure 2-2). If the solid particles in the waste sample are 
assumed to be incompressible, i. e. the change of void ratio is calculated from vertical strain of the 
sample, the curve changes to an almost linear relationship (calculated data dash line), as shown in 
Figure 4-1. 
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* Calculated from the real test data assuming no particle compression in the MSW sample 
Figure 4-1 Amended void ratio vs. logarithm of vertical stress for compression sample DM3 
reported by Powrie and Beaven (1999) 
The detailed calculation has been shown in Table 4-2. It can be seen that the calculated void ratio 
value under the first stress level is set as the same as the tested void ratio value (e=1.247), and the 
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assumed solids volume is kept the same as this level for the following loading steps. Thereafter, 
the void ratio assuming no compressible particles at each step can be calculated from the assumed 
voids volume and the constant assumed solids volume. It can be seen through this simple 
calculation that the concept of void ratio used in soil mechanics may not be appropriate to 
represent MSW volume change behaviour. 
Table 4-2 Calculation of void ratio assuming no intra-voids compression based on the data 
from Powrie and Beaven (1999) 
Vertical Cell Voids Voids Solid Tested 
Assumed Assumed 
stress volume volume volume volume void 
voids solids Calculated 
(kPa) (m3) percentage (m3) (m3) ratio 
volume volumes void ratio 
(m. 3) (W) 
34 6.851 55.5% 3.802 3.049 1.247 3.802 3.049 1.247 
65 6.214 55.6% 3.455 2.759 1.252 3.165 3.049 1.038 
120 5.344 51.0% 2.725 2.619 1.041 2.295 3.049 0.753 
241 4.310 47.0% 2.026 2.284 0.887 1.261 3.049 0.414 
463 3.763 45.5% 1.712 2.051 0.835 0.714 3.049 0.234 
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Figure 4-2 Total volume change, inter voids volume change and particle volume change under 
different stress level (Based on data from Powrie and Beaven, 1999) 
Interesting findings can be noticed if the volumetric change due to particle compression (intra- 
voids compression) is separated from that due to particle re-arrangement (inter voids 
compression). In Figure 4-2, the volume change of compressible particles (solids volume) and 
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inter-voids have been separated based upon the test data shown in Table 4-2, plotting together 
with the total volume change (solid lines). It can be seen from the figure that the volume change 
trends for both compressible particles and inter voids are mostly linear against the logarithm of 
stress, which show the same trend as that of the total volume change. It should be noted that under 
the lower and higher stress level (less than 60 kPa or more than 110 kPa), inter voids volume 
change and total volume change show more non-linear relationship than the other parts. 
In order to model the volumetric behaviour observed in the test, a simple method based on phase 
relation analysis has been adopted. Figure 4-3 shows the waste phase relationship, which assumes 
two phases for waste, which are waste particles and inter-voids between particles (water is not 
considered). 
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Particles could be classified as compressible solid particles and incompressible solid particles. As 
soon as the vertical stress increment is exerted on the waste sample, both of the particle types (in 
reality only the compressible components) and voids volumes are compressed to a certain amount, 
which contributes to the total volume change: 
dV = dVp +dVv Eq. 4-2 
where dVp is the volume change of waste particles (normally dVs is used in soil mechanics), and 
dVv is the volume change of voids between the particles. 
Based on the findings (linear relationship) in the test data of DM3 (Figure 4-2), particle volume 
change could be expressed as: 
dVp = C log 
°v0 +du, 
o. 
vo 
Eq. 4-3 
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where C, is a new parameter which describes the compressibility of waste particles (more 
accurately, compressibility of the proportion formed of compressible particles) in waste, QO is the 
initial vertical stress before loading and da, is the vertical stress increment. 
As for the inter voids volume change, the application of void ratio e is kept so that soil models are 
still applicable and it is easier to compare soil and waste models and parameters with each other. 
The expression of inter-void ratio e is: 
vv 
VP 
Eq. 4-4 
In soil mechanics, it is simple to obtain total volume change from the void ratio change. For waste 
material with compressible components, the void volume change is not only determined by the 
void ratio, it is also affected by the volume change of compressible components themselves, 
which could be expressed in the following equation: 
dVv =d(e"Vp) Vp "de+e"dVp Eq. 4-5 
The change rate of void ratio can be expressed as in soil mechanics: 
de = Cc, log 
Q,, 0 + dQ Eq. 4-6 
6vo 
where CC is the compression index which describes the compressibility of waste (soil) skeleton. 
Therefore, the total volume change has the following expression by combining Eq. 4-2,4-3,4-5 
and 4-6: 
dV =[CVP+(I+e). ca]"logor°o+du, o. 
vo 
Eq. 4-7 
It could be inferred from the above equations that the particle volume change (Eq. 4-3) and void 
ratio changes (Eq. 4-6) are assumed to be linear against the logarithm of stress, while inter-voids 
volume between particles (Eq. 4-5) and total volume (Eq. 4-7) are not linear due to the variation 
of particle volume. If the particles are not compressible (CP--O), Eq. 4-7 could be simplified as: 
dV = Cý " V, " log 
6''o + dß Eq. 4-8 
° 
vo 
which has the same formulation as that in soil mechanics. 
In soil mechanics, only one specific volume value at the unit stress level (normally c, =l kPa) is 
needed to define the initial condition. Applying this idea into waste material, two other parameters 
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might be needed to define the initial condition, which are initial total volume and initial particles 
volume. 
This simple method is assessed by modelling the one-dimensional compression test results of 
sample DM3 presented by Powrie and Beaven (1999). The initial particle volume (under the first 
level vertical stress 34 kPa) could be obtained directly from the test results. However, the initial 
total volume cannot be determined from the test directly because the waste sample might have 
experienced a higher stress history than the first stress level. Back analysis is needed to determine 
the correct value. 
The values of parameter Cc and Cp could be determined from the slopes of respective curves. 
Figure 4-1 shows the relationship between void ratio and average vertical stress. Compression 
index Cc can be obtained from the slope of this curve. The first point of this curve should be 
excluded for obtaining the compression index because its value is even less than that of the 
second point. The value of Cc can be worked out as 0.641 by linear regression from the last four 
data points. Parameter Cp is 0.880 calculated from the respective curve in Figure 4-2. 
The modelling results have been plotted in Figure 4-2 using dashed lines. It is not surprising that 
the calculated particle volumes are almost the same as those from the test because the parameter 
Cp was directly obtained from the test curve. The other two curves for modelling results show a 
good fit to the test results except the initial recompression part of the curves. It is demonstrated 
that the simple method is capable of modelling waste volumetric behaviour in the case study. 
4.3 A Compression Model 
An obvious drawback of the simple method proposed in the case study is that the waste initial 
condition is not as well defined as it is for soil. In the above case study, the waste conditions were 
known under a certain vertical stress level. However, a general initial condition (e. g. the specific 
volume under unit stress for soils) is required for the waste compression model. In soil mechanics, 
particle volume is constant so that it can be set as unity in the phase relationship analysis. 
Therefore, the specific volume can be expressed as: 
v=1+e Eq. 4-9 
For waste material, it may be feasible to fix the incompressible particles volume as constant in the 
analysis. However, as compressible particles can be converted into incompressible particles under 
a threshold stress, it is more reasonable to define the total potential incompressible volume 
(including the final volume of compressible particles and volume of incompressible particles at 
the maximum stress) as constant. This volume could be simply considered as the material volume 
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and calculated through material density of the particles. However, it is more reasonable to link 
this volume value with the maximum stress the waste will experience. 
An additional parameter, intra-void ratio, is used to describe the ratio of voids volume within 
waste particles to the total potential incompressible volume: 
VV-lntra 
Vf 
Eq. 4-10 
where VI is the total potential incompressible volume and Vv.,,,,. is the volume of intra-voids. 
Inter-void ratio (ratio of voids volume between waste particles to the total potential 
incompressible volume) is similar to the normal soil void ratio: 
VV-/nter 
e= V, 
Eq. 4-11 
where Vv_I(er is the volume of inter-void. e and f are defined as inter-void ratio and intra-void 
ratio, respectively. An innovative phase relation for waste is proposed according to the above 
equations, as shown in Figure 4-4. Thereafter, the waste specific volume could be defined as: 
v=1+e+f Eq. 4-12 
The volume change could be obtained by differentiating the equation: 
dv = de + df Eq. 4-13 
which means the waste volume change comes from both inter-void ratio change and intra-void 
ratio change. The inter void ratio change has the same expression as Eq. 4-6, except the 
compression index needs to be modified to inter-compression index Cc, ,,,. The intra-void ratio 
change df is defined in the same way as below: 
df 
_ 
ßv0 +du 
CC-/ntra log 
°v0 
Eq. 4-14 
in which Cc,,,,,., is the intra compression index for waste. Therefore, the total volume change 
under pressure has the expression: 
dv = 
(CC-Inter +CC-/ntra )log 
crvU +duv 
o. 
vo 
Eq. 4-15 
For the unloading and swelling curves, the volume change under reloading is expressed as: 
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1/i = 
(CS-Gurr 
+CS-bure 
)l09 
6r0 + da, 
%; q. 4-10 
bra 
in which C('_I111e, and CS-Infra are the inter and intra swelling index for waste, respectively. 
These expressions have simpler formulas than the method proposed in the rase Study, hut more 
significantly has a clearer physical meaning, which IS more rppropriate for waste compression 
with compressible components. Moreover, both inter and infra void ratio changes are assumed to 
he linear with logarithm stress level so that the total volume Change fend is also linear. 
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Powrie and Beaven's compression data is again used to validate the compression model. In 
addition, compression test results on synthetic waste from l_, rn"er (2(1(1(1) rrV also simulated by tlrr 
compression model. 
4.4.1 Compression Data Reported by Powrie and Heaven (1999) 
The compression model is validated using the one-diniensional comprC55i011 test rCI)OIArd by 
Powrir and Bcavcn (19O )), which has been used in the case study in , cctio n . 1.2. The void ratios 
obtained in the experiment include the inter-void ratio, and perhaps part Of the intri uid ratio, 
depending on the waste composition, as discussed in section 4.2. If all the infra particle voids are 
closed, the calculated void ratio is only the inter-void ratio; if all the antra-pai-IWIe voids are pen, 
the calculated void ratio includes both harts, if part of the intia particle voids , Ire open, the 
calculated void ratio includes the inter-void ratio and part of the antra-void ratio. It is hard to 
distinguish what is the proportion of intra-void ratio from this limited test information. I hiee 
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cases according to different proportions of open intra voids discussed above, including two 
ultimate status and one intermediate status, are considered as follows: 
1) Case 1: No intra-void is open, which means the calculated void ratio is the inter-void ratio; 
2) Case 2: 30% intra-voids are open, the calculated void ratio is consisted of partly inter and 
partly intra void ratio, which is the middle case; 
3) Case 3: Assuming all voids are intra-voids, without inter voids (not realistic but can be 
modelled), which means 73.4% intra-voids are open. 
It is impossible for all the intra-voids to be open for this test because some closed intra-voids have 
been indicated by the test results. Maximum proportion of intra-voids can be open is 73.4% which 
will be explained in detail later. 
> Case 1: No intra-void is open 
Amendments are needed for values of specific volume and void ratio. The total potential 
incompressible volume needs to be assumed if the compression model is applied. The average 
material density is assumed as 1.6 Mg/m3 which is a reasonable value for waste material 
according to synthetic waste study carried out by Langer (2006). In addition, since it only 
indicates the total voids volume, it is not a sensitive variable influencing the results. The amended 
values of void ratio assuming no intra-void is open according to different stress levels have been 
calculated in Table 4-3. 
Table 4-3 Amended void ratio values from test for Case 1(after Powrie and Beaven 1999) 
Vertical Dry Specific Percentage of 
Inter Infra 
void Calculated Conventional 
stress density volume voids volume void ratio conventional void ratio ratio (kPa) (Mg/m) y (%) f void ratio from test e 
1 0.33 4.848 
34 0.39 4.103 55.5% 2.277 0.826 1.247 1.247 
65 0.43 3.721 55.6% 2.069 0.652 1.252 1.252 
120 0.5 3.200 51.0% 1.632 0.568 1.041 1.041 
241 0.62 2.581 47.0% 1.213 0.368 0.887 0.887 
463 0.71 2.254 45.5% 1.025 0.228 0.835 0.835 
It is rather simple to calculate the void ratio for this case. The percentage voids volume obtained 
directly from the test are considered only as the percentage of the inter voids. After determining 
the inter-void ratio, the intra-void ratio can be easily calculated from Eq. 4-12. Calculated 
conventional void ratios are the same as those values directly taken from the test, which confirms 
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the calculation method. Specific volume, inter void ratio and intra void ratio for this case have 
been plotted together in Figure 4-5 (continuous line) under different vertical stress levels, in 
which the nearly linear relationship can be recognised. 
The compression model has been applied to calculate the void ratio, void and particle volumes, 
and vertical strain. Four parameters are needed in this case, that is, specific volume under unit 
stress v1=7, inter void ratio under unit stress e1=4.2 (which means intra void ratio under unit stress 
fi=vj-ej-1=1.8), inter compression index Cc=1.2 and intra compression index 4=0.6. The values 
of these parameters have been listed in Table 4-4, together with the values for the other two cases. 
These values of parameters are the best-fit values, which are estimated from the test curves shown 
in Figure 4-5. 
Table 4-4 Model parameters for three cases 
Parameters VI el A Cc., 11, Cc-low 
Case 1 7 4.2 1.8 1.2 0.6 
Case 2 7 3.3 2.7 0.9 0.9 
Case 3 7 0 6 0 1.8 
The specific volume, inter void ratio and intra void ratio predicted by the compression model have 
been plotted in Figure 4-5, together with the calculated values from the test (Table 4-5). It can be 
seen from the figure that, the compression model can predict the trend of all the three values. In 
addition, comparisons between test and model prediction have also been conducted for particle 
and void volume, and vertical strain under different stress level, which can be seen in Figure 4-6 
and Figure 4-7. They have shown the model has the capability to reproduce test results. 
Table 4-5 Void ratios, volumes and strain predicted by the compression model for Case 1 
Vertical 
stress 
tea) 
v from 
model 
e from 
model 
f from 
model 
Total 
volume 
(m3) 
Inter voids 
volume 
(m3) 
Intra voids 
volume 
(m3) 
Solids 
volume 
(m3) 
Vertical 
strain 
1 7.000 4.200 1.800 
34 4.243 2.362 0.881 6.851 3.814 1.423 3.037 0.154 
65 3.737 2.025 0.712 6.033 3.269 1.150 2.764 0.255 
120 3.257 1.705 0.552 5.259 2.753 0.892 2.507 0.350 
241 2.712 1.342 0.371 4.379 2.166 0.599 2.213 0.459 
463 2.202 1.001 0.201 3.555 1.617 0.324 1.938 0.561 
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Figure 4-5 Specific volume, inter void ratio, intra void ratio at different stress levels obtained 
from the test and predicted by the compression model for Case 1 
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compression model for Case 1 
¢ Case 2: 30% intra-voids are open 
The amended values of void ratio assuming 30% intra-voids are open according to different stress 
levels have been calculated and presented in Table 4-6, and have also been plotted in Figure 4-8 
(solid lines). The compression model is then applied to this case, which is shown in Table 4-7. 
Values of parameters needed have already been given in Table 4-4. For this case, the closed intra- 
void ratio can be determined firstly, as it has to be the same as the intra-void ratio in Case 1. Since 
it is assumed that 30% of the intra-voids are open, the proportion of the closed part is 70%. 
Therefore, the total and open infra-void ratios can be calculated. Finally the inter-void ratio can 
also be obtained simply. 
Table 4-6 Amended void ratio values from test for Case 2 (after Powrie and Beaven 1999) 
Percentage of 
Vertical Dry density Specific 
inter-voids Open intra Closed Intra void Inter void stress (Mg/m3) volume v plus open void ratio 
infra void ratio f ratio e (kPa) intra-voids ratio 
(%) 
1 0.33 4.848 
34 0.39 4.103 55.5% 0.354 0.826 1.180 1.923 
65 0.43 3.721 55.6% 0.279 0.652 0.931 1.790 
120 0.5 3.200 51.0% 0.243 0.568 0.811 1.389 
241 0.62 2.581 47.0% 0.158 0.368 0.526 1.055 
463 0.71 2.254 45.5% 0.098 0.228 0.326 0.928 
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Table 4-7 Void ratios, volumes and strain predicted by the compression model for Case 2 
Vertical Inter Intra 
v from e from jfrom Total Solids Vertical stress model model model volume 
voids voids volume strain (kPa) volume volume 
1 7.000 3.300 2.700 8.097 
34 4.243 1.922 1.322 6.851 3.103 2.134 3.748 0.154 
65 3.737 1.668 1.068 6.033 2.694 1.725 3.339 0.255 
120 3.257 1.429 0.829 5.259 2.307 1.338 2.953 0.350 
241 2.712 1.156 0.556 4.379 1.867 0.898 2.513 0.459 
463 2.202 0.901 0.301 3.555 1.455 0.486 2.100 0.561 
Figure 4-8 combines the modelling results with test results for Case 2. The compression model 
can predict the trend of all the three value changes. Comparisons between test and model 
prediction for particle and void volume, and vertical strain under different stress level would be 
almost the same as that of Case 1, which are not repeated here. 
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Figure 4-8 Specific volume, inter void ratio, intra void ratio at different stress levels obtained 
from the test and predicted by the compression model for Case 2 
¢ Case 3: All voids are intra-voids 
It has been mentioned that this case is impossible in reality because the inter-void ratio for 
particular material cannot be zero. It is included in the calibration for the purpose to demonstrate 
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the compression model. According to the assumption, all the calculated void ratio from the test 
should be intra-void ratio, and the closed intra-void ratio remains the same. The proportion of the 
open intra-voids can be calculated as 73.4%. Accordingly, the total intra void ratio can be 
obtained, as shown in Table 4-8. The compression model is then applied to this case, which is 
shown in Table 4-9. Values of parameters needed have already been given in Table 4-4. 
Table 4-8 Amended void ratio values from test for Case 3 (after Powrie and Beaven 1999) 
Percentage of 
Vertical 
Dry density Specific 
inter-voids Open intra Closed Intra void Inter void stress plus open void ratio 
infra void ratio (kPa) (Mg/m3) volume v infra-voids ratio 
f ratio e 
(%) 
1 0.33 4.848 
34 0.39 4.103 55.5% 2.277 0.826 3.103 0 
65 0.43 3.721 55.6% 2.069 0.652 2.721 0 
120 0.5 3.200 51.0% 1.632 0.568 2.200 0 
241 0.62 2.581 47.0% 1.213 0.368 1.581 0 
463 0.71 2.254 45.5% 1.025 0.228 1.254 0 
Table 4-9 Void ratios, volumes and strain predicted by the compression model for Case 3 
Vertical Inter Intra 
v from e from f from Total Solids Vertical stress model model model volume voids voids volume strain (kPa) volume volume 
1 7.000 0 6.000 8.097 
34 4.243. 0 3.243 6.851 0 5.236 6.851 0.154 
65 3.737 0 2.737 6.033 0 4.419 6.033 0.255 
120 3.257 0 2.257 5.259 0 3.645 5.259 0.350 
241 2.712 0 1.712 4.379 0 2.765 4.379 0.459 
463 2.202 0 1.202 3.555 0 1.941 3.555 0.561 
Figure 4-9 combines the modelling results with test results for Case 3. Again the compression 
model can predict the trend of all the three values change. Comparisons between test and model 
prediction for particle and void volume, and vertical strain under different stress level would be 
almost the same as that of Case 1 and 2, which need not repeat here. 
By applying the waste compression model to Powrie and Beaven's compression data, it can be 
seen that the model results match the test results very well for all the three cases assuming 
different proportion of intra-voids are open. Although Case 3 is not the realistic situation, the 
model can reproduce the results just like the other two cases. It implies that the model is able to 
predict the total volume loss for any proportion of inter and intra voids. Unfortunately, little 
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information is available for the proportion of inter or intra voids in a MSW sample. An additional 
parameter is required to represent the ratio between inter and infra voids volume. Sensitivity 
analysis needs to carry out for this additional parameter in further study of connecting the 
volumetric behaviour with shear behaviour of MSW. 
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Figure 4-9 Specific volume, inter void ratio, intra void ratio at different stress levels obtained 
from the test and predicted by the compression model for Case 3 
4.4.2 Synthetic Waste Compression Behaviour 
Langer (2006) conducted one-dimensional compression tests on synthetic waste. Due to the 
expected characteristic of the compositions and their components, as shown in Table 4-10, the 
results of the compression tests have been split into four different sub-categories, that is, 
incompressible composition, compressible composition, mono-component composition, and a 
simulation of a real waste composition (Langer, 2006). 
Samples SWOT and SW07 have a greater proportion (more than 90% by mass) of Leighton- 
Buzzard sand and a small proportion of compressible particles, such as paper, plastic bags, 
aluminium cans and plastic packaging. These two samples have been classified as an 
incompressible composition. 
SW02_1, SW02_2 are two repeatability samples and SW02_3 was the sample which came from 
SW02_1 and SW02_2 after compression and having approximate double the unit weight. This 
composition was expected to be very compressible as a large amount of compressible and 
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lightweight particles (aluminium cans, paper, textiles and plastic packaging) were involved. 
SW03 seems to be an incompressible composition with approximate 60% incompressible, heavy 
components (tyre-chunks and brick) according to its mass ratio in Table 4-10. However, the 
compressible particles still dominated its compressive behaviour because they represented the 
largest volume in this composition. Therefore, these four samples were classified as compressible 
composition in Langer (2006). 
SWO4 was dominated by a single component, aluminium cans, not only in terms of its mass ratio, 
but also in volumetric terms. This sample was defined as mono-component composition in Langer 
(2006). It can be noticed that SW03 and SWO4 have the similar proportion of incompressible 
particles (i. e. tyre chunks and brick), with SW03 containing three different compressible particles 
while SW04 mainly having only the aluminium cans. Therefore, these two samples are considered 
as one group in this study and their results will be compared together. 
SW09 aimed to simulate real MSW including all the kinds of components listed in Table 4-10, 
which was based on the findings from a real UK waste sample sorting analysis conducted by 
Langer (2006). 
Table 4-10 Composition of synthetic waste by mass ratio for compressive samples (Langer 
2006) 
Composition Incompressible Compressible Mono Real 
Samples SWO1 SW07 SW02_1 SW02_2 SW02_3 SW03 SW04 SW09 
Aluminium cans 2.6% 22.7% 22.7% 23.3% 15.1% 50.0% 5.2% 
Paper 1.1% - 32.3% 32.3% 30.4% 15.0% 21.4% 
Textiles 16.0% 16.0% 16.5% 10.0% 2.4% 
Flexible plastic bags 0.1% 8.7% 8.7% 9.0% 16.9% 
Rigid plastic packaging 2.6% 11.5% 11.5% 11.8% 6.0% 3.3% 
Rigid plastic bottles 8.7% 8.7% 9.0% 3.2% 
Tyre chunks 30.1% 25.0% 1.2% 
Brick 29.8% 20.0% 1.9% 
Leighton-Buzzard 
Sand 
98.8% 94.9% 7.6% 
Clay 37.0% 
Sum 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Estimated material 
density (Mg/m3) 
1.637 1.63 1.27 1.265 1.275 2.02 2.45 1.34 
The relationship between sample volumes and effective vertical stress can be obtained directly 
from the test data. In order to compare with the compression model results, it is necessary to have 
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the relationship between specific volumes (or void ratios) and effective vertical stress. Material 
density of the combined solid components are therefore required to calculate the specific volumes. 
It is not difficult to calculate the material density for each sample by considering the contribution 
of each component according to its known mass ratio. It should be noted that the material density 
for each component is estimated from the material properties, in which intra-void ratio has been 
excluded. All these values have been given in Table 4-11. Since the mass of each component in 
the sample is known, all particle volumes (excluding intra voids) can be calculated from the mass 
and material density values. The total potential incompressible volume defined in the compression 
model can be calculated by adding all particle volumes together: 
V, _Evil =Emr Eq. 4-17 
Pm 
where ml and p'. are the mass and material density of the i" component, respectively. 
The material density for the whole sample can be obtained from the total mass divided by the total 
potential incompressible volume: 
Pm=Em v, Eq. 4-18 
The values of material density of each sample are shown in Table 4-10. Once the material density 
for the whole sample is obtained, the specific volume can be calculated using: 
V= 
Pe Eq. 4.19 
PM 
in which pd is the dry density of the whole waste sample. 
Table 4-11 Estimated density of material comprising each component (Mg/m3) 
Aluminium cans Paper Textiles Flexible plastic bags Rigid plastic packaging 
2.72 1.00 1.54 0.96 0.94 
Rigid plastic bottles Tyre chunks Brick Leighton-Buzzard Sand Clay 
1.32 2.65 2.19 1.65 1.9 
In the following sections, the compression test results for each sample will be presented and 
modelled according to different compositions proposed by Langer (2006). Results of SW03 will 
be compared with the mono-component composition SWO4 as mentioned earlier. 
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> Incompressible Composition SWO1 and SW07 
SWO1 and SW07 are composed of a significant proportion of sand (98.8% and 94.9% 
respectively), with 1.1% paper and 0.1% plastic bags for SWO1,2.6% aluminium cans and 2.6% 
plastic packaging for SW07. Figure 4-10 shows the relationships between sample volumes and 
vertical stresses for both the samples, with unload/reload loops. 
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Figure 4-10 Waste volume vs. vertical stress for samples SWOT and SW07 
Relationships between specific volumes and vertical stresses have been calculated and plotted in 
Figure 4-11, in which the following behaviour can be noticed: 
1) SW07 (Cc=0.61) has a steeper slope compression line than SWO1 (Cc=0.4), which means it 
has a higher value of compression index. Due to both the samples having a high proportion of 
incompressible components, the observed behaviour should be dominated by the 
compressible particles in the samples. Aluminium cans and plastic packaging have high intra- 
void ratios, and the voids are hardly open to sand (with small entrance), which means the sand 
cannot easily move into these intra voids during compression. However, although screwed 
paper and plastic bags can have high intra-void ratio, most of these voids are open, which 
means they can be filled with the sand in this case. Therefore, more intra voids volume 
change (compression of compressible particles) in SW07 than in SWOT occurs, which can 
explain the experimental results. 
2) Slopes of the unload/reload lines for the two samples are more or less the same, which are 
very small. The swelling index value Cs are 0.022 and 0.027 for SWOT and SW07, 
respectively. Considering again the sample compositions, this behaviour should be dominated 
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by the incompressible components (sand in this case) in this type of composition. It can be 
deduced that most of the swelling results from the inter-voids volume change (compression of 
the waste skeleton), which means most of the intra-voids volume change (compression of 
compressible particles) are plastic, fitting observed compressed particles at the end of the test. 
It can be summarised that the big difference in compression indices for the two samples comes 
from the compressible particles, while the similarity of swelling index results from the 
incompressible particles and plastic deformation of the compressible particles. 
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Figure 4-11 Specific volume vs. vertical stress for sample SWO1 and SW07 
In order to apply the compression model to these two tests, parameters for the two compression 
parts (inter void volume change and infra void volume change) are required. Parameters for inter 
void volume change can be obtained from pure sand compression, but this has not been done. 
According to the above analysis, SWO1 can be considered as pure sand, neglecting the influence 
of paper and plastic bags. Thus, parameters for intra voids volume change, intra void ratio under 
unit pressure f,, intra compression index Cc.,,,,,, and intra swelling index Cs.,,, ro are all zero for 
SWO1 assuming no compressible particles in the sample. The inter void volume change 
parameters, inter void ratio under unit pressure eo, inter compression index Cc.,,,,,, and inter 
swelling index CS. Ite, can be obtained by curve-fitting for SWO1, shown in Figure 4-12. Values of 
the back-analysed parameters have been listed in Table 4-12. It should be noted that the 
compression index Cc and swelling index Cs of the samples are the addition of the inter and intra 
index. 
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Table 4-12 Modelling parameters for SWO1 and SW07 
Sample e1 fl Cc-inter 
CC-Inn CS-Inter CS-Intrs 
SW01 1.07 0 0.4 0 0.022 0 
SW07 1.07 0.68 0.4 0.21 0.022 0.005 
It can be seen from Figure 4-12 that the model can reproduce the test data except the initial part of 
the curve, which shows a non-linear behaviour. Before loading, the sample has experienced a high 
stress level due to its pre-compression, which leads to the non-linear behaviour at the beginning 
(Langer, 2006). 
Having determined the parameters for SWO1, they can be adopted by SW07 as parameters for 
inter voids volume change. The remaining parameters can be obtained by curve-fitting of the total 
compression behaviour, as can be seen in Figure 4-13. Values of the parameters have also been 
listed in Table 4-12. It can be seen that an initial intra-void ratio and an intra compression index 
are required for this sample. Although it has been discussed above that the two samples have 
almost the same slope of reload/unload lines, a very small intra swelling index (0.005) is still 
needed to reproduce the test data, which means a slight recoverable swelling occurs in 
compressible particles. 
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Figure 4-13 Specific volume vs. vertical stress from test and modelling for sample SW07 
It should be noted that during the above modelling process, the parameters were obtained for 
incompressible and compressible components separately and added their effects on total volume 
change simply, which means the inter-phase compression behaviour between different kinds of 
particles (e. g. sand/paper, sand/cans) have been ignored in the compression model. 
> Compressible Composition SW02 
SW02_1, SW02_2 and SW02_3 have the same composition, in which the components of SW02_3 
came from those of SW02_1 and SW02_2 after compression and having approximately double 
the unit weight. Figure 4-14 shows the relationship between the sample volumes and the effective 
vertical stresses for the three samples, in which similar slopes of compression and swelling for 
each sample can be noticed. Figure 4-15 shows the relationship between the specific volumes and 
the effective vertical stresses. It has been shown clearly in the figure that, SW02_3 could be seen 
as the same sample as SW02_1 and SWO2_2 which were compressed at higher vertical stress 
levels. This is consistent with that of the three samples having the same composition. It is 
proposed that only one set of parameters is required to model all three tests. 
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Figure 4-14 Waste volume vs. vertical stress for sample SW02_1, SW02_2 and SW_02_3 
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Figure 4-15 Specific volume vs. vertical stress for sample SW02_1, SW02_2 and SW02_3 
Firstly, total compression index and swelling index are determined by averaging the values of 
samples SWO2_1 and SW02_2, that is, Cc=22 and Cs=2. It should be noted that, it is difficult to 
separate the inter and intra voids volume change in this case. An assumption of the same 
contributions from inter and infra-voids has been made, which means relevant parameters for both 
mechanism have the same values, as shown in Table 4-13. Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17 show the 
modelling results in comparison with the test data for SW02_1 and SW02_2. There is a good 
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agreement between the model prediction and test results for sample SW02_1 and SW02_2 by 
using the same parameters. 
Table 4-13 Modelling parameters for SW02_1, SW02_2 and SW02_3 
Sample el ft CC-Inter CC-lntn CS-Inter CSdnt. 
SW02_01 27 27 12 12 11 
SW02_2 27 27 12 12 11 
SW02_3 27 16 12 6 1 0.2 
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using improved parameters 
Mono-Component Composition SW04 together with SW03 
SW03 and SWO4 were mixtures of approximately half weight incompressible particles (tyre- 
chunks and brick) and half weight compressible particles (aluminium cans, paper, textiles and 
plastic packaging). The difference between these two samples is, SWO4 has 50% (in mass ratio) 
aluminium cans dominating its behaviour (this is why it is defined as mono-component 
composition), while SW03 has a mixture of compressible particles including cans, paper and 
textiles. 
The volume changes and specific volume changes under compression have been given in Figure 
4-20 and Figure 4-21. It can be seen from the figures that, the two test results show similar 
compression and swelling behaviour, while SWO4 has a much higher specific volume compared 
to SWO3 at the same stress level. The compression index Cc is 12 and 14 for SW03 and SWO4, 
respectively, and the swelling index Cs is 0.8 for both samples. This difference should be due to 
the high intra-void ratio of aluminium cans, which was discussed in the incompressible 
composition. Another interesting finding is that, slope of the compression line remains almost 
constant for SWO4, while non-linear relationship is noticeable for SW03 at higher stress level. It 
is obvious that SWO3 becomes stiffer under higher vertical stresses, which is the same behaviour 
as SW02. It confirms that the compressible composition (SW02 and SW03) has this behaviour, 
while the mono-component composition (SW04) does not have. It might implicate that some of 
the compressible particles, such as paper and textiles, dominate the behaviour at lower stresses 
and become stiffer at higher stresses. 
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Figure 4-21 Specific volume vs. vertical stress for sample SWO3 and SWO4 
Curve-fitting parameters for modelling these two samples have been given in Table 4-14. Again, 
since the information to separate inter and intra voids volume change cannot be easily collected 
from the test, the same contributions from both mechanisms are assumed for both samples. It can 
be seen that, both samples have almost the same values for the compression index, the same 
values for the swelling index, while higher specific volume under unit pressure for SWO4. 
Comparison between modelling and test results for the two samples can be seen in Figure 4-22 
and Figure 4-23. There are good agreements between modelling and test for both the samples, 
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except for the high pressure (more than 50 kPa) part of SW03 that has already been discussed as 
being non-linear. An improved intra compression index seems needed to model the compression 
behaviour under high stresses. 
Table 4-14 Modelling parameters for SWO3 and SW04 
Sample el fl Ccac« Ccaws Csamer Cs-more 
SW03 15 15 660.4 0.4 
SWO4 21 21 770.4 0.4 
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> Simulation of A Real Waste Composition SW09 
SW_09 was based on the findings from a waste sorting analysis conducted on Narborough 
Landfill (Langer 2006). The compression curve has been presented in Figure 2-4. It can be seen 
that this composition showed similar characteristics to the compressible compositions SW 02_l, 
SW_02_2 and SW 03. A non-linear trend is observed under high stress levels, which could be 
modelled by different compression index values for different parts of the compression curve, i. e. a 
stress dependent compression index value. 
Values of modelling parameters for SW09 have been given in Table 4-15, in which inter and intra 
parameters are assumed to be the same again. Relationships between specific volume and 
effective vertical stress from both test and modelling have been plotted in Figure 4-24, in which 
the unload/reload curves are modelled well but the compression line is not reproduced using only 
one total compression index value. It seems two total compression index values are required to 
model the compression curve under different stress levels. It is obvious that a smaller compression 
index is needed when the effective vertical stress is more than 40 kPa in this case. It is simple to 
reproduce the test results with a better agreement through this method, which is the same as the 
compressible composition SW02 discussed above. 
Table 4-15 Modelling parameters for SW09 
Sample e1 f1 CC-inter : -Intro 
CS-Inter CS-Intra 
SW09 9 9 4 4 0.3 0.3 
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Figure 4-24 Specific volume vs. vertical stress from test and modelling for Sample SW09 
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4.5 Discussion and Summary 
Firstly, a case study from a MSW one-dimensional compression test reported by Powrie and 
Beaven (1999) was carried out to demonstrate the contribution of compressible particles in waste 
material. A basic compression model based on this case study was proposed using the traditional 
soil phase relationship, and its efficacy was demonstrated by modelling the same test. 
Following that, a main drawback of the above compression model was noticed, which restricts its 
application for wastes in general cases. A one-dimensional compression model for MSW was 
proposed using an innovative phase relationship that consider inter and intra voids in waste 
material. The model has very simple formulas, and a clear physical meaning, which is more 
appropriate for waste material than the model from the first case study. In this improved model, 
both inter and intra void ratio changes are assumed to be linear with a logarithmic stress change so 
that the total volume change trend is also linear. 
Finally, the compression model was validated using one-dimensional compression test data. The 
compression model was firstly validated using one-dimensional compression tests reported by 
Powrie and Beaven (1999). An additional assumption is required to determine the inter and intra 
void ratios from the test. Three different conditions were assumed, that is, no intra void is open, 
30% intra-voids are open and all voids are intra-voids. The modelling results showed that the 
compression model can reproduce the test results well for all the three cases. 
One-dimensional compression tests on synthetic waste samples reported by Langer (2006) were 
also modelled by the compression model, which further demonstrated the efficacy of the 
compression model. In order to better reflect the compressive behaviour of the synthetic waste, 
relationships between specific volume and effective vertical stress for each sample have been 
obtained by assuming material density for each component in the sample. Meanwhile, modelling 
parameters can be easily determined from this relationship. The results have shown good 
agreements between test data and modelling curves, except for the higher stress part for some 
samples. It seems variable compression index values are required for different stress levels due to 
the existence of some specific compressible particles in synthetic waste (perhaps also for real 
waste). It is also demonstrated that the model can be used by changing one aspect of the 
parameters (e. g. intra voids change parameters) if the other aspect of compression mechanism 
(e. g. inter voids compression) is the same for different samples, e. g. modelling the incompressible 
composition and compressible composition. 
It should be noted that the compression model was developed in one-dimension compression 
boundary condition framework so that further assumptions are required when it is further 
incorporated into the constitutive model for MSW considering more general stress conditions in 
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this project. A compression model developed for isotropic compression boundary condition is 
required in future work. 
In addition, some interesting findings on compression mechanisms of synthetic waste have been 
identified through modelling different waste compositions, which are summarised as follows: 
1) For the incompressible compositions (SWO1 and SW07), the value of compression index is 
dominated by compressible particles, while the value of swelling index is dominated by 
incompressible particles. With more closed intra void (aluminium cans and plastic 
packaging), the sample showed a much higher volume change in virgin compression. The 
unload/reload behaviour seems almost the same for both samples, which means most of the 
intra voids compression are plastic volume changes. 
2) For the compressible composition (SW02 and SW03), both values of compression index and 
swelling index are dominated by compressible components. The compression index has a 
tendency to increase with higher stress levels for both samples. However, the swelling index 
for SW02 has a tendency to decrease under higher stresses, which confirms that most of the 
intra voids compression are plastic. 
3) The increasing compression index under higher stresses found in the compressible 
composition seems to be dependent on the type of the compressible particles, which is 
observed from the comparison study between the compressible composition (SW03) and the 
mono-component composition (SW04). Compressible particles, such as paper and textiles, 
seem to dominate this behaviour rather than aluminium cans and plastic packaging, which has 
been further confirmed in the test of real waste composition SW09. The non-linear behaviour 
under higher stresses seems to be controlled by some specific compressible particles in the 
waste, which could be due to the compression of compressible particles themselves. It could 
also be due to the interaction between incompressible particles and compressible particles, 
which is beyond the capability of the proposed compression model for MSW. 
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CHAPTER 
5 
A Fibre Reinforcing Model 
5.1 Introduction - 
Reinforcing nature of MSW has been recognised by many researches (e. g. K61sh, 1995; Langer, 
2006), and is readily observed in waste bodies. Fibre-matrix nature of waste has been observed 
from videos taken in boreholes through a landfill and it can also be seen in the back scarp of waste 
slope failures. Fibre reinforcing components in MSW are usually composed of plastic, paper, 
textile etc. Existence of the fibre reinforcing components in MSW affects its mechanical response, 
e. g. improving its shear strength and changing its stress-strain behaviour, as reviewed in section 
2.2.2. 
It is well known that soil (and other materials such as metal, rubber, concrete etc. ) strength can be 
improved by adding a proportion of fibre material (e. g. synthetic fibre, metal fibre, even roots), 
provided that tensile strength of the fibres are mobilised. Studies on this kind of reinforcing 
material could be applied to model the shearing behaviour of MSW dominated by the fibre 
reinforcing particles. However, a major difference between those purpose-reinforcing materials 
and MSW is that, the former reinforcement is often orientated in one or more known directions 
(or positions) to improve the strength in certain directions (except the randomly distributed fibre 
reinforced soils), while fibre reinforcing components of MSW are mostly randomly distributed 
throughout the MSW body. MSW reinforcing components in landfills seems to have a tendency to 
be distributed horizontally or sub-horizontally due to pre-treatment and compaction, which would 
result in the anisotropic (e. g. orthotropic) shear behaviour. It is apparent that layer fibres in waste 
material result in different shear strength behaviour in different directions, which is dependent on 
the mobilised tensile stresses of fibres. For instance, if fibres are distributed horizontally, 
horizontal shear strength of the material would be the lowest since no tensile stress can be 
mobilised in fibres. However, it is decided that waste will be modelled as the randomly distributed 
fibre reinforced material due to the following reasons: 
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1) The randomly distributed fibre reinforcing material is the most general and complex situation 
in all of the reinforcing materials, compared with the situation that fibres are orientated in one 
or more known directions. Once a model for the randomly distributed fibre reinforced 
material is produced, it should be not difficult to modify the model for the situation of fibre 
with a known distribution by changing the orientation of the mobilised tensile stresses; 
2) Currently, there is no quantification of reinforcing fibre orientation in a waste body resulting 
from compaction in landfills. It is not wise to produce a model for the unconfirmed 
information. Moreover, the model for randomly distributed fibre reinforced material can be 
modified to be applicable for special cases as mentioned above. 
To model shear behaviour of the randomly distributed fibre reinforced material, such as randomly 
distributed fibre reinforced soil and waste material, an approach (called mobilised tensile stress 
analysis) originated from the effective stress theory in soil mechanics, will be developed in this 
chapter. A randomly distributed fibre reinforcing model will be produced by combining the 
mobilised tensile stress analysis with a constitutive model for fibres, as well as a model for soil 
(e. g. the elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb model, the Modified Cam-Clay model). Firstly, 
the basic principal and a framework of the mobilised tensile stress analysis will be introduced. 
Subsequently, the undrained analysis process for saturated soils will be investigated. Based on the 
idea of the undrained analysis, the linear mobilised tensile stress analysis will be fully presented, 
in which two sub-analyses will be explained in detail and parametric studies will be carried out. 
The fibre reinforcing model will be validated by the triaxial compression tests on fibre reinforced 
sand reported by Michalowski and Cermak (2003). 
5.2 Model Framework 
It is assumed in soil mechanics that only the effective stress (stresses in the soil skeleton) induce 
strain in the soil skeleton. The effective stress can be calculated as the difference between total 
stress and pore pressure for saturated soil, which means the fluid distributed in the voids of soil 
takes part of the responsibility to resist the compressive loading. This idea will be borrowed to 
model the randomly distributed fibre reinforced material. The randomly distributed fibres can be 
considered as distributed uniformly in a MSW body, like the fluid in soil. Fibres are assumed to 
be mobilised to sustain only the tensile stress, which can provide an extra confining stress 
(horizontal support) for the material in certain directions (i. e. the directions that matrix material 
expands). The approach is named Mobilised Tensile Stress Analysis (MTSA). Two levels of the 
analysis can be conducted comparable to pore pressure analysis in soil mechanics: 
1) Linear mobilised tensile stress analysis (LMTSA)-This analysis corresponds to the 
undrained analysis of saturated soil which could be simply conducted by the finite element 
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method. In the undrained condition, pore pressure is calculated through the fluid bulk 
stiffness and the total volumetric strain, which is linear. Similarly, the mobilised tensile 
stress in fibres is calculated through an equivalent modulus for all the fibres and the tensile 
strain, which is also linear. 
2) Non-linear mobilised tensile stress analysis (NMTSA)-This analysis corresponds to the 
consolidation analysis of saturated soil which has to be a coupled analysis in finite element 
analysis. In reality, fibres must be mobilised at different strain levels due to their initial 
position and orientation, and bond failure between fibres and particles or tensile failure of 
fibres must occur with the development of shear strain. Therefore, non-linear mobilised 
tensile stress analysis should be considered for a more advanced model. This could be 
carried out similarly to the consolidation analysis of saturated soil coupled with seepage 
(non-linear pore pressure) in finite elements analysis. A relationship between non-linear 
mobilised tensile stress and shear strain should be proposed similar to the equation of 
continuity in the consolidation analysis. 
More classifications for the above analysis are required considering fibre tensile failure or 
interface failure between fibre and matrix material. Moreover, different randomly distributed fibre 
reinforcing models will be obtained if a certain analysis is combined with different soil 
constitutive models. Figure 5-1 shows the hierarchical structure of the MTSA and the different 
randomly distributed fibre reinforced material models. 
MTSA 
-----------------" 
LMTSA NMTSA 
"------- ------- 
LMTSA-E LMTSA-P NMTSA-MC NMTSA-MCC 
.01 "----------------" "----------------" 
LMTSA-E-MC I IH LMTSA-P-MC 
LMTSA-E-MCC I I-i LMTSA-P-MCC 
Figure 5-1 Hierarchical structure of MTSA and different randomly distributed fibre 
reinforcing models 
For LMTSA, two sub-analyses, i. e. LMTSA-E and LMTSA-P, are required according to material 
model for fibres and whether failure occurs in either fibre material itself or between fibre and 
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matrix material. LMTSA-E stands for the LMTSA with a linear elastic constitutive model for 
fibre material without failure, which means the mobilised tensile stress will increase linearly with 
the tensile strain of the whole material without an ultimate strength. LMTSA-P stands for the 
LMTSA with an elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive model for fibre material, which means a 
plastic mobilised tensile stress will be reached under a certain tensile strain level. A randomly 
distributed fibre reinforced material model can be produced by integrating a soil constitutive 
model with either of the analyses, i. e. LMTSA-E or LMTSA-P. A perfect elastic-plastic Mohr- 
Coulomb model (MC) and a critical state soil model, the modified Cam-Clay model (MCC) will 
be considered to combine with both analyses. Four different material models will be produced, i. e. 
LMTSA-E-MC, LMTSA-E-MCC, LMTSA-P-MC and LMTSA-P-MCC, as shown in Figure 5-1. 
Both linear analyses, LMTSM-E and LMTSM-P will be fully presented in this chapter, as well as 
combination with the Mohr-Coulomb models for matrix, while the combination with the Modified 
Cam-Cam model will be included Chapter 6 and implemented in the finite element method in 
Chapter 7. 
For NMTSA, since the non-linear behaviour of the mobilised tensile stress and its failure criterion 
would be considered in an extra equation, there may be no need to include any constitutive model 
for the fibres or interfaces. Therefore, it can be combined with a soil constitutive model directly as 
shown in the figure, e. g. NMTSA-MC and NMTSA-MCC. The NMTSA is only regarded as 
future work and will not be included in this research, which is the reason why the dashed boxes 
are used in the model structure. 
5.3 Undrained Analysis 
Saturated soils are two-phase particulate materials in which the voids between the particles are 
full of fluid (i. e. water). In addition, the permeability of the material may be sufficiently low or 
the loads applied so quickly that generated excess pore pressures have no time to dissipate during 
the time-scale of the analysis. The conventional undrained triaxial compression test on soil 
samples is capable of simulating this situation. Figure 5-2 shows the boundary condition of an 
undrained compression test. The total stresses (axial stress 0, and radial stress Q, ) on the soil 
sample can be separated into effective stresses (a, ' and Cr') on solid particles and pore pressure 
(u) from water. This means the water in soil takes partial responsibility to sustain normal 
compressive stresses in any direction, while only effective stresses on solid particles contribute to 
deformation of the soil skeleton and failure of the sample. 
Naylor (1974) described a method of separating the stresses to pore pressures and effective 
stresses. The method is based on the concept of effective stress in matrix notation, thus: 
o. J=6v+uö; ý Eq. 5-1 
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in which (s;; is the total stress tensor, tr', is the effective stress tensor, and 6u is the Kranecker delta 
which can he expressed as: 
8, 
y=1, i=j, 
ö1 =0, iýj 1: 'r/. 5-2 
az a, ll 
iýiýº 
a, a a' a' uu 
Soil = Solid' + Fluid 
II Itfff} 
I 
J, 
a, 
Figure 5-2 Boundary condition 0/ the conventional n, rclr, lined nrin. kiul roan/; rrs. vic»r tr. ct on a 
. saturated soil sample 
The stress-strain relationship for the soil skeleton can he written in inrrenKrntal 1'01111 as: 
o56; ß =D&; j 
1"'(1.5 
.; 
in which r;; ý is the strain tensor, I)' is the effective constitutive nm, itrix, and the stress \triin 
relationship for pore pressure is: 
61 = D (SE; 1 E'cq. 
5 .1 
where D,, is the constitutive matrix for water pressure. Combining F (l. 5-I, I (I. SZ mid Iý(I. S1 
the total stress-strain relationship can he obtained as: 
CSQ', = D8E1, 
where D is the constitutive matrix in terms of total stress: 
D+ D, 1"'11.5-0 
For the axisymrnetric condition in a triaxial test, the matrix /)' is a 4x4 elastic stress-strain matrix 
in terms of effective Young's modulus (E) and Poisson's ratio (p) 
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10 
1-, u 1-p 
D. _ 
E(1 -, u) 
10 
1-/j 1- p[ Eq. 5-7 (l+fß)(1-2, u) 00 
1-2, u 0 
2(1-p) 
01 
1-p 1-p[ 
The matrix D. contains the apparent bulk modulus of the fluid K,, in the following locations. 
KW Kw 0 KW 
KW Kw 0 Kw 
_ D" 0000 
Kw KW 0 KW 
Eq. 5-8 
assuming that the third column corresponds to the shear terms in the axisymmetric analysis. 
To implement this method in the finite element program, it is necessary to form the global 
stiffness matrix using the total stress-strain matrix D, while effective stresses for use in the failure 
function are computed from total strains using the effective stress-strain matrix D. Pore pressure 
are simply computed from 
u=KW(E, +EZ+Ee) Eq. 5-9 
The method has been widely applied in finite element method to simulate the undrained analysis 
for soil materials and satisfactory results have been obtained. Different soil models can be adopted 
in the undrained analysis, e. g. the elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb model and the modified 
Cam-Clay model. Smith and Griffiths (1998) produced an example of undrained analysis 
combined with the Mohr-Coulomb model in their finite element program, which will be discussed 
in detail in Chapter 7. 
5.4 Linear Mobilised Tensile Stress Analysis (LMTSA) 
As in the undrained analysis for saturated soils discussed above, the randomly distributed fibre 
reinforced material (e. g. randomly distributed fibre reinforced soil, waste material) can also be 
separated to a two-phase particulate material in which fibres are distributed randomly and 
uniformly in the matrix. It should be noted that only the dry material (i. e. drained condition) is 
considered in this study. Strains are assumed to be compatible between the two phases as in the 
undrained analysis for saturated soils. Fibre reinforcing components are only capable of sustaining 
tensile stress, which means they are effective only when the normal strains are tensile. Figure 5-3 
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presents the boundary condition of a randomly distributed fibre reinforced material sample under 
axisymmetric compressive loading. Fibres are only effective horizontally rather than vertically 
because the horizontal strain is tensile but vertical strain is compressive in this boundary 
condition. Therefore, fibre reinforcing particles provide an extra support (af) to the matrix 
material horizontally. A same amount of stress with reversed direction (-Qf) is sustained by fibres 
horizontally. 
UZ C= 
Qr C, Qt Qr Qr at Ot at 
W* _ +ýFibre sý: 
ý.:::. <", yr v s± gyp. 
a QZ 
Figure 5-3 Boundary conditions of the conventional triaxial compression test on a randomly 
distributed fibre reinforced material sample 
Based upon the analysis above, the effective stresses on matrix material in this situation can be 
expressed as: 
Qr = Qr +O 'f Eq. 5-10 
0 =a aa Eq. 5-11 
zn = Zn Eq. 5-12 
ce = cTe + 6f Eq. 5-13 
which can be presented in matrix notation as follows: 
Q, j = 6ýý 
54ý, i1 
f Eq. 5-14 
where 8;; is the Kronecker delta which is the same as that in the undrained analysis, and A is the 
fibre effective factor, which can be expressed as: 
ß; =1, e1 >0; Q; =0, Co 50 Eq. 5-15 
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The fibre effective factor ß; ensures that fibres are only effective in the directions where the 
macroscopic strains are tensile. 
The effective (for the matrix) and total stress-strain relationships are the same as those in the 
undrained analysis for saturated soils, which have been shown in Eq. 5-3 and 5-5. The stress- 
strain relationship for the fibre reinforcing components is: 
50 f= -D f &U Eq. 5-16 
Therefore, the total stress-strain matrix D is: 
D= D' +Df Eq. 5-17 
The matrix Dfcan be expressed as follows for the axisymmetric boundary condition: 
ßlKfe 000 
_0 
/32Kfe 00 
Df 
0000 Eq. 5-18 
000 /Q4 Kf 
For the conventional triaxial compression test shown in the figure, the effective fibre factor can be 
more specific as: 
A, =f14 =11 #2 
=o Eq. 5-19 
Kfe is the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness of all the fibre contribution to the composite 
material. Generally, its value is dependent on both the properties of fibres themselves and the 
fibre/matrix interaction. In the following section, a method to obtain the equivalent mobilised 
tensile stiffness will be proposed. 
5.5 Equivalent Mobilised Tensile Stiffness Kfe 
Based on the principle of undrained analysis for saturated soils, the linear mobilised tensile stress 
analysis (LMTSA) has been produced to model the influences of the fibre reinforcing 
components. A critical parameter for the LMTSA is the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness Kfe, 
which can be obtained through integrating the contribution of every single effective fibre together. 
In this section, the relationship between the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness and the single 
fibre stiffness will be established for the two sub-analyses, i. e. LMTSA-E and LMTSA-P, 
according to different assumptions for the mobilised tensile stress-strain relationship in fibre 
reinforcing components. 
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5.5.1 Equivalent Tensile Stiffness for LMTSM-E 
In order to determine the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness, initially the contribution of a 
single fibre should be considered so that the total contribution could be calculated by integration 
of the contribution from each single fibre. A single fibre with a certain orientation will be 
investigated as shown in Figure 5-4. Assuming the tensile stiffness of this fibre is K1, then the 
tensile stress in the mobilised fibre is: 
Sat =Kf&t Eq. 5-20 
where öe is the incremental tensile strain of the fibre. In fact, it presents a linear elastic 
constitutive relationship for a single fibre. For the LMTSA, the fibre strain is assumed to be equal 
to the matrix strain in the direction of the fibre orientation. Another reasonable assumption is 
made here that the matrix strain in the direction of a single fibre inclined at 0 to the horizontal is 
equal to the macroscopic strain in the direction co for the whole sample, therefore 
8oß =Kf &e Eq. 5-21 
which is the stress contribution from a single fibre. It can then be integrated across the whole 
sample to calculate the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness. 
Qf Qr ar at 
aZ 
Figure 5-4 A single fibre stress analysis 
at 0 
Before the integration, it is noticed that not all the fibres in the sample are in tension under the 
conventional triaxial compression loading. Therefore, the integration should be performed only 
over the fibres subjected to tension. The method proposed by Michalowski and Cermak (2003) is 
adopted to separate fibres subjected to tension and compression in order to perform the integration 
only over the fibres subjected to tension. To perform this integration in a uniformly deforming 
cylindrical specimen, an integration space is introduced where all fibres are moved to the origin in 
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a parallel manner as shown in Figure 5-5 (c). Michalowski and Cermak (2003) pointed out that 
such a transformation does not affect the work dissipation rate, because in the uniform 
deformation field dissipation depends only on the orientation of the fibres and not their location in 
the specimen (and it is also independent of the shape of the specimen). These assumptions are also 
applicable for the integration of fibre stress contribution. 
(b) lý, 
defowmed 
shape 
x 
r 
Figure 5-5 Axisymmetric compression: (a) specimen; (b) deformation element; and (c) 
integration space (Michalowski and Cermak, 2003) 
The conical surface OCB separates all fibres under compression (above the surface) from those 
under tension, which is shown in Figure 5-5 (c). The inclination angle 00 of this surface to the 
horizontal was calculated from the requirement that strain in the direction of fibres coinciding 
with this surface is equal to zero. The incremental strain in any direction can be expressed by 
axial and radial strains as: 
B=ý sin2 0+ Sea cos' 0 Eq. 5-22 
In the direction where 0=00, strain becomes zero, so it can be deduced that: 
tan 2 Bo = -3 ý1 Eq. 5-23 
According to the stress dilatancy relationship for the Mohr-Coulomb yield condition, the 
relationship between axial and radial incremental strain for triaxial compression can be expressed 
as: 
31K 
2' 
Eq. 5-24 
Combining these two equations, the inclination angle was obtained by Michalowski and Cermak 
(2003): 
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9a = tan-' Kw l2 Eq. 5-25 
in which 
KW -1+ 
sin tp Eq. 5-26 
1-sing/ 
where yr is the dilation angle of the paste material. 
As soon as the critical angle 0o is obtained, horizontal stress contributed by all the fibres can be 
integrated from the contribution of a single fibre (Eq. 5-21). The number of fibres in volume V of 
the composite can be written as pV /m- 2l, where p is the fibre volumetric concentration, r is the 
radius of the fibre and I is the length of the fibre. A general form for the total fibre force 
horizontally in axisymmetric compression per unit volume can be expressed as: 
T_ 1 fKfPeecos0dV (1 /6 ))zRö l 
Eq. 5-27 
where Ro is the radius of the integration space. In the equation, only 
I. E. cos WV needs to be 
evaluated for axisymmetric compression. A closed-form solution to the integral has been found: 
j SBB cos 9dV = 6'rR° " gK 
[(3Kw + 2)sin e0 cos Bo + (3Kv - 2)0 
ý Eq. 5-28 
w 
then the total fibre force per unit volume in Eq. 5-27 becomes: 
T=- 
Kf pN° 
Eq. 5-29 
where No is a factor expressed as: 
No = gK 
[(3Kv + 2)sin 0o cos 00 + (3Kw - 2)90 
)] Eq. 5-30 Tv, 
Considering the balance condition for a triaxial compression sample shown in Figure 5-3, the total 
fibre force per unit volume can be expressed by the total mobilised tensile stress Qf as: 
QfA, 2Qf T= _ V, R 
Eq. 5-31 
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where Aj is the side surface area of the cylindrical sample, V, is the volume of the sample and R is 
the radius of the sample. Combining Eq. 5-29 and Eq. 5-31, the equivalent horizontal support can 
be obtained as: 
_ 
RpNo 
ýf - 21 
Kfer Eq. 5-32 
Therefore, the equivalent tensile stiffness can be calculated from the stiffness of a single fibre: 
K fe =R 2N° 
Kf Eq. 5-33 
The ratio of Ke to Kfr can be identified by a reduction factor X. 
RpNo 
Eq. 5-34 
21 
This factor characterises the reduction of a single fibre tensile stiffness to the tensile stiffness for 
the whole specimen under axisymmetric loading, assuming a linear elastic stress-strain 
relationship for fibres. It appears the reduction factor ý depends on three parameters; the fibre 
volume content p, the ratio of the specimen radius to the fibre length RR, and the critical angle to 
separate fibres under tension/compression Oa. It is not surprising that the reduction factor is bigger 
with higher fibre content and larger critical angle. It seems a little difficult to understand the 
influence of the ratio R/I on the reduction factor 4 at the first glance. With larger ratio of R/l, i. e. 
larger sample size or shorter fibre length, the fibre amount becomes more so that the total fibre 
force can be increased. It can be deduced that, with shorter fibres without any limitation, the fibre 
reinforcing components are more effective, which is not true. There should be a lowest bound 
limitation for the length of a fibre that provides the necessary anchorage of the fibre ends, which 
depends on the interface between the fibre and the surround material (e. g. sand in fibre reinforced 
sand). Since the interaction between fibres and paste is not considered in the LMTSA, the 
anchorage information cannot be included in the equations. Moreover, the equivalent mobilised 
tensile stiffness is not influenced by the radius of the fibre due to the same reason. The contact 
area between a fibre and paste is obviously dependent on both length and radius of the fibre, 
which should be considered in a future study. 
Triaxial tests on fibre reinforced sand (Michalowski and Cermak, 2003) are used to justify the 
calculation of the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness Kfz for the LMTSM-E. A typical group of 
parameters for fine sand with polyamide fibres has been selected, p=0.5%, R=47.25mm, 
1=25.4mm and the internal friction angle 0 =38°, then Oo can be calculated as 55.4°. The reduction 
factor ý is calculated by Eq. 5-34 as 2.36x10-3. It should be noted that, Michalowski and Cermak 
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(2003) assumed the normality rule for the sand, which means the dilation angle o' and the internal 
friction angle 0 have the same values. The relationship between 4 and yi(or 0), 4 and 0o have 
been plotted in Figure 5-6, in which the factor increases with both angles. It can be seen that the 
reduction factor is not sensitive to the friction angle within its typical range, the value is 2.25x10-3 
for 30° and 2.61x10"3 for 60°. It is not necessary to plot the relationship of the factor ý with fibre 
content p and the ratio R/[ because they are obviously linear. 
0 
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Figure 5-6 Relationship between the reduction factor ý and the dilation angle/critical angle 
Once the reduction factor is determined, the equivalent fibre tensile stiffness Kfe can be obtained 
from the single fibre tensile stiffness Kf. Three types of fibres were used by Michalowski and 
Cermak (2003) in reinforced sand: polyamide monofilament, steel galvanized wire, and 
polypropylene fibrillated fibres. However, there is no information on the tensile stiffness of any 
fibre material mentioned in the paper. Young's modulus for steel material is about 2x108 kPa. 
Therefore, the equivalent tensile stiffness for the steel fibre sand can be calculated as 5x 105 kPa 
using Eq. 5-33. If Young's modulus of the sand is assumed to be 2.5x103 kPa, the equivalent 
tensile stiffness seems too large to provide a sensible fibre effect. It is not surprising since the big 
difference between stiffness of fibres and sand particles leads to strain incompatibility between 
the two phases, while strain compatibility was assumed for this linear analysis. Therefore, it is 
impossible to directly obtain the equivalent tensile for the steel fibre sand. While for the 
polyamide fibre sand, if the Young's modulus for polyamide material is assumed as lx105 kPa, 
the equivalent tensile stiffness can be calculated as 236 kPa, which is within a more reasonable 
range (it is very close to the back analysis results shown in section 5.6). It is suggested that for the 
polyamide fibre reinforced sand the equivalent tensile stiffness can be calculated using Eq. 5-33 
assuming strain compatibility between fibres and sand. 
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5.5.2 Equivalent Tensile Stiffness for LMTSA-P 
A failure criterion for fibre reinforcing components, or between fibre and matrix (i. e. fibre failure 
criterion) is required for the LMTSA-P. A single fibre will be considered firstly as in the LMTSA- 
E. Linear elastic properties (Eq. 5-20) have been assumed for a single fibre, and strain 
compatibility between fibre and matrix (Eq. 5-21) has been also assumed. An elastic-perfectly 
plastic constitutive relationship has been assumed for a single fibre under one-dimensional 
tension, which is shown in Figure 5-7 (a). up and cf are the ultimate stress and strain for a single 
fibre, respectively. The stress-strain relationship can be expressed by 
at 
Kf e9 , ee < E6, Eq. 5-35 ý_ Kfea,, es >_ ea, 
As mentioned in section 5.5.1, fibres with inclined angles to the horizontal plane less than the 
critical angle ©o are in tension and their tensile stress can provide extra horizontal support to the 
triaxial sample. Since the sample expands horizontally and compresses vertically, it is obvious 
that fibres with lower critical angles reach their yield stress earlier than those with higher critical 
angles. Consequently, fibres distributed horizontally yield at the first, and fibres with inclined 
angles yield consecutively as the angle increases. A maximal horizontal support from fibres can 
be integrated from every single fibre with its yield stress. 
Through the above analysis, it is possible to obtain the equivalent tensile stress-strain relationship 
for the whole sample. This relationship would not be as linear as a single fibre because fibres in 
different directions would reach yield under different strain levels. However, in the LMTSA-E, 
the equivalent tensile stiffness has been assumed to be a constant, which represents a linear 
elasticity relationship. This is because only a total force balance, assuming no yield occurs in any 
fibre, has been considered to establish the relationship between Kf and K, (Eq. 5-25 and Eq. 5-26). 
Therefore, if every single fibre is assumed to reach a yield stress, this yield stress level is the 
maximum possible contribution to confine the sample horizontally. The equivalent tensile stress 
provided by fibres needs to be amended accordingly. Three stages need to be considered 
according to the failure of a single fibre, which is shown in Figure 5-7 (b): 
I No fibre reaches the yield stress; 
II Part of the fibres reach the yield stress; 
III All of the fibres in tension reach the yield stress. 
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Qt 
Qtu 
Qf 
Qfu 
Qfe 
0 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5-7 Fibre failure criterion (a) single fibre; (b) fibre contribution 
The stiffness for stage I and II are assumed to be constant as a start point, which is not true. Two 
critical states, point a and b in the figure, need to be investigated to separate the three stages. At 
point a, fibres in the horizontal plane are reaching their yield stress, the horizontal support fibres 
can provide is reaching its ultimate elastic value Qfe. At point b, fibres with critical angel 0o are 
reaching their yield stress, all the fibres giving horizontal support are entering their plastic status, 
and the support fibres can provide is reaching its maximal value c1. These two ultimate stress 
values could be calculated by integrating stresses of the individual fibre for the respective 
integration space (Figure 5-5). The equivalent stiffnesses for stages I and II can be obtained by 
assuming linear stress-strain relationship for simplification. 
From Eq. 5-28, the expression of support stress provided by fibres is: 
Q f= 
R pN0 Kf er Eq. 5-36 
21 
At point a: 
Q ft =R 2N° 
Kf ere Eq. 5-37 
in which E, e is the horizontal (radial) strain of the sample at point a. It is equal to the ultimate 
elastic strain of a single fibre because horizontal fibres are reaching yield stress at this point: 
Ere = Ea, Eq. 5-38 
Therefore, the equivalent tensile stiffness for stage I is: 
aje 
Kjel == SK j Eq. 5-39 
je 
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which is equal to that of the linear model. 
At point b, all fibres under tension are in a plastic state: 
_ 
RK fp1 RK f p(sin 0o cos 00 + 0o 
) 
O'f" 
21 (l/ 6); IR 3 
c. ' cos 
B" dV = 31 
ý Eq. 5-40 
0 
in which Cth, is the ultimate elastic strain for a single fibre. When fibres with critical angle 0 reach 
their ultimate elastic strain, the horizontal (radial) strain of the sample can be expressed as: 
Kw 
C'" =2 9Ea` K, cost Bo -2sin 0 
Eq. 5-41 
Therefore, combining the above two equations, the equivalent tensile stiffness for stage II is: 
Kfe2 = 
_fu -or fe = SKf Eq. 5-42 Csu - 'ere 
in which 
_ 
[3RpNo 
-2Rp(sinG0 cos90 +90)](Kp cost e0 -2sin2 90 
) 
Eq. 5-43 s 
6l Kp-Kpcost90-2sin290 
It has been noticed that q is a very small value (e. g. 10.19) for the case studied in the LMTSA-E 
section. This is due to the radial strain (Equation 36) that causes the yield of fibres with critical 
angle being nearly infinity, which leads the average stiffness to be a rather small value nearly 
zero. If we consider a general situation that fibres with angle 0 (0<0<00) reach the yield stress, 
total fibre tensile stress horizontally is: 
f 
RKfp 1 (fecose. 
dv+fe9cose. dv) 
2l (1 / 6) 
Eq. 5-44 
in which VI is the partial volume of the integration space (Figure 5-5) from horizontal to 0, and V2 
is the volume of the space from 8 to 90. Through integration, the stress can be expressed as: 
Orf =R 21 
f (No + N1 + N2 )Sr Eq. 5-45 
in which 
Nl =1 
(12Kw cos 2 6-24sin2 9-9Kw -6)sin8cosO Eq. 5-46 gw 
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N2 =K 
(12Kw 
cos 2 9-24sin2 0-9Kw +6» Eq. 5-47 gw 
For the LMTSA-E without a failure criterion, the factor No is always a constant, which means a 
linear relationship between tensile stress and radical strain. However, the factor No+N, +N2 
describing the stress-strain relationship after fibres yield is not a constant, and it is a function of 
the yield angle 0. Figure 5-8 shows the relationship between the factor and the yield angle for the 
same case that has been studied. It can be seen from the figure that the factor increases from 0=0 
to 0=15° and decrease steadily to zero at the critical angle 00. This means the tensile stiffness 
increases slightly at the beginning of fibre yielding, but falls steadily after the peak value. When 0 
reaches its critical value 90, the stiffness goes to zero. 
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Figure 5-8 Relationship between factor No+N1+N2 and yield angle 0 
Figure 5-9 shows the relationship between tensile stress provided by fibres and the radical strain, 
assuming the ultimate strain of each of the single fibre is 1%. It can be seen that, when the radial 
strain is less than the ultimate strain of the single fibre, the stress-strain relationship is linear as in 
the LMTSA-E described in section 5.5.1. As soon as the fibres start yielding, it produces a non- 
linear relationship, in which the stiffness increases at the beginning, but falls quickly afterwards, 
until the tensile stress reaches its ultimate value. 
Assuming an elastic-perfectly plastic material model for all the fibres, a non-linear mobilised 
tensile stress-strain relationship has been obtained for the whole fibre reinforced material, as 
shown in Figure 5-9. It is more difficult to include this non-linear behaviour into LMTSA-P than 
including the constant equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness in LMTSA-E. To simplify the 
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analysis, an assumption has been made, that is, a constant equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness is 
assumed before the maximum total tensile stress has been reached, in which the non-linear 
behaviour is ignored but the failure is included. It can be seen from Figure 5-9 that the stress- 
strain curve can be modelled using a linear elastic-perfectly plastic like relationship. 
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5.6 Validation of LMTSA-E-MC 
Until now, the linear mobilised tensile analysis (LMTSA) has been presented, and the methods of 
calculating the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness for the linear elastic and the elastic-perfectly 
plastic fibre material (LMTSA-E and LMTSA-P) have been proposed. To produce a constitutive 
model for a randomly distributed fibre reinforced material, a material model for the matrix is 
needed in which to incorporate the LMTSA-E or LMTSA-P analyses. In order to simply 
demonstrate the efficacy of the methodology, the elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb matrix 
material model has been combined with LMTSA-E, i. e. LMTSA-E-MC, through the finite 
element formulation and validated with the fibre reinforced sand triaxial data from Michalowski 
and Cermak (2003). The detailed finite element implementation process will be presented in 
Chapter 7. 
Results from the Mohr-Coulomb model for pure sand and the Michalowski's model for reinforced 
sand, have been reproduced in Table 5-1. In order to obtain an appropriate value for Kf, a back 
analysis has been performed through the finite element analysis (LMTSA-E-MC) at the first 
experimental data point (Q3=50 kPa) for the sample with fibre volumetric content p=0.5/0. The 
back analysis result is Kß=275 kPa, which is very close to the estimated value from polyamide 
fibre stiffness, which is 236 kPa as discussed in section 5.5.1 (it confirms the estimated value in 
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this case is in a reasonable range). Finite element analyses have been carried out for different 
confining stresses and the results have been given in Table 5-1 for comparison. The LMTSA-E- 
MC modelling results for fibre content p=0.5% have also been plotted in Figure 5-10 (a), 
compared with the Michalowski's model prediction and experimental results presented in Figure 
2-19 (a). It can be seen from Figure 2-19 (a) that the LMTSA-E-MC results are very close to those 
of the Michalowski's model, in which the two curves are almost overlapped, and certainly they fit 
the experimental data well. 
Table 5-1 Failure axial stresses (kPa) under different confining stresses predicted by different 
models 
Confining stress 
Mohr-Coulomb 
(kPa) 
Fibre content 
Michalowski's 
(kPa) 
LMTSA-E-MC 
(kPa) 
v 50 kPa - 210 2 
p=0.5% 228.5 229.8' 
j - . p=2% 302.9 295.8 
-1 00 kP 420 4 
p=0.5% 457.0 458.9 
vj- a . 
p=2% 605.8 591.6 
200 kP 840 8 
p=0.5% 913.9 917.2 
a- a . p=2% 1211.6 1182.5 
300 kP 1261 1 
p=0.5% 1370.9 1376.2 
v3 = a . p=2% 1817.4 1773.5 
400 kP 1681 5 
p=0.5% 1827.8 1833.9 
v3 a . p=2% 2423.2 2365.0 
600 kP 2522 2 
P=0.5% 2741.7 2751.8 
a 03= . p=2% 3634.8 3546.7 
*Value from a back analysis. 
Modelling results for a fibre content of p=2% are also give in Table 5-1 and plotted in Figure 5-10 
(b), together with the Michalowski's model prediction and experimental results. Since only the 
fibre content is changed to be four times as high as the first case, the equivalent tensile stiffness is 
also four times higher than in the first case according to Eq. 5-33, i. e. K, F l. Ix 103 kPa. It can be 
seen from the modelling curves of p=2% in Figure 5-10 (b) that, the LMTSA-E-MC modelling 
strengths are slightly lower than those of the Michalowski's model under higher confining 
stresses, which is closer to the experimental data. 
The LMTSA-E-MC modelling appears to be able to accurately predict the strength of polyamide 
fibre reinforced fine sand samples under different confining stresses. It indicates that most of the 
fibres in these tests did not fail, either the fibres in tension or interfaces between fibres and sand, 
which is the primary assumption of the LMTSA-E-MC model. The LMTSA-P-MC model is 
required in cases where slippage between fibres and sand, or tensile failure happens in fibres as in 
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an elastic-perfectly plastic material. Further tests on fibre reinforce sand are required to validate 
the LMTSA-P-MC. 
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Figure 5-10 LMTSA-E-MC model prediction compared with Michalowski's model prediction 
and experimental results for fibre reinforced sand (a) p=0.5% and (b) p=2.0% 
Although a complete sensitivity analysis has not been done here, it can be seen from both the test 
and modelling results that the fibre volumetric content p has a substantial influence on failure 
strength of the fibre reinforced material. Therefore, the fibre volumetric content can be considered 
as the most critical parameter of the fibre reinforcing model. 
5.7 Discussion and Summary 
Based on the idea of the effective stress theory in soil mechanics, a concept of mobilised tensile 
stress analysis to model fibre reinforced material has been proposed. Two types of the mobilised 
tensile stress analysis have been identified; the linear mobilised tensile stress analysis (LMTSA) 
and the non-linear mobilised tensile stress analysis (NMTSA). The LMTSA assumes strain 
compatibility between fibres and paste material, while the NMTSA does not. Only the LMTSA is 
included in the thesis, and the NMTSA is regarded as a future development. 
A general framework to produce a randomly distributed fibre reinforced material model has been 
introduced. A fibre reinforcing model consists of a fibre material model and a matrix material 
model through a mobilised tensile stress analysis run in a finite element method program. For 
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example, the LMTSA-E-MC model combines the elastic fibre model (E) with the elastic-perfectly 
plastic Mohr-Coulomb model (MC) through the linear mobilised tensile stress analysis (LMTSA). 
In order to develop the LMTSA, the principle of undrained analysis implemented in the finite 
element method for saturated soils was introduced. Saturated soil in an undrained analysis is 
considered as a two-phase material including soil skeleton and fluid, in which the fluid takes 
partial responsibility to sustain normal compressive stresses in any direction, while only effective 
stresses on solid particles can cause deformation of the soil skeleton and failure of the combined 
material. Similarly, the randomly distributed fibre reinforced material can also be considered as a 
two-phase material including paste and fibres, in which the fibres take partial responsibility to 
sustain tensile stresses in the direction that the combined material expands, for example the 
horizontal direction in the boundary condition of the conventional triaxial compression test. In 
other words, the fibres contribute an additional confining stress for the paste material, by which 
the combined material strength can be improved and the stress-strain relationship will be changed. 
In the undrained analysis, the pore pressure changes linearly with the total volume strain change, 
while in the LMTSA the fibre reinforcing confining stress changes linearly with the macroscopic 
tensile strain change in the specific direction. 
Formulas of the LMTSA have been derived and presented following the route of the undrained 
analysis. A critical parameter, the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness Kf1, is required to 
determine for the LMTSA. Methods of determining the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness for 
two sub-analyses, i. e. LMTSA-E and LMTSA-P, have been presented. Different fibre material 
models have been appointed for the two sub-analysis, i. e. the linear elastic fibre model for 
LMTSA-E and the elastic-perfectly plastic fibre model for LMTSA-P. The equivalent mobilised .. 
tensile stiffness can be calculated from a single fibre stiffness by integrating every fibre's 
contribution through the whole sample. 
A randomly distributed fibre reinforcing model LMTSA-E-MC has been proposed by combining 
the LMTSA-E with the elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb model for the matrix phase. It has 
been implemented in the finite element method program and validated using fibre sand triaxial 
compression test results from the literature. The model is able to predict the strength of fibre 
reinforced fine sand sample accurately. The advantages of the proposed model, as well as the 
method to produce the model can be summarised as follows: 
1) An innovative method has been adopted to produce a constitutive model for the randomly 
distributed reinforced material. A constitutive model consists of a fibre phase model and a 
matrix phase model through mobilised tensile stress analysis, which can be executed in the 
finite element method program. Reviewing the literature on modelling shear behaviour of 
MSW, the model was presented in a clearer way with more reasonable physical and 
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mechanical meanings compared with the method proposed by Machado et al. (2002), and 
meanwhile the model has much less parameters compared with the mixture theory method 
proposed by Krase and Dinkier (2005); 
2) The approach can be executed through the finite element method in a simple way similar to 
the undrained analysis for saturated soils. The finite element method is one of the most 
popular numerical methods in geotechnical engineering so that the model has a great prospect 
to be applied in real world problems; 
3) The model and the approach are applicable for all kinds of fibre reinforced material, 
especially fibre reinforced soil and MSW, in which fibres are distributed randomly. 
Eventually, fibre reinforcing effects of this type of fibre reinforced material (an additional 
confining stress) can be modelled using this approach; 
4) A method of obtaining the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness for a randomly distributed 
fibre reinforce material has been proposed for the LMTSA, in which only the contribution of 
fibres in tension are counted. Both the linear elastic model and the elastic-perfectly plastic 
model for fibre material have been included. 
Although the approach has the above advantages, it still needs to be improved in the following 
aspects, which should be covered in the following chapters or future development: 
1) Interaction between fibres and paste-The LMTSA assumes strain compatibility (i. e. without 
interaction) between the two phases in the fibre reinforced material, which is not true 
(especially under the low normal stress condition when bond failure occurs). The NMTSA 
considering the interaction is recommended for future study; 
2) Boundary condition-Only the axisymmetric stress condition (strictly speaking, the 
conventional triaxial compression condition) has been considered in this study. Further 
developments on extending the approach to the more general boundary conditions, e. g. plane 
strain and three dimensional cases are required; 
3) Anisotropic behaviour-As mentioned earlier, horizontally layered fibres are likely to occur 
in waste placement, which results in waste anisotropic behaviour. Waste anisotropic 
behaviour study can be carried out through changing fibre orientations in the proposed model 
by integrating mobilised tensile stresses from different directions. More experimental work on 
anisotropy is suggested in the future to validate the anisotropic reinforcing model. 
4) Stress-strain relationship-Although the LMTSA-E-MC has been validated with the 
experiment results on improved strength of fibre reinforced sand samples and these is a good 
agreement, the full stress-strain relationship (i. e. fibre reinforcing effects on shearing 
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behaviour) has not been modelled. In the following chapters, a more advanced material model 
for paste, i. e. the Modified Cam-Clay will be included in the approach to model the non-linear 
stiffness behaviour of reinforcing particles; 
5) Waste material-The final model in this project will serve for the waste material rather than 
for fibre reinforced sand. Thus, some special considerations have to be included during 
producing a constitutive model for MSW, which will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 
6 
A Constitutive Model for MS W 
6.1 Introduction 
A one-dimensional compression model and a randomly distributed fibre reinforcing model have 
been developed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively, to model the volumetric and shear 
behaviour of waste material. A constitutive model for MSW will be proposed in this chapter 
through combining the two models with a classic elasto-plastic soil constitutive model-the 
Modified Cam-Clay model (MCC). The analytical solution of the proposed model will be 
assessed using triaxial compression test results reported in the literature. 
6.2 General Development of the MSW Constitutive Model 
The MCC model (or the Cam-Clay model) is one of the first hardening plastic models that has 
become generally adopted for soils, as reviewed in section 2.4.3. It predicts the plastic volumetric 
change under isotropic compression, and couple volumetric strain with shear distortion. 
Moreover, it has a simple formulation and only five parameters are needed, which can be easily 
obtained from conventional laboratory tests. Developed half a century ago, the MCC model is still 
widely adopted to simulate soil behaviour in numerical modelling today. 
The MCC model has been reviewed in section 2.4.3, in which the four essential components of 
the model, elastic properties, yield surface, flow rule and hardening rule are presented in detail. 
The one-dimensional compression model (CM) modifies the volumetric behaviour of the MCC, 
and the randomly distributed fibre reinforcing model (RM) alters the shear behaviour of the MCC 
according to waste behaviour reported in the literature. Using the MCC model as a base, the 
modified formulas for the MSW constitutive model are given below according to modification of 
CM and RM. 
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6.2.1 Volumetric Behaviour 
Under isotropic compression, the virgin consolidation line and the swelling lines of the MCC 
model (Figure 2-21 (a)) are assumed to be both straight in v-lnp' space and have been described 
by the following equations in section 2.4.3: 
v=N-Alnp' Eq. 6-1 
v= vX - x'ln p' Eq. 6-2 
The values of x, A and N are characteristics of the particular type of soil, whereas the value of v, r is 
different for each swelling line. Volume change along the virgin consolidation line is mainly 
irreversible or plastic, while volume change along a swelling line is reversible or elastic. 
According to the CM proposed in Chapter 4, voids in waste are separated into inter-void (between 
particles) and intra-void (inside particles). Inter-void ratio e and intra-void ratio f were defined in 
Eq. 4-11 and Eq 4-10, assuming the total potential incompressible volume of waste particles is 
equal to unit. Therefore, when the volumetric strain is calculated in MSW model, both the inter 
and intra-void ratio change should be included. Volumetric strain due to inter-void ratio change 
can still be obtained by Eq. 6-1 and Eq. 6-2, in which all the parameters are only related to the 
inter-void ratio as they are in soil mechanics. The additional compression due to intra-void ratio 
change can be calculated from the following equations: 
f= fi -Af In p' Eq. 6-3 
f= fi. - x-f In p' Eq. 6-4 
in which fl is the intra-void ratio value under unit pressure on the virgin consolidation line, and fK 
is the value on the swelling lines. 2f and i are the slopes of intra-void ratio change lines (virgin 
consolidation and swelling respectively) in v-lnp' plane, which can be calculated from the values 
of intra compression index Cc, n,, and infra swelling index Cc lnfra defined in section 4.3: 
/Lf _ 
CC-/ntra 
Eq. 6-5 
1n10 
K_ 
Cs-intro 
Eq. 6-6 
1n 10 
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6.2.2 Shear Behaviour 
Critical state soil models (including the MCC model) are coupled models between volumetric and 
shear strain, in which a flow rule is defined to characterise the ratio between incremental plastic 
volumetric strain and plastic shear strain, as shown in Chapter 2. Since waste shear behaviour is 
only coupled with the component of volumetric strain due to inter-voids change, as it is for soils, 
it is obvious that the volumetric strain caused by intra-voids compression should be excluded. 
This is the reason why the inter and intra-void ratio should be defined separately when the 
volumetric strain is calculated as described in section 6.2.1. 
In addition, waste shear behaviour is affected by reinforcing particles comparable to randomly 
distributed fibre reinforced materials as described in Chapter 5. The RM proposed in Chapter 5 
will be adopted for the waste constitutive model by combining it with the MCC model. At 
present, the RM can only be applied for the triaxial compression boundary value problem. The 
principle of the RM is that fibres can contribute a confining stress in the direction that particulate 
material (i. e. paste) expands. The effective shear stress in the paste, or the deviator stress q for the 
particular boundary condition can be reduced due to the fibre confining stress in one of the 
principal stress directions. This can result in the shear strength of the mixed material being 
increased, and meanwhile the stress-strain behaviour being altered. Since the current RM is 
restricted to the axisymmetric boundary condition, the combined waste model will also be 
restricted to the same boundary condition. More detailed model development under the triaxial 
compression boundary condition will be present in the following section. 
6.3 MSW Constitutive Model under Triaxial Compression 
The constitutive model for MSW will be developed under the triaxial compression boundary 
condition due to the reasons explained above. Firstly, analytical solutions for the MCC model 
under triaxial compression are derived. Subsequently, the compression and reinforcing models are 
combined with the MCC model respectively to demonstrate their efficacies in modelling the 
influences of compressible and reinforcing particles on MSW behaviour. Finally, the MSW model 
is produced and validated by the typical MSW triaxial compression test results. 
6.3.1 Analytical Solutions for MCC 
Analytical solutions for the MCC model under simple boundary conditions, e. g. drained triaxial 
compression and undrained triaxial compression, have been derived by Potts and Zdravkovic 
(1999), in which J-p' stress plane was adopted rather than q -p' plane. J is another form of the 
deviator stress expressed as: 
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(o'; 
-Q2 
)Z +(QZ -Q; 
)2 +(Q3 -. 
)2 Eq. 6-7 J=1 
The MCC model will be combined with the compression and reinforcing model later in this 
chapter to develop a constitutive model for MSW. The MSW model will be validated by the 
drained triaxial compression test results on MSW samples reported by Machado et al. (2000). 
Therefore, only the drained triaxial compression boundary condition need to be considered in this 
chapter. In this section, the analytical solutions for the MCC model under drained triaxial 
compression are derived in the q -p' stress plane. The four essential components of the MCC 
model, namely elastic properties, yield criterion, flow rule and hardening rule, have been outlined 
in section 2.4.3. 
9 
QýS 
9s 
Figure 6-1 Stress path and critical state line of drained triaxial compression test 
In the drained triaxial compression test, a cylindrical sample of soil is subjected to axial 
compression, while the radial total stress is maintained constant and no excess pore water 
pressures are allowed to develop. The initial stresses in the sample are given by p', and qj. The 
stress path of the drained triaxial compression test is shown in Figure 6-1, which can be expressed 
as: 
p'=3+ph Eq. 6-8 
1 
c3q E 6-9 AV= 
in which ph is the intercept of the stress path with the p' axis, as shown in Figure 6-1. 
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The analytical solutions given below include the values of volumetric strain cp and deviator strain 
sq (both elastic and plastic), associated with any current values of mean effective stress p'' and 
deviator stress q,. The critical state condition imposes limits on the values of p'c and q,. Stresses 
at critical state can be calculated from the intercept point of the stress path line and the critical 
state line, as shown in Figure 6-1: 
mph 
qcs =M Eq. 6-10 
3 
. 
Ph 
Eq. 6-11 P`s M 
1-- 
3 
The elastic volumetric strain can be integrated from Eq. 2-28: 
CP = 
Pex' dp' 
_ 
KIn 1+ q, - qi Eq. 6.12 
11 
p' vpv 
3p; 
To calculate the elastic deviator strain, it is assumed that the shear modulus G is specified using a 
constant Poisson's ratio p according to the discussion in section 2.4.3. Therefore, the elastic 
deviator strain can be integrated as: 
ýý - 
qf. dq 
= 
x' 2(1 +, u) In 
3pn + qý 
Q 
q, 
3G v 3(1-2, U) 
(3 
ph' + qi 
Eq. 6-13 
To predict the plastic strain (both volumetric and deviator strain), the initial yield stress (intersect 
between stress path and the initial yield surface) needs to be worked out because plastic straining 
only begins when the initial yield stress is reached. The position of the initial yield surface relative 
to the initial stress state depends on the overconsolidation ratio (OCR), which defines the initial 
value of p'o (i. e. p''; ). The intersect point of the stress path and the initial yield surface can be 
obtained by solving the quadratic equation derived from Eq. 6-8 and 2-35 as below: 
M2 9q2+2Ph3 Po, 
q+pn(pn-Por)=0 2 
The initial yield deviator q, is the positive root of the above equation: 
Eq. 6-14 
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2 2h_ 2Pn 3 Por 
- 4p' 
(Pn 
- Pol) 
Eq. 6-15 q' 
2 
M2 +9 
9M 
29 
9M 2 
and the initial yield mean stresse , can be expressed as: 
py =3+ ph Eq. 6-16 
The plastic volume strain can be calculated by substituting Eq. 2-36 and 6-8 into Eq. 2-40, and 
carrying out the integration from the initial yield stress to the current stress: 
p -K9` 1 
2(M2 +9kq+6M2P# 
Cp 
v q, 
3Pn +q+ M2 +9 2 +6M2Pnq+9M2Pn2 
R 
=A-K[ ln(3ph+q)+ln((M2+9)q2+6M2p;, q+9M2ph2)]yy Eq. 6-17 
v 
The incremental plastic volumetric and deviator strains are related by Eq 2-38, which can be 
rewritten as follows (where A is the plastic scalar multiplier defined in section 2.4.1): 
=A 
äg 
=A(2P'-P') Eq. 6-18 
P 
- 
2q & =A 
äg 
=A 2 
Eq. 6-19 qq 
Combining Eq. 648 with Eq. 2-35,2-36 and 2-40 gives the following expression for the plastic 
scalar multiplier A: 
A_ 
A- KM 2 2gp'&j+M 
2 p'2q(! ý, - q2gp , 
v M4p'4 _q4 
Eq. 6-20 
Substituting the above equation into Eq. 6-18 and then removing the p' terms using the stress path 
equations Eq. 6-8 and Eq. 6-9, gives the following expression for the incremental plastic deviator 
strain: 
33 
P--K -18 ph m+M- 8q 
qv M2 +9 2 +6M2phq+9M2p02 
+ 
3Mph +(M+3)q 3Mph +(M -3)q 
Eq. 6-21 
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The plastic deviator strain for the current stress can be obtained by integrating the above equation 
from the initial yield stress to the current stress, which results in: 
r 9e 
-? tan-' 
`M2 +9 + 
M_+ 3 
ln(3Mp +(M + 3)q) 
ep_- 
rc M 9Mpti 3M (M + 3) E 6-22 q. 
v+ 
_ii (M - 3) 
ln(3Mp + (M - 3)q) 
Qr 
An idealised drained triaxial compression test example, taken from Potts and Zdravkovic (1999), 
is considered to demonstrate the analytical solutions of the MCC model. A cylindrical sample is 
assumed to be isotropically normally consolidated to a mean effective stress of 200 kPa, with zero 
pore water pressure. The soil parameters used for the analysis, after transformation from J -p' 
plane to the q-p' plane, are listed in Table 6-1. 
Table 6-1 Material properties for the MCC model 
Overconsolidation ratio (OCR) 1.0 
Specific volume at unit pressure on virgin consolidation line, N 1.788 
Slope of virgin consolidation line in v-lnp' plane, 2 0.066 
Slope of swelling line in v-lnp' plane, 'c 0.0077 
Slope of critical state line in q p' plane, M 1.2 
Poisson's ratio 0.3 
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Figure 6-2 Analytical solutions of the MCC model: deviator stress vs. axial strain 
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Figure 6-3 Analytical solutions of the MCC model: volumetric strain vs. axial strain 
A spreadsheet calculation is applied to obtain the analytical solutions of the MCC model for the 
soil properties in Table 6-1. Axial stress is increased by 5 kPa until the deviator stress reaches its 
critical strength, while maintaining a constant radial stress and zero pore water pressure. The 
results are presented in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 as plots of deviator stress and volumetric strain 
versus axial strain respectively, which are the same as those presented in Potts and Zdravkovic 
(1999). It can be seen that the critical state is reached at an axial strain of about 25%, while the 
deviator stress is about 400 kPa and the volumetric strain is 5.2%. 
6.3.2 Combining MCC with CM 
According to the CM proposed in Chapter 4, the volumetric strains of MSW under compression 
come from not only the movement of waste particles but also the compression of the compressible 
particles themselves. Only the reorganisation of waste particles causes shear strains, i. e. the plastic 
shear strain is coupled with the volumetric strain due to inter-voids compression if the MCC 
model is applied for waste material. Therefore, an additional volumetric strain due to the intra- 
voids compression needs to be calculated in addition to that due to the inter-voids compression, 
with only the latter coupled with the deviator stress in the MCC model. To calculate the 
volumetric strain in the drained triaxial compression test by the CM, the following assumptions 
are required: 
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1) To simplify the calculation and assessment of the contribution of the intra-voids compression, 
the volumetric strain caused by compressible particles is assumed to be plastic only, which 
means the slope of the infra-void ratio swelling line is zero; 
2) The infra-voids compression occurs only in the axial direction in the drained triaxial 
compression test, which is consistent with the assumption that the volumetric strain due to 
compressible particles is not coupled with shear strain. 
The incremental plastic volumetric strain induced by intra-voids compression can be obtained by: 
p=f Eq. 6-23 
VIP 
in which of is the specific volume excluding the inter-void ratio e. 
The same drained triaxial compression test on soil presented and used to demonstrate the MCC 
model (section 6.3.1) employed with the volumetric strain calculated from Eq. 6-23 to model 
waste compression behaviour. The additional required parameters for the CM are given in Table 
6-2. The selected parameter values are close to those used in modelling the synthetic waste 
composition SW09 (a real waste composition simulation) in section 4.4.2, which mean the intra 
compression behaviour of this modelling is comparable to that of SW09. 
Table 6-2 Additional material parameters for the MCC model combined with CM 
Intra-void ratio at unit pressure on virgin consolidation line, f, 10 
Slope of virgin consolidation line in f lnp' plane,. Z1 1.2 
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Figure 6-4 Analytical solutions for the MCC-CM model: deviator stress vs. axial strain 
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The results are presented in Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 together with the MCC model results for 
comparison. It should be noted that the axial strain and the volumetric strain (Eq. 6-23) values are 
added according the second assumption, therefore the critical state is reached at larger axial strain, 
as shown in Figure 6-4. It can also be seen that applying the CM does not increase the value of 
failure stress. Stiffness behaviour for the MCC model is obviously changed by applying the CM. 
The MCC-CM results show a lower stiffness than that for the MCC. This is consistent with the 
reported low waste stiffness behaviour in initial and intermediate strain ranges observed in the 
drained triaxial compression tests reviewed in section 2.2.2 (Figure 2-14). Meanwhile, it can be 
seen from Figure 6-5 that much more volume change can be obtained by using the MCC-CM to 
represent waste material than using the MCC model developed for soils. 
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Figure 6-5 Analytical solutions for the MCC-CM model: volumetric strain vs. axial strain 
Sensitivity analyses are carried out to show the influence of the compressibility of compressible 
particles on shear and volumetric behaviour of the combined MCC-CM model. A range of low to 
high particle compressible than the base model, i. e. different values of the slope of the intra-void 
ratio virgin compression line Q f), as shown in Table 6-3, are modelled and the results are 
presented in Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7, together with the MCC model results for comparison. 
Label MCC-CM_B represents the base case which was presented in Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5, 
MCC-CM_LC represents the lower compressibility case and MCC-CM-HC means the higher 
compressibility case. The results show that with higher values of If, lower shear stiffnesses are 
obtained and more volumetric strains (and axial strains) can be reached. 
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Table 6-3 Parameters for the MCC-CM model sensitivity analysis 
Model Case Slope of virgin consolidation line in f-bnp' plane, 2 
MCC-CM-LC 1.0 
MCC-CM-HC 1.4 
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Figure 6-6 Deviator stresses vs. axial strains for MCC-CM model with lower and higher 
values of the slope of the intra-void ratio virgin compression line 
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Figure 6-7 Volumetric strains vs. axial strains for MCC-CM model with lower and higher 
values of the slope of the intra-void ratio virgin compression line 
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6.3.3 Combining MCC with RM 
Combining the MCC model with the RM can be performed in the finite element analysis though 
the linear mobilised tensile stiffness analysis (LMSTA) as discussed in section 5.4, which was 
listed in Figure 5-1 as one of the fibre reinforced soil model LMSTA-E-MCC (or LMSTA-P- 
MCC). The implementation of the finite element method will be explained in detail in Chapter 7. 
As the analytical results of the MCC model have been obtained for the drained triaxial 
compression boundary condition through a spreadsheet analysis, the combination with the RM 
can also be carried out though the same kind of analysis for this particular boundary value 
problem analytically. An additional confining stress provided by the fibres can be calculated by 
multiplying the radial strain of the triaxial sample with the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness 
of the fibres defined in section 5.5.1 (assuming the linear elastic fibre material model is adopted). 
The equivalent tensile stiffness can be obtained from material properties of the fibres such as 
single fibre tensile stiffness, fibre volume content and fibre length, which were described in detail 
in section 5.5.1. To demonstrate the RM behaviour combined with the MCC model, an equivalent 
tensile stiffness value has been applied directly for presentation of the analytical solutions below. 
Determination of the equivalent tensile stiffness from fibre material properties for waste material 
will be discussed later in section 8.3. In the spreadsheet calculation, additional confining stress 
can be calculated from the radial strain accumulated over all the loading increments before the 
current step, by the following expression: 
0f =Kfter Eq. 6-24 
in which Kfe is the equivalent tensile stiffness which can be obtained from Eq. 5-33, and c, is the. 
radial strain of the triaxial sample. 
Analytical solutions for the MCC-RM model are obtained through spreadsheet analysis again, in 
which the equivalent tensile stiffness for the sample is assumed as 500 kPa. For instance, 
assuming average Young's modulus for waste reinforcing particles is W05 105 kPa which is the 
same as the polyamide material discussed in section 5.5.1, fibre volume content p=l%, specimen 
radius R=100 mm, and average fibre length 1=50 mm, the equivalent tensile stiffness can be 
obtained as around 500 kPa. More detailed information on how to obtain sensible parameter 
values from fibre material properties will be discussed in section 8.3. Results are presented in 
Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9, together with the MCC model results for comparison. It can be seen 
that the MCC-RM model improves the shear strength with higher axial strain at the critical state 
compared with the MCC model curve, and higher shear stiffness is obtained in the large strain 
range. Volumetric strains are almost identical to those for the MCC model except that higher axial 
strain can be reached. 
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Figure 6-9 Analytical solutions for the MCC-RM model: volumetric strain vs. axial strain 
Sensitivity analyses have been run for the MCC-RM model in terms of changing the value of the 
equivalent tensile stiffness. Lower (Kft=250 kPa) and higher tensile stiffness (Kfe=1000 kPa) than 
the value assumed for the base model are adopted to perform the parametric study. Label MCC- 
RM_B is for the base model from which results were presented in Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9, 
MCC-RM_LS represents the lower equivalent tensile stiffness value case and MCC-RM FHS 
means the higher stiffness value case. The results show that with higher values of the equivalent 
tensile stiffness, a higher peak shear strength is obtained and high shear stiffnesses values are 
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produced when the stress state is close to the critical state. The opposite is true for lower value of 
equivalent tensile stiffness. However, shear stiffnesses below 10% of the axial strain are almost 
the same for both cases. This is because the fibre tensile stresses are not mobilised under relative 
small radial strains. No obvious change in volumetric behaviour is produced for different tensile 
stiffness values. 
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Figure 6-10 Deviator stresses vs. axial strains for MCC-RM model with lower and higher values 
of the equivalent tensile stiffness 
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6.3.4 MSW Constitutive Model 
A constitutive model for MSW is produced by combining the MCC model with both CM and RM 
in the ways presented above. Analytical solutions for the MSW constitutive model are calculated 
and presented together with the MCC model results in Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13. 
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Figure 6-12 Analytical solutions for the MSW model: deviator stress vs. axial strain 
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Figure 6-13 Analytical solutions for the MSW model: volumetric strain vs. axial strain 
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It can be seen from the results that the MSW model can reproduce the stiffness and volumetric 
behaviour of MSW material found in triaxial compression tests which are reviewed in section 
2.2.2. Firstly, lower shear stiffness of MSW material in the initial and intermediate strain ranges 
can be reproduced by the MSW model, which cannot be reproduced by soil models. Secondly, 
higher peak strength and stiffness of the MSW material (compared to pure paste material without 
fibre material) can be modelled according to fibre material properties. Although critical state does 
still exist, shear stiffness does not deteriorate to zero like the MCC model for soil. This is due to 
the contribution of the fibre material. Finally, more volumetric strain can be generated before the 
critical state is reached by the MSW model, which cannot be simulated by using soil models. 
6.3.5 Modelling MSW Triaxial Tests Using the MSW Model 
Triaxial test results reported by Machado et al. (2002) have been modelled using the proposed 
MSW model in a spreadsheet analysis. A representative triaxial compression test which was 
presented in Figure 2-13 has been selected from Machado's shredded waste tests to validate the 
MSW model. Three different confining stress conditions, i. e. 100 kPa, 200 kPa and 400 kPa were 
modelled. Parameters needed for the modelling cannot be obtained directly from the tests because 
compressible particles were not recognised in Machado's paper. Moreover, the method used to 
measure void ratios of MSW samples in their confined compression tests was not recorded. 
Therefore, parameters are back analysed to reproduce the MSW behaviour observed in their tests. 
A summary of the input parameters are listed in Table 6-4. 
Table 6-4 Material properties assumed for the MSW model 
Overconsolidation ratio (OCR) 1.0 
Specific volume (no intra void) at unit pressure on virgin consolidation line, N 1.5 
Slope of virgin consolidation line in v-lnp' plane (no intra void), 2 0.07 
Slope of swelling line in v-lnp' plane (no intra void), x 0.0065 
Slope of critical state line in q p' plane, M 1.2 
Poisson's ratio p 0.3 
Intra-void ratio at unit pressure on virgin consolidation line, f, 10 
Slope of virgin consolidation line in f-lnp' plane, 2 0.6 
Equivalent tensile stiffness of fibre components, Kfe (kPa) 1000 
Comparisons between the test and modelling results for different confining stresses (including 
deviator stress vs. axial strain and volumetric strain vs. axial strain) are shown in Figure 6-14 and 
Figure 6-15. It can be seen from Figure 6-14 that the model can reproduce the MSW stress-strain 
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behaviour under triaxial compression in the initial (0-10%) and intermediate (10%-20%) strain 
ranges which are defined in section 2.2.2 (though less well for the confining stress of 400 kPa). 
When the axial strains enter the large strain range which is more than 20%, the modelling curves 
keep turning downwards until the critical states are reached, at which the shear stiffness is not 
zero as the MCC model due to the combination of the reinforcing model. However, the testing 
curves keep turning upwards and no peak shear strengths are obtained at the end, which cannot be 
reproduced by the current MSW model. With the increasing normal stress, more and more 
compressible particles are compressed and some of them are changed to be the new reinforcing 
particles due to the shape changing, after which more reinforcing particles will be available. 
Meanwhile, more fibres can be mobilised with increasing strains so that the shear stiffness of the 
material can be increased. These two factors would contribute to the increasing stiffness 
behaviour observed in large strain range. Apparently the linear mobilised tensile stiffness analysis 
is not capable to model this behaviour. Non-linear mobilised tensile stiffness analysis discussed in 
section 5.2 is required to model this behaviour in a future work. 
It can be seen from Figure 6-15 that the model can produce large volumetric strains (about 13% at 
critical states in this case) that the MCC model cannot normally do (will be shown later in this 
section). The predicted volumetric strains do not vary much under different confining stresses. 
This is a typical behaviour for critical state models, i. e. almost the same amounts of volumetric 
strain coupled with the shear strain are obtained at the critical states for different confining 
stresses. It should be noted that the volumetric strains presented in the triaxial test results do not 
include the volumetric strains from the consolidation stage (i. e. isotropic compression). Moreover, 
the volumetric strains caused by intra-void compression during the triaxial loading (after the 
consolidation stage) are almost the same as a constant If value was define in the waste model. The 
volumetric strains for higher confining stresses are slightly larger than those for lower confining 
stresses in the modelling results because higher effective normal stresses p' are obtained for 
higher confining stresses at the critical states. 
However, the Machado's triaxial test results showed a very different trend with larger volumetric 
strains obtained with lower confining stresses which indicates that the volume loss from 
compressible particles is confining stress dependent, as discussed in section 2.2.2. It can be 
explained that higher consolidation stresses in the consolidation stage compressed more 
compressible particles so that intra-voids become more difficult to be compressed at the shearing 
stage. The current MSW model cannot simulate this behaviour because linear relationship was 
assumed for intra-void ratio versus logarithm of the vertical stresses (i. e. a constant 2f was 
assumed) and therefore this part of volumetric strains are not dependent on confining stress (it has 
been discussed in section 4.5). Therefore, a non-linear intra-voids compression model is required 
in the future work to model this waste volumetric behaviour. 
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To show the potential of the current MSW model in modelling the particular waste behaviour, 
changing values of the slope of virgin consolidation line in f-lnp' plane, 1f, for different 
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consolidation stresses can be tried to predict different volumetric strains. Different values of )l 
shown in Table 6-5 have been applied for each confining stress and results are presented in Figure 
6-16 and Figure 6-17. It can be seen from the figures that although only slightly changing shear 
behaviour, the model can predict different values of volumetric strains under different confining 
stresses. Although the model cannot reproduce the test curves, it demonstrates a capability to 
simulate the trend. 
Table 6-5 Different values of if for different confining stresses 
Confining stresses (kPa) Slope of virgin consolidation line in f-lnp' plane, 4f 
100 0.6 
200 0.4 
400 0.2 
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In order to understand the advantages of the proposed MSW model over the MCC model for 
modelling MSW mechanical behaviour shown in triaxial compression tests, the MCC modelling 
results using the same parameters in Table 6-4 are also presented together with the testing results 
in Figure 6-18 and Figure 6-19. It can be seen that the MCC model cannot reproduce the MSW 
stiffness behaviour when axial strain is less than 20% as the MSW model, and the predicted peak 
strengths of the material are also much lower than those predicted by the MSW model. On the 
other hand, the predicted volumetric strain values are almost the same for the three different 
consolidation stresses, and larger volumetric strains for lower consolidation stresses cannot be 
predicted. 
To have larger volumetric strain, higher2 value indicating higher plastic compressibility is needed 
to produce more plastic strains (both shear strain and volumetric strain) in the MCC model. Figure 
6-20 and Figure 6-21 show the relevant results assuming 1=0.11 comparing with initially 2=0.07. 
It can be seen that using higher plastic compressibility values larger volumetric strains can be 
obtained, but at the same time very large plastic shear strains are predicted. Up to 80% of axial 
strain is predicted in this case with very low shear stiffness in most of the strain range, indicating 
a very soft and plastic behaviour. This is one of the major disadvantages of using soil models to 
model waste behaviour in numerical modelling, which will be further discussed in section 8.6. 
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6.4 Discussion and Summary 
A constitutive model for MSW has been proposed by combining the Modified Cam-Clay model 
with the one-dimensional compression MSW model and the fibre reinforcing model. Initially, the 
general development of the model was discussed, in which general issues of how to combine the 
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models together were proposed and basic formulations were presented. Development of the MSW 
constitutive model for a specific boundary condition, i. e. the drained triaxial compression test, 
was then discussed. Analytical solutions for the MCC model under drained triaxial compression 
was derived in q -p' stress plane. The MCC model was combined with the CM and the RM 
respectively to demonstrate their capabilities in modelling the influences of compressible and 
reinforcing particles on the MSW mechanical behaviour. An MSW model including both the CM 
and the RM was developed and its behaviour was demonstrated, after which triaxial compression 
tests reported by Machado et al. (2002) was modelled using the proposed MSW model. 
Although only one triaxial compression test was modelled (it represents typical MSW behaviour 
as shown in section 2.2.2), the MSW model showed its advantages in modelling MSW 
mechanical behaviour in the following aspects: 
1) The MSW model can reproduce the stress-strain behaviour of MSW observed in triaxial 
compression tests in the initial and intermediate strain ranges. Shear stiffness values in these 
strain ranges is not as high as predicted by soil models and the stiffness degradation is also 
slower than soil models. This MSW behaviour is mainly dominated by the existence of 
compressible particles and can be simulated by the one-dimensional compression model; 
2) Larger volume change can be predicted by the MSW model than soil models, without 
increasing plastic shear strain and sacrificing shear stiffness. It is one of the requirement of 
waste model applied in numerical modelling discussed in section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2; 
3) The triaxial tests on waste demonstrated different MSW volumetric behaviour to soils i. e. 
with lower confining stresses more volumetric strains were obtained. It has been suggested 
that this behaviour can be attributed to the non-linear relationship between the intra-void ratio 
change and logarithm of the normal stress. This volumetric behaviour can be possibly 
modelled by applying confining stress dependent intra-voids compression parameters, though 
there is no such experimental data to determine the parameters at present. 
However, the MSW model cannot reproduce the exact shapes and values obtained from the tests. 
For the deviator stress versus axial strain curves, increasing stiffness behaviour was observed in 
the large strain range. Transformation from compressible particles to reinforcing particles and 
more reinforcing particles are mobilised with larger strains are considered as the two main factors 
related to the increasing stiffness behaviour. Although the current MSW model cannot reproduce 
the observed stress-strain behaviour in the large strain range, it has the potential to model this 
aspect of behaviour by incorporating the non-linear mobilised tensile stress analysis in future 
work. It should be noted that the strain range boundary values are dependent on the waste 
composition, e. g. proportions of compressible and reinforcing particles. The MSW model has the 
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potential to model the influences of compressible and reinforcing particles by using appropriate 
parameter values which will be discussed Chapter 8. 
For the volumetric strain versus axial strain curves, the model used was based on one-dimensional 
compression and this was applied to triaxial compression directly, which probably led to the gap 
between modelling and measured curves. In addition, a constant intra compression index (i. e. 
linear model) was used in the compression model, while higher consolidation stress makes the 
particles more difficult to be compressed (because more compressible particles have already been 
compressed) which indicates a non-linear relationship is required. However, currently no such 
experiment can quantify the non-linear relationship between the intra-void ratio change and 
logarithm of the normal stresses. 
It should be noted that all the parameters adopted in the above modelling were back-analysed to 
provide a fit between the modelling results and testing curves, instead of measuring from tests 
(e. g. one-dimensional compression and triaxial compression tests). This was done as a completely 
different methodology was adopted for MSW modelling, and little useful information can be 
found in Machado et al. (2002) to determine the required parameters. In addition, no method has 
been developed to determine the parameters required for the compression model proposed in 
Chapter 4 and the reinforcing model in Chapter 5, which will be further discussed in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 
7 
Finite Element Method Implementation 
7.1 Introduction 
In order to demonstrate in this chapter the applicability of applying the proposed MSW model into 
numerical modelling, the model will be incorporated into the finite element method. As discussed 
in section 3.5, the finite element programming method proposed by Smith and Griffith (1998) has 
been selected for including the MSW constitutive modelling. Firstly, general programming 
methods employed in the finite element method are introduced, particularly the non-linear finite 
element algorithms. Then, the LMTSA-E-MC (which was validated in Chapter 5) and LMTSA-P- 
MC are coded into the finite element method by combining the fibre model with the Mohr- 
Coulomb soil model. The Modified Cam-Clay model is coded into the program using non-linear 
finite element analysis techniques, after which the MSW model combining the Modified Cam- 
Clay model with the compression and fibre reinforcing models is implemented into the finite 
element method. It should be noted that all the programs are coded for the triaxial boundary 
condition, as the MSW model is currently restricted to triaxial compression, and also the finite 
element programs can be verified by the analytical solutions presented in Chapter 6. 
7.2 Programming the Finite Element Method 
Prior to the detailed programming of the proposed material model, several general issues about 
programming the finite element method will be discussed, i. e. the basic programming structure in 
FORTRAN 90, and finite element theory for non-linear materials. 
7.2.1 Programming Structure in FORTRAN 90 
Smith and Griffith (1998) programmed the finite element method in FORTRAN 90 with a 
strongly structured sense. A nested structure was seen for most of the subroutines and a 
representation method called "structure charts" (Lindsey, 1977) rather than flow charts was 
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adopted to describe the actions. The main features of these charts have been identified by Smith 
and Griffith (1998) as follows: 
¢ The Block 
Figure 7-1 shows a typical block structure, which is normally used for the outermost level of each 
structure chart. It can be seen that the indicated actions are to be performed sequentially within a 
block. 
DO THIS 
DO THAT 
DO THE OTHER 
Figure 7-1 Structure charts: The block (Smith and Griffith, 1998) 
> The Choice 
Figure 7-2 shows a typical choice structure, in which the IF... THEN ... ELSE, IF... THEN ... END 
IF or SELECT CASE types of constructs are used. 
QUESTION? 
Answer lI Answer 2I Answer 3 
ACTION 11 ACTION 21 ACTION 3 
Figure 7-2 Structure charts: The choice (Smith and Griffith, 1998) 
¢ The Loop 
Figure 7-3 shows typical loops, in which various forms of loops are used, either for a fixed 
number of repetitions or "forever" (so-called because of the danger of the loop never being 
completed). 
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rom 1 to n for if until some condition 
is satisfied 
ACTION 
ACTION 
or 
TO BE 
TO BE 
REPEATED 
REPEATED 
n TIMES 
Figure 7-3 Structure charts: The loop (Smith and Griffith, 1998) 
Initialise variables and 
arrays a(I, n)and b(n, m) 
for i=1 to 
for j=1 ton 
null sum 
for k=1 tom 
sum=sum+ 
rowxcolumn products 
(axb) 
Set cil to sum 
Do something with c 
Figure 7-4 An example of structure charts: matrix multiplication (Smith and Griffith, 1993) 
It should be noted that the structure charts notation discourages the use of GOTO statements 
which may result in confusions. Using the three types of structure discussed above, a matrix 
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multiplication program would be represented as shown in Figure 7-4, in which the nested nature 
of a typical program can be seen. 
7.2.2 Non-Linear Finite Element Analysis 
Non-linear finite element analysis is required when the non-linearity is raised by either material or 
geometry, or both of them. This section explains how the finite element method can be adapted to 
deal with the material non-linearity. When analysing a boundary value problem using the finite 
element method, four basic solution requirements need to be satisfied, which are equilibrium, 
compatibility, constitutive relationship and boundary conditions. Non-linearity introduced by the 
constitutive relationship (i. e. material non-linearity) causes the governing finite element equations 
to be reduced to the following incremental form (Owen and Hinton, 1980): 
KjAul_API Eq. 7-1 
where Ki is the incremental global system stiffness matrix, dui is the vector of incremental nodal 
displacements, 4PP is the vector of incremental nodal forces and i is the loading increment 
number. To obtain a solution for a boundary value problem, the change in boundary conditions 
(e. g. load size and type, construction and/or excavation) is applied in a series of increments and 
for each loading increment the above equation needs to be solved. The final solution can be 
reached by summing the results of all the loading increments. Due to the non-linearity of the 
material constitutive relationship, the incremental global stiffness matrix K, is dependent on the 
current stress and strain levels and therefore is not constant, but varies over every increment. This 
variation has to be included in the analysis unless a very larger number of small loading 
increments are used. Thus, the solution of Eq. 7-1 is not straightforward and different solution 
strategies have been proposed. The objective of all such strategies is to find the solution of the 
equation as accurate as possible, ensuing satisfaction of the four basic requirements mentioned 
above. Potts and Zdravkovic (1999) summarised three popular solution strategies, which are the 
tangent stiffness, visco-plastic and the Modified Newton-Raphson scheme as follows: 
> Tangent Stiffness Method 
The tangent stiffness method, sometimes called the variable stiffness method, is the simplest 
solution strategy. It is the method implemented in the geotechnical finite element program CRISP 
(Britto and Gunn, 1987), which is widely used in engineering practice. In this approach, the 
incremental stiffness matrix K, in Eq. 7-1 is assumed to be constant over each increment and is 
calculated using the current stress state at the beginning of each increment. This is equivalent to 
using many pieces of linear relationship to approximate the non-linear constitutive behaviour. In 
order to illustrate the application of this approach, a uniaxially loaded non-linear bar (i. e. one- 
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dimensional problem) is considered, as shown in Figure 7-5. When the bar is loaded, the true load 
displacement response has been shown in Figure 7-6, which represents the nonlinear behaviour of 
an elastic-hardening plastic material. 
Applied load r 
Figure 7-5 Uniaxial loading of a bar of non-linear material 
P 
Tangent stiffness solution E3 
------------------ -- ----- 
16 PS K3 
-------------- 
K2 
dP2 
E2 
K, E1 
oil 
AU, due dui 
True solution 
U 
Figure 7-6 Application of the tangent stiffness algorithm to the uniaxial loading of a bar of a 
non-linear material (after Potts and Zdravkovic, 1999) 
The applied load normally needs to split into a sequence of increments in the non-linear finite 
element analysis, including the tangent stiffness approach. Three loading increments have been 
shown in Figure 7-6, which are dP,, 4P2 and 4J' . The analysis starts from the application of d P,, 
at which the incremental global stiffness matrix K, for this increment is evaluated based on the 
unstressed stage of the bar, i. e. the initial tangent stiffness. For an elasto-plastic material, this 
stiffness matrix can be obtained using the elastic constitutive matrix D (see Eq. 5-7). After that, 
the incremental nodal displacement dui can then be calculated using Eq. 7-1. As the stiffness 
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matrix for this loading increment is assumed to be constant, a linear relationship between load and 
displacement has been predicted, from which an error Ej between the true solution and the 
predicted solution has occurred at the end of the increment. 
When the second increment of load is applied, the incremental global stiffness matrix K2 is 
evaluated using the stresses and strain appropriate to the end of the first increment. The nodal 
displacementdu2 can be calculated from Eq. 7-1. Another linear relationship is predicted and this 
deviates further from the true solution. A similar procedure occurs when the third loading 
increment dP3 is applied. The global stiffness K3 is evaluated using the stresses and strains at the 
end of the second increment. Therefore, the load displacement curve again drifts further from the 
true solution with another linear prediction. It can be seen easily that the error at the end of each 
increment is accumulated from the errors for the previous increments, plus the error occurs at this 
increment due to the linear prediction. Thus, the accuracy of the tangent stiffness solution is 
extremely dependent on the size of the loading increments. It can be concluded from the simple 
example that many small solution increments are needed for the tangent stiffness method in order 
to obtain accurate solutions for strongly non-linear problems. 
In addition, according to Potts and Zdravkovic (1999), the tangent stiffness method can give 
particularly inaccurate results when material behaviour changes from elastic to plastic or vice 
versa. The reason for this error is that the yield (and plastic potential) derivatives are evaluated in 
illegal stress, i. e. with stress values which do not satisfy the yield (or plastic potential function. 
This is mathematically wrong and leads to incorrect elasto-plastic constitutive matrices. Potts and 
Zdravkovic (1999) compared the tangent stiffness finite element analysis results with the 
analytical results for the one-dimensional compression program, using both the, elastic-perfectly 
plastic Mohr-Coulomb model and the Modified Cam-Clay model. It was observed that the errors 
using the Modified Cam-Clay model are much greater than those for the Mohr-Coulomb model. 
The reason is that, for the Modified Cam-Clay model, the yield (and plastic potential) derivatives 
vary on the yield (or plastic potential) surface, while constant for the Molir-Coulomb model. 
Moreover, for the strain hardening/softening models, once the analysis goes wrong, incorrect 
plastic strains and hardening/softening parameters will be calculated. 
¢ Visco-Plastic Method 
This method uses the equations of visco-plastic behaviour to calculate the behaviour of non-linear, 
elasto-plastic, and time independent materials (Owen and Hinton, 1980; Zienkiewicz and 
Cormeau, 1974). In this method, the material is allowed to sustain stresses outside the yield 
surface for finite periods. Overshoot of the yield criterion, as indicated by a positive value of the 
yield function f, is an integral part of the method and is actually used to drive the algorithm. 
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The simple example of a uniaxially loaded non-linear bar shown in Figure 7-5 is again used to 
illustrate the application of the visco-plastic method in the finite element method. The material is 
assumed to instantaneously behave linear elastically when a increment of load is applied. If the 
resulting stress state lies within the yield surface, i. e. the yield function f is negative, the 
incremental behaviour is elastic and therefore the calculated displacements are correct; if the 
resulting stress state violates the yield criterion, i. e. f is positive, the stress state can only be 
sustained momentarily and the visco-plastic strain occurs. The magnitude of the visco-plastic 
strain rate can be determined by the value of the yield function, which is a measure of the degree 
by which the current stress state exceeds the yield surface. The visco-plastic strains increase with 
time, causing the material to relax with a reduction in the yield function and hence the visco- 
plastic strain rate. A convergence criterion is needed to step forward in time until the visco-plastic 
strain rate is very small. Until then, the accumulated visco-plastic strain and the associated stress 
change are equal to the incremental plastic strain and stress change respectively. The above 
process can be explained in Figure 7-7. 
P 
dP, 
dQVPl 
. 14 10. 
' du'' ' 
Figure 7-7 Application of the visco-plastic algorithm to the uniaxial loading of a bar of a non- 
linear material (after Potts and Zdravkovic, 1999) 
The visco-plastic strain rate that is related to the amount by which yield has been violated can be 
expressed as: 
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tvpfaQ Eq. 7-2 
in which f is the yield function and g is the plastic potential, which are the same if associate flow 
rule is adopted as discussed in section 2.4.1. Over a time step t to t+dt (i. e. the/h iteration), the 
visco-plastic strain is given by: 
r+At 
ý-vp )1 
=f E°pdt Eq. 7-3 
t 
and for small time steps the above equation can be approximated to: 
&"P)' =At"EVP Eq. 7-4 
Therefore, the incremental visco-plastic strain can be obtained for the jh iteration under the jk 
loading increment by: 
( ei )J _(Aep)''+At E«P Eq. 7-5 
The "time step" for unconditional numerical stability has been derived by Cormeau (1975) and 
depends on the assumed yield criterion. For the Mohr-Coulomb elastic-perfectly plastic soil 
model: 
At = 
4(1+PX1-2p) 
E 1-2p+sin2 
Eq. 7-6 
It is necessary to calculate nodal forces equivalent to the change in incremental visco-plastic 
strains and add them to the increment global right had side vector. The elastic stress increment 
associated with the change in visco-plastic strains for they h iteration is given by: 
=D"(s "P)j =D"Ot(E'P)i Eq. 7-7 
The incremental global right hand side load vector then becomes: 
all 
(APr)j =(fit)es-l + 
fBTD&(EIYdV Eq. 7-8 
elements y 
in which B is the shape function matrix, D is the constitutive matrix in the finite element method, 
and V is the volume of the element. 
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Form and factorise the elastic stiffness matrix 
For all load (displacement) increments 
Read in applied load increment 
For all iterations 
Solve equilibrium equations to give displacement 
increments 
Set CONVERGED to TRUE. if displacement increments 
hardly changed from last iteration 
For all elements 
For all Gauss points 
Compute elastic strain increments 
Compute elastic stress increments and add to 
stress left from end of the last loading increment 
Failure criterion 
exceeded? 
YES I NO 
Accumulate visco-plastic strains Go to next 
Form integrals to obtain nodal forces Gauss point 
Accumulate element nodal forces in body-loads vector 
Convergence? 
YES I NO 
Update element stresses ready for 
next load step Iterate again 
Update and print displacements. 
Figure 7-8 Structure chart for the visco-plastic method (Smith and Griffith, 1998) 
This process is repeated at each "time step" iteration until no Gauss point stresses violates the 
yield criterion within a certain tolerance. The convergence criterion is based on a dimensionless 
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measure of the amount by which the displacement increment vector Jul changes from one 
iteration to the next. An outline of the visco-plastic method which comes after the stiffness matrix 
formation is given in the structure chart by Smith and Griffith (1998) in Figure 7-8. It should be 
noted that the structure chart is only for the elastic-perfectly plastic material models, e. g. the 
elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb model, rather than the elastic-hardening plastic materials. 
Theoretically, the visco-plastic method can be applied for both the elastic-perfectly plastic and 
elastic-hardening plastic materials. In order to identify the errors of this method applied for 
different constitutive models, Potts and Zdravkovic (1999) programmed this algorithm in their 
finite element program for both elastic-perfectly plastic materials, such as Tresca and Mohr- 
Coulomb models, and the elastic-hardening plastic material, such as the Modified Cam-Clay 
model, and carried out the analysis for the one-dimensional loading problem. It was concluded 
from comparison of the results that, the visco-plastic algorithm works well for simple constitutive 
models of the Tresca and Mohr-Coulomb types, while it can involve severe errors for complex 
critical state constitutive models. 
¢ Modified Newton-Raphson Method 
It has been demonstrated that, for both the tangent stiffness method and the visco-plastic method, 
significant errors can arise when the constitutive behaviour is evaluated based upon illegal stress 
states, particularly for the elastic-hardening plastic material (e. g. the Modified Cam-Clay model). 
The Modified Newton-Raphson (MNR) algorithm which will be described in this section attempts 
to rectify this problem by only evaluating the constitutive behaviour in, or very near to, the legal 
stress states. The original Newton-Raphson method will be described prior to the modified 
method. 
An iterative technique is used to solve Eq. 7-1 in the Newton-Raphson scheme, as shown in 
Figure 7-9 for the simple uniaxial loading problem. Two loading increments, dP, and dl'? have 
been considered in the figure. The first iteration for the first increment is essentially the same as 
the tangent stiffness method. However, it is recognised that the solution is likely to be in error and 
the predicted incremental displacement dull are used to calculate the residual load EPA' (which is 
a measure of the error in the analysis) by: 
EPl' =0P -KAui Eq. 7.9 
in which K= K(u) is evaluated using the displacement at the end of this iteration. KOui is the 
true resisting force provided by the system in its current deformation state. In the elasto-plastic 
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analysis, the resisting forces can be calculated directly from element stresses, without generating a 
stiffness matrix in the process, which will be discussed in detail later in this section. 
Once EP1' is determined, Eq. 7-1 is then solved again with this residual load, from which the 
second iterative displacement 4u, 2 can be obtained. Eq. 7-1 can be rewritten as: 
(K1)'(Du, ) =(EP)J-' Eq. 7-10 
in which the superscriptj is the iteration number and (EP )° = API. A new global stiffness matrix 
will be calculated at the beginning of each iteration, based on the latest estimate of the stresses 
and strains obtained from the previous iteration. The process is repeated until the residual load is 
smaller than the user-defined convergence criterion. The incremental displacements can be 
worked out by the sum of the iterative displacements. In principle, the iterative scheme ensures 
that for each solution increment the analysis satisfies all solution requirements. 
P 
True solution 
------------------------------- 
AP2 11 K12 
K2' 
Ki,. 
ý EP, 
dP, 
du, ' u, 1 du2' d021 
du, du2 
U 
Figure 7-9 Application of the Newton-Raphson algorithm to the uniaxial loading of a bar of a 
non-linear material (after Owen and Hinton, 1980) 
The process described above is called the Newton-Raphson method, in which the incremental 
global stiffness matrix K, is recalculated and inverted for each iteration. In order to reduce the cost 
of computation, the MNR method is often adopted in many non-linear finite element programs, in 
which the stiffness matrix is only calculated and inverted at the beginning of the loading 
increment and used for all iterations within the increment. In some cases the initial elastic 
EP' 
EP2' 
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stiffness is used throughout all the loading increments. Although the MNR method required more 
iterations than the original method, each iteration is accomplished more quickly, and the cost 
savings can be appreciable. The MNR scheme can be depicted in Figure 7-10 for the simple 
uniaxial loading problem. A structure chart of the MNR method is given in Figure 7-11. 
P 
,6 P2 
dP, 
Figure 7-10 Application of the MNR algorithm to the uniaxial loading of a bar of a non-linear 
material (after Cook et al., 2002) 
A very important step in this analysis process mentioned above is to determine the residual load 
vector at the end of each iteration. It can be calculated directly from the element stresses in the 
elasto-plastic finite element analysis. At the end of each iteration the current estimate of the 
incremental displacements is calculated and used to evaluate the incremental strains at each 
integration point for multi-dimensional problems. The constitutive model is then integrated along 
the incremental strain paths to obtain an estimate of the stress changes. These stress changes are 
added to the stresses at the beginning of the increment and used to evaluate consistent equivalent 
nodal forces. The difference between these nodal forces and the externally applied loads (from the 
boundary conditions) gives the residual load vector. Since the constitutive behaviour of the non- 
linear material changes over the loading increment (particularly for the elasto-plastic analysis), 
care must be taken when integrating the constitutive equations to obtain the stress change. 
Methods of performing this integration constitute the stress point algorithm (as highlighted in 
Figure 7-11) and both explicit and implicit approaches have been proposed and discussed in the 
literature. Potts and Zdravkovic (1999) reviewed two types of stress point algorithms which are 
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widely accepted in the non-linear finite element analysis, i. e. the substepping algorithm and the 
return algorithm. 
Form and factorise the elastic stiffness matrix 
For all load (displacement) increments 
Read in applied load increment, the updated hardening 
parameters, and the updated global stiffness matrix K 
Iteration loop starts here 
Add body-loads to applied loads 
Solve equilibrium equations to give displacement 
increments 
For all elements 
For all Gauss points 
Compute elastic strain increments 
Compute elastic stress increments and add to 
stress left from end of the last iteration 
Yield criterion 
exceeded? 
YES I NO 
Stress point algorithm Go to next 
Update hardening parameters Gauss point 
Accumulate element nodal forces in body-loads vector 
Convergence? 
YES I NO 
Update element stresses and 
hardening parameters ready for next Iterate again 
loading increment 
Update the global stiffness matrix K 
Figure 7-11 Structure chart for the MNR method 
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The schemes proposed by Wissman and Hauck (1983) and Sloan (1987) are examples of the 
substepping stress point algorithms, which are essentially explicit. In this method, the incremental 
strains are divided into a number of substeps. It is assumed that in each substep the strains are a 
proportion of the incremental strains. Thus, the ratio between the strain components is the same as 
that for the incremental strains, which means the strains are vary proportionally over the 
increment. For some boundary conditions, this assumption is correct and consequently the 
solutions are extremely accurate. However, generally it may not be true and an error can be 
introduced, the magnitude of which is dependent on the size of the solution increment (Potts and 
Zdravkovic, 1999). The substepping approach is illustrated in Figure 7-12(a). 
The schemes proposed by Borja and Lee (1990) and Borja (1991) are examples of one-step return 
algorithms, which are essentially implicit. In this approach, the plastic strains over the increment 
are calculated from the stress conditions corresponding to the end of the increment. However, the 
stress conditions are not known, which leads to the implicit nature of this method. Most 
formulations involve some form of elastic predictor to give a first estimate of the stress changes, 
coupled with a sophisticated iterative sub-algorithm to transfer from this stress state back to the 
yield surface. The objective of the iterative sub-algorithm is to ensure that the constitutive 
behaviour is satisfied with the assumption that the plastic strains over the increment arc based on 
the plastic potential at the end of the increment. The basic assumption of the return algorithm is 
that the plastic strains over the increment can be calculated from the stress state at the end of the 
increment. Potts and Zdravkovic (1999) pointed out that, this assumption is theoretically incorrect 
as the plastic response, particularly the plastic flow direction, is a function of the current stress 
state. If the plastic flow direction does not change over an increment, the return algorithm solution 
is accurate, while this is not the case for most of the problems and an error is introduced. The 
magnitude of any error is dependent on the size of the solution increment. The return algorithm 
approach is illustrated in Figure 7-12(b). 
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Figure 7-12 Stress pointing algorithms. (a) Substepping approach; and (b) Return algorithm 
approach (Potts and Zdravkovic, 1999) 
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Potts and Zdravkovic (1999) performed a fundamental comparison of these two types of stress 
point algorithms and concluded that both algorithms give accurate results, but, of the two, the 
substepping algorithm is better. Another advantage of the substepping approach was identified; it 
is extremely robust and can easily deal with constitutive models in which two or more yield 
surfaces are active simultaneously and for which the elastic portion of the model is highly non- 
linear. The return algorithm is not common to any constitutive model. It involves some 
complicated mathematics to accommodate different constitutive models, which means 
considerable efforts are required to include a new or modified model. Therefore, the substepping 
approach proposed by Sloan (1987) will be adopted in this thesis when the MNR method is used. 
It will be described in section 7.2.3. 
Another issue needing addressing in the MNR scheme is the convergence criterion at the end of 
each iteration, as highlighted in Figure 7-10; -This usually involves setting limits to the size of 
both the iterative displacements (Au, )', and the residual loads (EP )i . As both the quantities are 
vectors, it is normal to express their size in terms of the scalar norms through: 
D(uj )' ll- ý(eu, )' )T " (ou, )' Eq. 7-11 
H(' )' = Eq. 7.12 
The iterative displacement norm is usually compared with the norm of the incremental 
displacement IIDu; 11. It should be noted that the incremental displacement is the sum of the 
iterative displacements calculated for that increment so far. Similarly, the norm of the residual 
loads is compared to the norm of the incremental global right hand side load vector IIDP II . Potts 
and Zdravkovic (1999) suggested that the convergence criterion is usually set such that the 
iterative displacement norm is less than 1% of the incremental displacement norms, and the 
residual load norm is less than 1% to 2% of the incremental global right hand side load vector 
norm. Special attention has to be given to boundary value problems which only involve prescribed 
displacement boundary conditions, as the incremental right hand side load vector is zero. This will 
be discussed in Section 7.2.4. 
7.2.3 Substepping Scheme 
Sloan (1987) proposed two substepping schemes for integrating elasto-plastic stress-strain 
relations, which are designed for use in finite element plasticity calculations and solve for the 
stress increments assuming that the strain increments are known. Both methods are applicable to a 
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general type of constitutive law and control the error in the integration process by adjusting the 
size of each substep automatically. The first method is based on the well-known modified Euler 
scheme, whereas the second technique employs a high order Runge-Kutta formula. Since the 
modified Euler scheme is easier to implement and more widely used, it will be adopted in the 
thesis and will be described here for a general elastic-hardening plastic material model. 
Firstly, it is necessary to find a solution to determine the initial yielding of the material. Under a 
certain loading increment, the strain increments at an integration point may be computed from 
strain-displacement relations according to: 
AE = BDu Eq. 7-13 
where B denotes the strain-displacement matrix and Du is the vector of nodal displacement 
increments for the current loading increment (or iteration). Once the strains have been determined, 
the elastic stress increments may be calculated using Hook's law: 
OQ = DOE Eq. 7.14 
At any stage during the solution process the stress-strain behaviour at an integration point will 
either be `elastic' or `plastic'. If a point changes from an elastic to a plastic state, it is necessary to 
determine the portion of the stress increment that cause purely elastic deformation. Let a denotes 
the stresses at the beginning of a load step such that 
f(ýaýx)=fa <o Eq. 7-15 
where the hardening parameter x remains constant while deformation takes place within the yield 
surface. By definition, plastic yielding must occur if 
f(a-Q+o6, Z)=f(Ub'%)= fb >o Eq. 7.16 
In order to determine the portion of the stress increment that lies within the yield surface, a scalar 
a needs to be found such that 
f (a, z) =o Eq. 7-17 
where 
ca+aý, Q, 0 <a<1 Eq. 7-18 
A first guess for a may be obtained by a simple linear interpolation in f which gives 
a1 =f° Eq. 7-19 fa 
- 
fb 
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This is theoretically correct if the yield function f(a, k) is a linear function of stress. However, this 
is rarely the case, and consequently a more refined estimated for a is required. An iteration 
scheme can be used to find the more accurate a value, which can be expressed as: 
aa- .f 
(ter, x) (a, - aº_ý ) 1+1 -Jf (or, x)-f K', x) Eq. 7.20 
where the starting values are ao=c a0=O and a, from Eq. 7-19. The iteration process to find a is 
demonstrated by the structure charts, as shown in Figure 7-13. 
Read in current stress state Qa, and calculate the 
current yield function fe 
Compute elastic strain increments 
Compute elastic stress increments.. ev, add it to 
stress left from end of the last iteration, and 
calculate the trial yield function fb, assuming fb>O 
Initialise ! xo =0 
Calculate the first guess of a, al = 
fa 
fa - fb 
From i=1 
ai-I _ aa, Q, = a. +a, OQ 
f(a1'x) ai+ý = ai - f(c; "x)- .f 
(('r-ý, x) 
(a, - a, -, 
) 
aw = as + ai+ 00. 
E=llai+i o-i 11 /llai11 
IF E<TOL 
YES I NO 
Iteration terminates and a=a; +l 
I Iterate again 
Evaluate plastic stress and strain 
Figure 7-13 Structure chart for determining the plastic stress 
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Having determined a, the purely elastic portions of the stress and strain increments can be 
evaluated as: 
Ace = adQ Eq. 7-21 
AE` = azE Eq. 7-22 
The portion of the strain increment that remains, i. e. (1- a)z e, is associated with clasto-plastic 
behaviour and it is therefore necessary to integrate the elasto-plastic constitutive matrix D"P over 
this part of the strain increment. For most constitutive models this cannot be performed 
analytically and some form of approximation is required. In the substepping approach the strain 
increment (1-a) e is split into smaller substeps and various simplifications introduced. The 
.., size of the substeps can 
be controlled by estimating the error involved in the simplifications. A 
modified Euler scheme with error control presented by Sloan (1987) will be adopted. The scheme 
involves splitting the strain step (1- a)DE into a series of smaller substeps, AT(1- a)0c 
(where 0< OT 51), and using a modified Euler approximation for each such substeil. The sizc 
of each substep is determined by estimating the error in the stress changes and comparing this 
with a user-defined tolerance, TOL. The modified Euler algorithm, which incorporates error 
control and a variable step size for each integration point, can be summarised as follows: 
1) Initialising parameters: 
a= Qo + Aa' Eel. 7.23 
ie= (1- a)DE Eq. 7.24 
T=O Eq. 7.25 
OT =1 Eq. 7.26 
in which T is the accumulate time step. The procedure begins by assuming that only one substep 
is needed, therefore, AT is set to unity initially. 
2) Set the substep strain equal to: 
LESS = AT " Ac, Eq. 7.27 
and calculate a first estimate of the associated stress and hardening/softening parameter changes 
using a first order Euler approximation: 
Au, = D' 
(U 
X) - Acs Eq. 7-28 
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A. 61'* = n(ax, giess) ag((ax) Eq. 7-29 
AX, = Ax(0ýi) Eq. 7.30 
in which x is the hardening parameter. 
3) Using the above results, the stresses and hardening/softening parameters at the end of the 
substep can be updated as 6+L O and X +i %1 respectively. They are then used to calculate a 
second estimate for the changes in stress and hardening/softening parameters over the substep: 
eo'2 = D°P(o'+&Q,, x+exl). xess Eq. 7.31 
P 
aö(Q+eQý, x+exl 
) 
ÖE2 
-n(Q+eo'1ý+e, ýi, eEss) ao Eq. 7.32 
ex2 = ex(e'02) Eq. 7-33 
4) It is now possible to obtain a more accurate modified Euler estimate of the changes in stress, 
plastic strain and hardening/softening parameters: 
Aa= 
2 
(A Q, +A Q2) Eq. 7.34 
DE P=2 ýM1 + Ae) Eq. 7"35 
I 
ý. ý =2 (AXi + 0X2) Eq. 7-36 
5) Computing an estimate of the local truncation error for the substep AT according to: 
E=2 ý- OQ, + AQ2) Eq. 7.37 
The relative error for the substep AT can be determined from: 
R= 
IIEII 
Eq. 7.33 
IIa+oo1I 
which can be checked against the user defined tolerance TOL. The typical range of TOL is 10'2 to 
195 suggested by Sloan (1987). 
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6) If R>TOL, the error in stress is not acceptable and the time step needs to be refined, then go to 
step 7). Else, this substep is accepted so update the dimensionless time, the stresses. plastic strains 
and the hardening parameter according to: 
T=T+ AT Eq. 7.39 
a =a+ Da E, q. 7-40 
Ep =Ep'I- DEp Eq. 7-41 
Z= %+ox Eq. 7-42 
Then extrapolate to obtain the size of the next substep. A factor needs to be determined before this 
by: 
q= min{O. 8(TOL. /R)h/2,2} E(/. 7.43 
The new size of the next substep can be calculated by: 
ATnew = ROT Eq. 7-44 
Before returning to step 2, check that the integration does not proceed beyond T=1 by setting: 
OT = min{OTew 91- T} Eq. 7.4$ 
7) If this substep has failed (i. e. R>TOL in step 6)), extrapolate to obtain a smaller dimensionless 
time step. First compute 
q= max{O. 8(TOL/R)h/2,0.1} 
The refined time step can be set as: 
AT = qAT 
before returning to step 2. 
8) The above procedure stops when T becomes equal to 1.0. 
7.2.4 Prescribed Displacement 
Eq. 7-46 
Eq. 7-47 
In most finite element calculations displacement boundary conditions are defined in order to 
restrict rigid body movements, to restrain part of the structure, or to apply the load. In triaxial 
compression test FEM modelling, prescribed displacement is normally adopted to apply the axial 
loading. Different methods can be used to include the prescribed displacement in FEM modelling. 
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Smith and Griffiths (1998) adopted the following method. For boundary conditions where the 
prescribed displacements are zero, the equation components associated with these nodes arc not 
required in the solution and information is given to the assembly routine which prevents these 
components from ever being assembled into the final system. Therefore, only the non-zero nodal 
displacement values are solved (most of the FEM program do so). It can reduce the number of 
equations but the value of the reaction force cannot be found through this method. A variation of 
this condition occurs when known values of displacement are prescribed for some nodes in the 
system. A named penalty method is used in Smith and Griffiths' program to handle this condition, 
which is normally adopted in structural analysis. In this method, a 'large' number or 'penalty' 
term (where the method name comes from), say 1012, is added to the leading diagonal of the 
stiffness matrix in the row in which the prescribed displacement is required. The term in the same 
row of the right hand side vector, i. e. the nodal force vector, is then set to the prescribed 
displacement value multiplied by the augmented stiffness coefficient. Compared with the 'large 
terms' on both side of the equation, the other terms are relatively small hence can be neglected in 
the calculation. For example, suppose the value of the displacement at node i is prescribed as 8 in 
an FEM system. The unconstrained set of equations would be assembled and the term at i row and 
i column in the stiffness matrix augmented by adding 1012. In the subsequent solution there would 
be an equation: 
(K,,, + 1012 )0; + sinall - 
tenn = 
(K,,, + 1012 Eq. 7.48 
which would have the effect of making O equal to S. Clearly this procedure is only successful if 
indeed `small terms' are small relative to 1012. This method could also be used to enforce the 
boundary condition 0=0 and has some attractions due to simplicity of programming. 
When the MNR method is used to perform the non-linear FEM analysis, the penalty method 
discussed above is not applicable to prescribe displacements. An iteration technique is applied in 
the MNR method, in which the residual force has to be calculated at the end of each iteration. 
Since the reaction force cannot be obtained by the penalty method, other solutions are required to 
consider the prescribed displacement. Owen and Hinton (1980) described a method by application 
to a particular problem. The method included the prescribed displacement values into the 
equations by modifying the process of the Gauss reduction that is used to solve the equations. 
Thus the reaction forces which are related to the prescribed displacements can be calculated from 
the known displacement values and the right hand side vectors. Subroutines for the Gauss 
reduction and back substitution processes have to be modified if this method is adopted. When 
applying the method, two key points that should be considered were addressed by Owen and 
Hinton (1980) as follows: 
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1) For the MNR solution algorithm considered, the processes are essentially accumulative with 
the value of the unknowns being totalled from the incremental values obtained for each 
iteration. Therefore, in order to maintain the fixed unknowns at their prescribed values, it is 
necessary to input the prescribed values into subroutines for the first iteration of a load 
increment and then prescribe zero values for all subsequent iterations. In this way the final 
displacements will equal the prescribed values on convergence of the solution. 
2) When determining the residual forces in the MNR method, the contribution to the right hand 
side vector of the reactions at nodal points at which the value of the unknown is prescribed 
must be accounted for, since any reactions can be interpreted as additional applied loads 
necessary to maintain the prescribed value of the unknown. Therefore, the evaluated reactions 
must be added into the vector of applied nodal loads at every iteration. 
Two types of convergence criteria are normally applied in the MNR solution scheme. the 
displacement criterion and load vector criterion discussed in Section 7.2.2. If the structure is to be 
loaded by prescribed displacement values, the load vector convergence criterion cannot be used 
because the incremental right hand side load vector is zero for the first iteration. Therefore, only 
the displacement convergence criterion is available in the prescribed displacement case. 
7.3 Programming the Undrained Analysis for Mohr-Coulomh 1 Iatcrial 
The principle of incorporating the undrained analysis in the finite clement method has been 
illustrated in Section 5.3. Smith and Griffiths (1998) produced an example of undrained analysis 
combined with the Mohr-Coulomb model in their finite element program. A conventional triaxial 
compression test (axisymmetric condition) on a undrained soil sample has been modelled. The 
visco-plastic method was applied to calculate the plastic strains in the program. The structure 
chart for this program has been given in Figure 7-15. The main program of the undraincd analysis 
can be found in Smith and Griffiths (1998). Only one eight-node rectangle quadrilateral element 
was used in the finite element mesh, as shown in Figure 7-14. 
rigid top plat. n, 
1 
T 
1 1A-.. 1 
diaplac. d v. rtically 
v, 
Figure 7-14 Finite element mesh for triaxial compression (Smith and Grif ths, 1998) 
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Read data and allocate arrays 
For all elements 
Find geometry, half bandwidth and global 
L arrays 
For all elements 
Assemble the starting global stiffness using 
L total stress material matrix D 
Factorise LHS matrix 
For all load increments 
Read in applied load increment 
For all iterations 
Add body-loads to applied loads 
Solve equilibrium equations to give displacement 
increments using the total stress global stiffness matrix 
Set CONVERGED to TRUE. if displacement Increments 
hardly changed from last iteration 
For all elements 
For all Gauss Point 
Calculate the incremental strain from the Incremental 
displacement 
Calculate the stress increments from the strain using 
the effective stress material matrix D' 
Using the visco-plastic method to calculate the plastic 
strains if the failure criterion is violated, based on the 
current effective stress condition 
Calculate the pore pressure through volumetric strain 
Update and print displacements. 
Figure 7-15 Structure chart for program of the undrained analysis for Afohr-Coulomb material 
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7.4 LMTSA Program with Mohr-Coulomb Model 
It has been explained in section 5.2 that the principle of the mobilised tensile stress analysis came 
from the undrained analysis. Therefore, the program of the mobilised tensile stress analysis is 
similar to that of the undrained analysis. The effective stress material matrix D' for both analysis 
have the same expression, the only difference between the two analyses is the use of a different 
total stress material matrix D, which can be obtained from Eq. 5-6 for the undrained analysis and 
Eq. 5-17 for the linear mobilised tensile stress analysis. 
7.4.1 The LMTSA-E-MC Program 
The LMTSA-E-MC is the simplest analysis considering linear elastic behaviour of the fibre (or 
fibre/paste interaction) and the Mohr-Coulomb model for the paste material. Thus, the LMTSA"E- 
MC program can easily be produced by modifying the formation of the total stress material matrix 
D in the program of the undrained analysis. The code of the LMTSA-E-MC can be found in 
Appendix A. 
7.4.2 The LMTSA-P-MC Program 
As discussed in section 5.2, the improvement of the LMTSA-P-MC comparing to the LMTSA"C- 
MC is in the constitutive relationship for the reinforcing components. The LMTSA"C"MC 
considers a linear elastic behaviour for the fibre material (or the interaction between fibres and 
paste), while the LMTSA-P-MC includes an elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour for fibre material 
(or the interaction). If an elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour is assumed for a single fibre, an 
almost elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour will be obtained for the equivalent tensile stress-strain 
relationship, as shown in Section 5.5. 
In the LMTSA-E-MC program, equivalent tensile stress linearly increases with the tensile strain 
in the related direction without ultimate values being reached. In the LMTSA-P-MC program, an 
ultimate tensile strain value for fibres needs to be defined and checked against the macroscopic 
strain level in the related direction. As soon as the ultimate strain value is reached, the tensile 
stress provided by the fibres remain constant, which is the value multiplied by the equivalent 
tensile stiffness and the ultimate tensile strain. The LMTSA-P-MC program can be coded by 
modifying the LMTSA-E-MC program. The structure chart for the LMTSA-P-MC program has 
been given in Figure 7-16, and the code can be found in Appendix B. 
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For all load increments 
Read in applied load increment 
For all iterations 
Add body-loads to applied loads 
Solve equilibrium equations to give displacement 
increments using the total stress global stiffness matrix 
Set CONVERGED to TRUE. if displacement Increments 
hardly changed from last iteration 
For all elements 
For all Gauss Point 
Calculate the incremental strain from the incremental 
displacement 
Calculate the effective stress increments from the 
strain using the effective stress material matrix D' 
Calculate the total stress increments from the strain 
using the total stress material matrix D 
Calculate the tensile stress a as the difference 
between the total stress and the effective stress 
IF a, <a 
YES I NO 
Qf=Qlu 
Keep the value of of Q'=Q. Q1 
Using the visco-plastic method to calculate the plastic 
strains if the failure criterion is violated, based on the 
current effective stress condition 
Update and print displacements. 
Figure 7-16 Structure chart for the LMTSA-P-MC progra n 
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7.5 Programming the Modified Cam-Clay Model 
In Smith and Griffiths' finite element program (Smith and Griffiths, 1998), only elastic-perfectly 
plastic material models (i. e. Mohr-Coulomb model, Von Mises model) were included. The elastic. 
hardening plastic model, e. g. the MCC model needs to be coded into the existing finite element 
program, in which the non-linear finite element method and the substepping scheme introduced 
above will be included. 
The MNR method is selected as the non-linear analysis algorithm because of its high accuracy. A 
boundary value problem of drained triaxial compression will be considered in the program so that 
it can be verified by the analytical solutions obtained in section 6.3.1. Triaxial loading is applied 
through prescribed displacements in the FEM program. Accordingly, some subroutines related to 
Gauss reduction and equation solving need to be reprogrammed. The structure chart of the MCC 
model program under drained triaxial compression is given in Figure 7-17, and the code is 
presented in Appendix C. Parameters for material properties are read into the program by using an 
input data file. 
To ensure the program can predict the expected soil behaviour, it has been validated with the 
analytical results for the drained triaxial compression test presented in Chapter 6 which was taken 
from Potts and Zdravkovic (1999). The same finite element mesh as shown in Figure 7.14 was 
used. Figure 7-18 and Figure 7-19 show the comparison between FEM program and analytical 
results for the MCC model, together with the results produced by the geotechnical FEM software 
package Sage-CRISP (in which tangent stiffness method is adopted). It can be seen that the curve 
of deviator stress versus axial strain predicted by the Author's FEM program is very close but not 
identical to the analytical results, while the predicted volumetric strain curve is not that good 
compared with the analytical solution. Table 7-1 compares the analytical deviator stress and 
volumetric strain values when the critical state is reached, with those predicted by the Author's 
FEM program and Sage-CRISP. Although it can be seen that the Author's FEM program results 
are more accurate than the Sage-CRISP results, some unknown errors still exist in Author's FCM 
program which will be further discussed in Section 8.5. 
Table 7-1 FEM and analytical results comparison for selected drained triaxial test 
Analysis type Deviator stress q (kPa) Volumetric strain (%) 
Analytical 395.0 5.22 
410.5 3.69 
FEM program (3.9%) (-29.3%) 
747.4 
Sage CRISP 
747.4 7.92 
(89.2%) (51.7%) 
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For all load (displacement) increments 
Read in applied load (displacement) increment 
For all iterations 
Add body-loads to applied loads 
Solve equilibrium equations to give displacement 
increments 
For all elements 
For all Gauss Point 
Calculate the incremental strain from the incremental 
displacement 
Calculate the effective stress increments from the 
strain using the effective stress constitutive matrix D' 
Update stress status and check with the yield criterion 
Yield criterion 
exceeded? 
YES NO 
Substepping scheme applied Elastic 
I analysis 
Update hardening parameter and calculate the residual 
force for next iteration 
date effective stress, strain and pore pressure 
Compute total body loads vector for the element 
Check the convergence criterion 
Converged? 
YES NO 
Exit the iteration and go to the Iteration 
next load step again 
Update the total displacement for each node 
Figure 7-17 Structure chart for the MCC program 
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Figure 7-18 Comparison between FEM and analytical results: deviator stress vs. axial strain 
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Figure 7-19 Comparison between FEM and analytical results: volumetric strain vs. axial strain 
7.6 The MSW Constitutive Model Program 
The MSW model program can be produced by incorporating the compression and the fibre 
material models into the MCC model program. For combining the fibre model with the MCC 
model, i. e. LMTSA-E-MCC, the same method as for the LMTSA-E-MC can be applied. For the 
compression model, an additional volumetric strain from intra-voids compression will be 
calculated and added to the axial strain according to the current normal stress. Currently this step 
is completely separate from the FEM calculation. To include the compression model in FEM 
modelling, more research needs to be done on compression mechanisms of waste material, which 
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should be the focus of future work to develop further a MSW constitutive. It will be further 
discussed in section 8.5. The code for MSW model program can be found in Appendix D. 
The MSW model program has been applied to model the same material which is considered in 
section 6.3.4. The FEM modelling results are presented in Figure 7-20 and Figure 7-21 together 
with the analytical results of both the MCC model and the MSW model which have been 
presented in Chapter 6. The differences between the analytical and FEM modelling results are 
believed to be from the errors of the MCC model FEM program which has been noticed in section 
7.5. Further discussion on the MSW model program will be given in Chapter 8. 
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7.7 Summary 
The FEM programming techniques, particularly the non-linear solution schemes have been 
presented in this chapter. Relevant issues related to programming an elastic-hardening plastic 
material model into FEM, e. g. substepping scheme and prescribed displacement condition, were 
also discussed. The technique of including the LMSTA into the FEM process is similar to that in 
undrained analysis programming. An undrained analysis program for the Mohr-Coulomb material 
was introduced prior to coding of the programs for the LMSTA-E-MC and LMSTA-P-MC 
models. Finally, FEM programs for the MCC model and the MSW model were coded and applied 
to the drained triaxial compression tests that are presented in Chapter 6. 
Most of the subroutines presented in Smith and Griffith (1998) can be directly used, but some of 
them have to be modified according to the different requirements, with three new subroutines 
created. Table 7-2 gives a list of programs and subroutines which were coded by the author. The 
subroutines have been presented in Appendix E. 
Table 7-2 List of programs and subroutines 
Program or Subroutine Name Description 
LMTSA-E-MC Program for the randomly distributed fibre reinforced soil 
model, i. e. the linear mobilised tensile stress analysis 
combined with elastic fibre behaviour and the Mohr-Coulomb 
model. The program is modified from the undrained analysis 
for the Mohr-Coulomb elastic-perfectly plastic soil model. 
LMTSA-P-MC Program for the randomly distributed fibre reinforced soil 
model, i. e. the linear mobilised tensile stress analysis 
combined with elastic-perfectly plastic fibre behaviour and 
the Mohr-Coulomb soil material. The program is modified 
from the undrained analysis for the Mohr-Coulomb elastic- 
perfectly plastic soil model. 
MCC_SUBSTEPPING Program for the MCC model, using the MNR solution scheme 
and substepping stress point algorithm, loaded by prescribed 
displacement. 
MCC_SUBSTEPPING_CM_RM Program for the MSW model, i. e. the linear mobilised tensile 
stress analysis (elastic fibre behaviour) combined with the 
MCC model and the one-dimensional compression model. 
GREDUC_DISP Subroutine for the Gauss reduction calculation using 
prescribed displacement 
BACKSUB_DISP Subroutine for the back substitution calculation using 
prescribed displacement 
MCCFLOW Subroutine to calculate the first derivative of the yield 
function and the plastic potential function of the MCC model 
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As explained earlier in section 3.5 that a main program is needed for each material model, four 
main programs are listed in Table 7-2 for four constitutive models under triaxial compression 
loadings. Each program has its independent input/output stream and finite element analysis 
engine, while same subroutines (either produced by Smith and Griffith or listed in the table) are 
called wherever they are needed in the main program. For the input data, a data file needs to be 
provided and read at the beginning of the program. As soon as all the loading steps and iterations 
finish, a data file is produced automatically, in which all the information (including stress, strain 
and displacement etc) for every loading/iteration step and element/node are included. Graphic 
results like Figure 7-20 and 7-21 can then be produced using Microsoft Excel. 
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CHAPTER 
8 
Discussion 
8.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the one-dimensional compression model, the randomly distributed fibre 
reinforcing model, the MSW constitutive model and the finite element method implementation are 
summarised and discussed. A numerical model to assess the interaction between the MSW body 
and the lining system is described to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed MSW 
constitutive model over soil models. 
8.2 One-dimensional Compression Model 
Compression behaviour is one of the most important components of MSW behaviour which has 
been a main research topic in waste mechanics study for decades. Both short-term and long-term 
compression behaviour should be studied for different concerns. When calculating the landfill 
settlement, the long-term compression behaviour including creep and degradation should also be 
considered, which is not covered in this thesis. When assessing the interaction between the waste 
body and the lining system, e. g. the down drag force on the lining system caused by adjacent 
waste vertical displacement during the staged construction process, the instant compression 
behaviour (i. e. the short-term compression behaviour) should be modelled, which is one of the 
main subjects of this thesis defined in Chapter 3. Moreover, compression behaviour is usually 
related to shear behaviour in constitutive modelling of soils and represents one of the essential 
components of an elasto-plastic constitutive model (i. e. flow rule), as discussed in scction 2.4.1. 
Therefore, a compression model is required to model the MSW compression behaviour observed 
in MSW one-dimensional compression tests, and which can also be incorporated into a 
constitutive model for MSW. 
Traditional methods in soil mechanics are widely accepted to study waste mechanical behaviour. 
In soil mechanics, soil material is treated as a particulate material in which all the particles are 
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incompressible. However, a large proportion of waste particles can be compressible according to 
the waste classification system proposed by Langer (2006), which means the traditional soil 
mechanics theories may not be appropriate. The influence of compressible components on waste 
behaviour, particularly the compression behaviour, has been recognised by several researchers, 
e. g. Powrie and Beaven (1999), and Langer (2006) by analysing their one-dimensional MSW 
compression test results. Powrie and Beaven (1999) measured solid and void volumes under 
different vertical pressures in their MSW compression tests. The relationship between void ratio 
and the logarithm of vertical pressure was then plotted and a non-linear relationship was noticed 
compared to a linear one for soils. Particle compression was attributed to this scenario in their 
paper but no further discussion was given. Langer (2006) included a compressible component in 
his waste classification system and performed a series of confined compression tests on synthetic 
waste samples which were composed of incompressible and compressible particles. Compressible 
particles, e. g. aluminium cans, were noticed to be compressed by investigating the components 
after compression and photos were taken during the compression process. Although contributions 
from compressible particles were recognised, traditional soil mechanics parameters were still 
applied to represent the waste compression behaviour. 
A compressible model for MSW was proposed based on a case study of experimental data for a 
MSW compression sample reported in Powrie and Beaven (1999). After investigating their test 
data, it was found that the non-linear relationship between the tested void ratio values and the 
logarithm of vertical stress values came from the traditional definition of void ratio in soil 
mechanics. The void ratio is defined in soil mechanics as the ratio of the void volume to the solid 
volume, in which the solid volume is assumed to be a constant. It is obvious that the solid volume 
of waste material is not a constant due to the existence of the compressible particles, from which 
the non-linear relationship was obtained. The non-linear behaviour originates from definition of 
the void ratio rather than representing a real compression behaviour. It means using the traditional 
void ratio concept will result in a far more complicated situation when explaining the waste 
compression test data than that for soils. Therefore, the traditional definition of void ratio needs to 
be amended and more variables may be needed for waste materials to explain the compression 
behaviour in a simple way as in soil mechanics. An innovative phase relation for waste material 
was proposed based on the traditional phase relation used in soil mechanics theory prior to 
producing the compression model. Concepts of the inter and intra-void ratios were defined and a 
total potential incompressible volume was assumed to have a constant solid volume when the 
inter and intra-void ratios are calculated. 
To have a simple relationship between void ratios and stress levels as in soils, linear relationships 
were assumed for both the inter and intra void ratios versus the logarithm of vertical effective 
stresses in the compression model. Since the total specific volume is a simple addition by the inter 
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and intra void ratios and an unity (Eq. 4-12), a linear relationship between the total volume 
change and the logarithm of vertical stresses will be obtained according to the assumption. This 
outcome is in accordance with most of MSW compression test results reported in the literature, in 
which the relationships between the vertical strains and the logarithm of vertical stresses are 
almost linear. Therefore, four parameters are needed to characterise the slope of the virgin 
compression and swelling lines for both inter and intra-void ratio changes, which are listed in 
Table 8-1. Two additional parameters are required if the full compression curve is to be modelled, 
i. e. the inter-void ratio and intra-void ratio values under unit pressure, characterising the initial 
points of both inter and infra-void ratios compression curves. 
Table 8-1 Parameters for the compression model 
Parameter description Symbol 
Compression index for inter-void ratio Car. r,. 
Swelling index for inter-void ratio Cs"i,, re. 
Inter-void ratio under the unit pressure p'=1 el 
Compression index for intra-void ratio Calnrro 
Swelling index for intra-void ratio Cs"iw4 
Intra-void ratio under the unit pressure p'=1 A 
The model was then applied back into the compression data used in the case study and the results 
showed good agreements between the modelling curves and the test curves. Since it is difficult to 
determine the proportions of inter and intra voids compression from the test data, three different 
combinations are assumed and modelled. It is demonstrated that whatever the proportions of inter 
and intra voids in a waste sample, the compression model has a flexibility to reproduce the 
compression curves. The parameters needed in the model were directly back calculated from the 
test data. 
The compression model was developed from a set of compression test data (DM3 from Powrie 
and Beaven, 1999) and calibrated with the same set of data. In order to show its ability to model 
more general waste compression data, the compression test results on synthetic waste samples 
reported by Langer (2006) were modelled by the compression model. The results showed good 
agreements between test data and modelling curves, except for the higher stress part for some 
samples. To model this behaviour, variable intra compression index values need to be applied for 
different stress levels due to the existence of some specific compressible particles in synthetic 
waste (perhaps also for real waste). This behaviour has been confirmed later in modelling MSW 
triaxial compression test results in section 6.3.5. Compared to Powrie and Beaven's test, even less 
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information was available to separate the inter and intra-void ratio changes. Again, the 
compression model has shown its flexibility for modelling different combinations of inter and 
intra-void ratio changes. However, most of the parameters in this modelling were simply assumed 
based on limited information to reproduce the final total compression and swelling lines. 
It can be summarised from the two modelling cases that the final compression curves can be 
reproduced by the compression model with any combination of inter and intra-void ratio change 
behaviour. If only the instant settlement is of concern, it is not necessary to separate the inter and 
intra-voids compression behaviour in the compression model, i. e. traditional soil mechanics 
method is adequate to predict the final compression curve assuming a linear relationship is 
applicable for the full compression curve between vertical strains and the logarithm of vertical 
stresses. However, without the MSW compression model, it would be very difficult to interpret 
the compression test data with void ratio values obtained and defined by traditional soil 
mechanics method, e. g. the compression data from Powrie and Beaven (1999), though reliable 
void ratio values for MSW are extremely difficult to obtain from tests. More importantly, the 
model can calculate the volume loss from the compression of compressible particles which should 
not be coupled with its shear behaviour. The classical elasto-plastic theory for particulate material 
can then be applied to model the waste material with some modifications, which were discussed 
in Chapter 6. 
To obtain the parameters for the compression model listed in Table 8-1 is a difficult task. Even 
values of the traditional compression index (Cc) for waste material, which is normally accepted to 
calculate the instant compression, are very difficult to determine though laboratory tests because 
the void ratio values are not as easy as for soil materials to obtain. Currently no standard test 
method is available for MSW void ratio determination, as its constituent particles are far more 
complicated than sand or clay (i. e. varying specific gravity) and is very hard to measure-(partly 
due to the existence of compressible particles). Some literature presented the compression index 
values which were related to the initial void ratio eo (e. g. Sowers, 1973); some used the settlement 
coefficient (slope of the compression curve in terms of vertical strains versus the logarithm of 
vertical effective stresses) instead of the compression index to characterise the waste compression 
behaviour (e. g. Edil et al., 1990); both of them avoided using compression index due to 
difficulties in determining the void ratio values. Although some literature published the 
compression data with void ratio values (e. g. Gabr and Valero, 1995; Machado et al., 2002), 
detailed test methods were not given and qualities of the results are unknown, as discussed in 
section 2.2.1. Powrie and Beaven (1999) obtained some valuable void ratio values under different 
vertical effective pressures through the flushing and draining method discussed in Chapter 4, 
based on which the compression model was proposed. However, inter and intra-void ratio cannot 
be separated by using their test method so that three different cases were assumed and modelled. 
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A test method is required in future to determine the inter and intra-void ratio values and their 
change in behaviour under different vertical stresses. Photographic techniques applied in synthetic 
waste compression tests by Langer (2006) is a potential test method to investigate the proportions 
of inter and intra-voids compression. Typical parameter value ranges for different types of MSW, 
based on classification system proposed by Langer (2006), could be determined through this 
potential test method. For example, with higher content of compressible particles, high 
compression index for intra-void ratio will be obtained. All the compression model parameters 
listed in Table 8-1 are required for the MSW constitutive model produced in Chapter 6, which 
will be further discussed in section 8.4. 
8.3 Fibre Reinforcing Model 
In addition to compression behaviour, shear behaviour is another important mechanical behaviour 
of MSW which should be considered in the constitutive modelling of MSW. The compression 
model has revealed that existence of compressible particles can be used to help explain the waste 
shear behaviour, as existing modelling methods are deficient (discussed in section 8.2). 
Reinforcing components in waste material have been considered in the literature as the most 
influential factor controlling waste shear behaviour, e. g. Knish (1995), Machado et al. (2002), 
Krase and Dinkier (2005), and Langer (2006). Moreover, Machado et al. (2002), Krase and 
Dinkier (2005) proposed their constitutive models for MSW mainly considering the influence of 
the reinforcing particles on MSW shear behaviour, which have been discussed in section 2.3.1. 
An innovative method was proposed in Chapter 5 to model the fibre reinforced soil behaviour, 
named linear mobilised tensile stiffness analysis (LMTSA), which can be simply implemented in 
the finite element method similar to undrained analysis for saturated soils. The idea of the method 
originated from the pore water pressure analysis (i. e. undrained analysis) for a saturated soil, in 
which pore water can sustain part of the compressive stress and only the effective stress is applied 
on soil particles. Fibres were assumed to be randomly and uniformly distributed in the matrix 
material, and then can provide a confining stress for the matrix material in the direction that the 
combined material tends to expand. For the boundary condition of conventional triaxial 
compression, fibres are only activated in the radial direction to provide an additional confining 
stress. Strain compatibility was assumed between fibres and the matrix material in the model. 
Both linear elastic and elastic-perfectly plastic properties were considered for the fibre material so 
that two types of analysis, i. e. LMTSA-E and LMTSA-P, were introduced. 
A key parameter for the LMTSA, the equivalent mobilised tensile stiffness, was proposed and 
defined for both the LMTSA-E and LMTSA-P. Methods to obtain the equivalent mobilised 
tensile stiffness were introduced. Single fibre analysis was performed which was then integrated 
for the fibres in tension, assuming all the fibres have the same material properties. A technique to 
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separate the fibres in tension and compression was adopted from Michalowski and Cermark 
(2003). A reduction factor was used to calculate the equivalent tensile stiffness by reducing the 
tensile stiffness of a single fibre. It was found that the reduction factor was dependent on fibre 
content (volumetric) p, fibre length 1, dilation angle of the matrix material yr, the critical angle to 
distinguish fibres in tension from compression 0o (it is a function of yr), and the radius of the 
triaxial compression specimen R for the axisymmetric boundary condition. 
The LMTSA-E was combined with the Mohr-Coulomb elastic-perfectly plastic soil model to 
produce a fibre reinforced soil model LMTSA-E-MC. It was then validated against the fibre sand 
triaxial compression data reported by Michalowski and Cermark (2003). All parameters were 
directly taken from the test except for the tensile stiffness of a single fibre which was determined 
by back analysis (but it was very close to the value estimated from the fibre material). Two 
polyamide fibre reinforced fine sand samples that have different volumetric fibre content (0.5% 
and 2%) were modelled by the LMTSA-E-MC. Failure strengths of the two samples for different 
confining stresses under triaxial compression were predicted by the fibre soil model and compared 
with the test results and the modelling results predicted by the fibre sand model proposed by 
Michalowski and Cermark (2003). It has been shown that the LMTSA-E-MC can accurately 
predict the strength of polyamide fibre reinforced fine sand, in which most of the fibres did not 
fail in tension or bond failure did not occur between fibres and sand. The LMTSA-P-MC could be 
more accurate if such failures were allowed to take place, but further experiments are required to 
validate the model, as discussed in section 5.6. 
The model was proposed for general randomly distributed fibre reinforced material, e. g. fibre 
reinforced sand or waste material, assuming the mechanisms of fibres affecting the overall shear, 
behaviour are the same. The LMTSA-E-MC can only predict shear strength of the fibre reinforced 
sand but not the full stress-strain curve. To obtain this, a more advanced constitutive model than 
the Mohr-Coulomb model is required, which can reproduce the full stress-strain relationship for 
sand. This is then combined with the LMTSA-E or LMTSA-P models. Similarly, to have a full 
MSW constitutive model, a constitutive model which can predict the full stress-strain curve is 
required for the matrix to include the fibre reinforcing factor. The Modified Cam-Clay model was 
selected as the constitutive model for matrix model in waste material and was combined with the 
LMTSA-E to produce a constitutive model for MSW in Chapter 6. 
A difficult task of applying the LMTSA to the MSW material is the determination of the 
parameters required for fibres and matrix material. When modelling the fibre reinforced sand, 
material properties of fibres and sand can be obtained separately from tests because they are 
mixed purposely. However, in waste material this is not the case, as reinforcing components and 
other components are difficult to equate with engineering properties and therefore parameters are 
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very difficult to determine. Moreover, some fibre material properties, e. g. fibre tensile stiffness 
and fibre length, must vary in waste material for all reinforcing particles, but only one value can 
be accepted by the model. A method to obtain average values for the parameter is required. For 
the volumetric fibre content, the waste classification system including reinforcing components 
proposed by Langer (2006) should be helpful in future work to obtain some typical fibre content 
values for different types of waste, and also the range of the average fibre material properties. 
In addition, the current model is restricted to an axisymmetric model. It needs to be extended to a 
more general 3D stress space in future before it can be applied to practical problems. Since fibres 
can only be effective in the direction that the matrix material tends to expand, a smart method is 
needed to distinguish the strain type in every finite element, i. e. to tell if the strain is compressive 
or tensile, so that relative fibre contribution items can be determined and added into the material 
matrix before the stiffness matrix is formed in the finite element analysis. 
8.4 MSW Constitutive Model 
According to the constitutive model framework proposed for MSW in section 3.4.4, a model for 
MSW has been produced in Chapter 6 by combining a classic elasto-plastic soil model-the 
Modified Cam-Clay (MCC) model with the one-dimensional MSW compression and the fibre 
reinforcing models. A specific boundary condition and stress path, the conventional triaxial 
compression test, was selected to develop the model due to the current limitation of the fibre 
reinforced material model. Analytical solutions for the MSW constitutive model were derived and 
presented through a spreadsheet analysis to simulate reported MSW behaviour (shear behaviour 
and volumetric behaviour) from triaxial compression tests. The triaxial compression tests reported 
by Machado et al. (2002) were modelled and comparisons were carried out between the modelling 
and testing results. 
Compared with Modified Cam-Clay (or the general critical state models), the MSW model can 
better reproduce the reported MSW behaviour from triaxial compression tests, not only by 
reproducing the stress-strain curves obtained from the tests, but also by explaining the observed 
behaviour with a more clear physical and mechanical meanings than the constitutive model 
proposed by Machado et al. (2002) that was discussed in section 2.3.1. More importantly, the 
MSW model has the potential to be improved to represent observed behaviour more accurately by 
improving its compression and reinforcing behaviour from linear to non-linear relationships in a 
future study. Since triaxial compression test results reported by Machado et al. (2002) are typical 
MSW triaxial test results compared with those reported by Jessberger and Kockel (1993) and 
Grisolia et al. (1995) as shown in section 2.2.2, it indicates that the MSW model can reproduce 
typical measured MSW stress-strain behaviour. 
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Table 8-2 Parameters for the MSW model 
Sub-models Parameter Description Symbol Determination Method 
Slope of swelling line in Isotropic or one-dimensional 
v-lnp' plane (no intra k compression tests removing 
void) compressible particles 
Slope of virgin Isotropic or one-dimensional 
consolidation line in v- A compression tests removing 
Inp' plane (no intra void) compressible particles 
Modified Specific volume (no intra Isotropic or one-dimensional 
Cam-Clay void) at unit pressure on N compression tests removing 
model virgin consolidation line compressible particles 
Estimated from material properties 
Poisson's ratio p removing compressible and reinforcing 
particles 
Sof critical state line Slope l 
Triaxial compression or direct shear test 
lane p plane 
M removing compressible and reinforcing q particles 
Slope of virgin Isotropic or one-dimensional 
consolidation line in f- 2f compression tests for only compressible 
Inp' plane particles 
Compression Slope of swelling line in KY 
Isotropic or one-dimensional 
compression tests for only compressible Model f-Inp plane particles 
Intra-void ratio under the 
Isotropic or one-dimensional 
unit pressure p'=1 
li compression tests for only compressible 
particles 
Tensile stiffness for each Kf Tension test for reinforcing particles single fibre (kPa) 
Fibre Fibre volume content p Waste sorting analysis 
Reinforcing Fibre length (m) I Waste sorting analysis 
Model Radius of triaxial 
compression specimen R Triaxial compression cell size 
(m) 
Parameters needed for the MSW model are parameters used in the three individual components, 
i. e. the Modified Cam-Clay , the one-dimensional compression and the 
fibre reinforced material 
models. Determination of parameters for the compression and fibre reinforced material models 
has been discussed in section 8.2 and 8.3, in which more experimental methods were 
recommended to be used. For the five parameters needed in the Modified Cam-Clay model, 
theoretically they can also be determined through the experimental methods which can remove the 
influences of compressible and reinforcing particles. All the parameters for the MSW model have 
been listed in Table 8-2, together with the suggested determination methods. It can be seen that 
the most important and difficult step in the determination methods is to remove the influences of 
the other particles which should not be included in the sub-model behaviour. A waste sorting 
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analysis is suggested to separate the different types of particles, which can be carried out based on 
the waste classification system developed by Langer (2006). 
It can be seen from the table that twelve parameters are required for the MSW model formulated 
in the axisymmetric stress space, in which five are for the Modified Cam-Clay model, three are 
for the compression model and four are for the fibre reinforcing model. If the general 3D stress 
state is used in future, only the parameters for the fibre reinforcing model require modification. It 
should be noted that the slope of the swelling line in the f-lnp' plane used in the compression 
model kf was set as zero in this study to simplify the model indicating all intra-voids compression 
are plastic, so that elastic compression behaviour is only dependent on the inter-voids 
compression, which can be calculated in the Modified Cam-Clay model. Accordingly, the 
Poisson's ratio defining the relationship between the elastic volumetric strain and the elastic shear 
strain is currently only dependent on the inter-voids compression. In addition, since the associated 
flow rule was assumed for the Modified Cam-Clay model, the dilation angle of the matrix 
material used in the fibre reinforced material model Vi is not an independent parameter, i. e. it has 
the same value as the friction angle 0 which is dependent on the slope of the critical state line At 
under the triaxial compression boundary condition, which has already been give in Eq. 2-19. 
8.5 Finite Element Implementation 
The MSW constitutive model was produced in order to be incorporated into practical numerical 
analyses of practical waste slope stability analysis and waste/barrier interaction modelling 
problems. Although only the triaxial compression boundary value problem was considered for the 
current MSW model, it was necessary to incorporate the MSW model into the finite clement 
analysis for the specific boundary condition to show its feasibility for being included in numerical 
modelling, which has been performed in Chapter 7. 
The programming structure in FORTRAN 90 and non-linear elasto-plastic finite element solution 
schemes were presented and discussed. In addition, two specific issues related to non-linear 
analysis, i. e. substepping scheme and prescribed displacement were also discussed in detail. Two 
fibre reinforced soil models combining the LMTSA with the Mohr-Coulomb elastic-perfectly 
plastic soil model considering different constitutive relations for fibre material (i. e. the LMTSA- 
E-MC and the LMTSA-P-MC) were programmed for the drained triaxial compression boundary 
condition according to the principal of the LMTSA proposed in section 5.4. The LMTSA-E-MC 
program has already been used in section 5.6 to perform the validation against the fibre sand 
triaxial compression test results. 
Since the MSW model consists of three components (i. e. the Modified Cam-Clay model, the one- 
dimensional compression and the fibre reinforcing models), each component of the model should 
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be considered and incorporated into the finite element program. Initially, the Modified Cam-Clay 
model was coded into the finite element method, in which non-linear solution techniques were 
used. The FEM model results have been presented and compared with the analytical solutions. 
The stress-strain curve predicted by the FEM model contrasts well with the analytical curve, but 
the predicted volumetric strain values are less than the analytical results. The error can arise due 
to the use of only one eight-node quadrilateral element; a larger number of elements and higher 
order element would improve this. In addition, when applying the substepping algorithm, yield 
surface drift may occur from which the error cumulates (Potts and Gens, 1985). It can be 
corrected but was not included in the finite element program developed in section 7.5, which may 
lead to the observed error. The results from Sage-Crisp in both graphs differ from the closed-form 
solution. This may be due to the nonlinear algorithm used being the tangent stiffness method and 
not enough increments included. 
The fibre reinforcing model can be combined with the Modified Cam-Clay model through the 
LMTSA program that is designed for the finite element analysis in section 5.4. This is one of the 
fibre reinforcing models LMTSA-E-MCC presented in Figure 5-1. For the compression model, 
since no method is currently available to quantify the inter and intra-voids compression, and only 
the one-dimensional model is developed, a simplified method has been used to calculate the 
volumetric strain caused by intra-voids compression according to the present normal stress values, 
which is completely separate from the finite element method process. The method can only be 
used to model the triaxial compression test with very simple stress status and stress path. For the 
general 3D stress space, the intra-voids compression cannot be simply calculated so that it has to 
be included in the finite element analysis process as part of future work. In addition, a general 3D 
compression model considering particle compression is required for this model. By modelling 
triaxial compression tests and comparing results with the analytical results, it is confirmed that the 
MSW model can be implemented in the finite element method and used to predict expected 
behaviour. 
Currently the FEM program for the MSW model is only designed for the specific boundary 
condition and stress path-the conventional drained triaxial compression. This is because the 
MSW model was proposed under this specific boundary condition due to the limitation of the 
current fibre reinforced material model, i. e. the LMTSA is currently restricted to triaxial 
compression. To have a more general FEM program including the MSW model, the LMTSA 
should be extended to the general stress space in the future. In addition, the compression model is 
restricted to the one-dimensional case, which needs to be extended to 3D condition in future. 
Therefore, more studies on waste compression mechanisms (e. g. isotropic compression tests) are 
required and relevant finite element implementation issues need further development. 
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8.6 MSW Model Application 
The current constitutive model for MSW has been proposed to simulate the volumetric and shear 
behaviour observed in element tests on MSW samples. As introduced in Chapter 1, the motivation 
behind the constitutive modelling of MSW has originated from the application of numerical 
modelling techniques for assessment of stability and integrity of steep (and/or shallow) slope 
lining systems in landfills. Therefore, the next step would be applying the constitutive model for 
MSW to practical modelling of landfill structures which have behaviour dependent on the waste 
behaviour. However, at present this cannot be carried out due to the model limitations discussed 
above (i. e. boundary conditions), but possible advantages of using the MSW model over using 
soil models can be discussed by virtually applying the MSW model in numerical modelling. 
In Chapter 3, three typical numerical modelling cases related to waste behaviour, i. e. modelling of 
horizontal MSW support, MSW settlement and MSW slope stability, were discussed and 
requirements of a MSW constitutive model were proposed through the discussion. It should be 
noted that the long-term settlement related to creep and degradation is not included in the 
proposed MSW model so that long-term MSW settlement cannot be modelled at present. 
Therefore, only the instant MSW settlement is modelled to exert a downdrag force on the lining 
system in this study. Jones and Dixon (2005), Fowmes et al. (2006), and Sia (2007) performed 
numerical modelling for both shallow and steep slope lining systems and demonstrated the 
importance of evaluating the correct instant waste settlement to the integrity of the liner. 
A typical steep slope lining system used in UK landfills, as sketched in Figure 8-1 (a), is 
considered as one of the examples to demonstrate the significance of modelling appropriate waste 
behaviour in numerical modelling. Only three lifts of waste are drawn in the graph to typify the 
staged construction. In reality 3m to 5m is allowed for each lift of the waste, therefore for a 
typical 30 m high landfill 6 to 10 lifts are needed. A mineral layer is required by the European 
Community Landfill Directive (1999) as the geological barrier (clay is adopted in this case as 
shown in the figure), on which a multi-layer geo-composite liner (composite geomembrane liner 
with geotextile) is placed. As shown in Figure 1-1 (a), waste horizontal support is important for 
stability and integrity of this type of lining system. As discussed in section 3.2.1, a major task of 
the numerical modelling for this type of steep slope lining system is to accurately evaluate the 
horizontal (or nearly horizontal) support from the waste body. In addition, downdrag forces 
caused by the instant waste settlement during stage construction (earlier waste lifts will be 
compressed by later ones) also need to be evaluated as they can result in generation of post peak 
strengths at liner interfaces and result in disruption to protection and drainage layer. For 
modelling the shallow slope lining system, the instant waste settlement plays an more significant 
role than the lateral waste support, in which waste compression behaviour needs to be evaluated 
accurately. Only the steep slope case is given here to show the waste/barrier interaction. 
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In steep slope lining systems, as the mineral liner is normally not self-supported, i. e. it cannot 
stand to full height without the support from the waste, it tends to move towards the waste body 
and generate the interaction between them when the in-situ horizontal waste stress is insufficient 
to support. The waste support for the liner is simplified as the horizontal pressure F,,, as shown in 
Figure 8-1 (b), and the waste body is pressed by the liner with the same amount of force but in 
opposite direction, as shown in Figure 8-1 (c). Meanwhile, the waste body settles due to self- 
weight and therefore downdrag force along the lining system is generated, which is simplified as 
Fv as shown in Figure 8-1 (b). In addition, for the bottom waste lift as shown in Figure 8.1 (c), 
the successive waste lifts induce vertical loads while the underlying subgrade applies a resisting 
force to the base of the waste. It appears that the waste body in this type of landfill mainly 
experience compression during the construction period, which means to some extent the waste 
behaviour observed and modelled in triaxial compression test can inform the analysis. 
Disadvantages of using a soil model in the numerical analysis will be investigated initially. The 
Modified Cam-Clay model (or the general critical state soil model) is again selected here as it is a 
classic elastic-hardening plastic soil model which is widely applied in geotechnical numerical 
modelling. In addition, the MSW model was proposed based on the Modified Cam-Clay model 
and both model behaviour have been compared in Chapter 6. Elastic or clastic-perfectly plastic 
soil models are not considered because real waste must be an elasto-plastic material with non. 
linear stiffness as discussed in section 2.2. 
Typical shear stress-strain curve of the Modified Cam-Clay has been shown in Figure 6-2 and 
comparison between the Modified Cam-Clay model behaviour and the MSW test results has been 
given in Figure 6-18. It can be noticed that for a typical Modified Cam-Clay. model, its shear 
stiffness is relatively high in the initial strain range (from 0 to 10% defined in section 2.2.2) but 
deteriorates gradually until the critical state is reached. The typical MSW triaxial compression test 
stress-strain curves (Figure 2-14) started with relatively low shear stiffness in the initial strain 
range, remained almost constant stiffness in the intermediate strain range (from 10% to 20%), and 
ended with increasing stiffness in the large strain range. Therefore, if the Modified Cain-Clay 
model is adopted to model the waste material, the predicted waste support would be overestimated 
in the initial strain range but underestimated in the large strain range. In addition, less volumetric 
strain would be predicted in the Modified Cam-Clay as shown in Figure 6-19, which means less 
instant MSW settlement would be predicted. The downdrag force would therefore be 
underestimated and therefore unconservative design would be obtained. Larger volumetric strain 
can be obtained in the Modified Cam-Clay model by using higher plastic compressibility A, as 
shown in Figure 6-21. However, shear behaviour is also affected by this change as shown in 
Figure 6-20, i. e. a much softer and more plastic material is obtained and therefore waste support is 
very much underestimated in this case. 
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From the above discussion, it is apparent that there are disadvantages of using the Modified Cam- 
Clay model to simulate real MSW stiffness behaviour and its consequences, and more importantly 
an irreconcilable contradiction between shear behaviour and volumetric behaviour has been 
identified. This contradiction is originated from the basic assumption of the critical state soil 
models-it is assumed that shear strain and volumetric strain are coupled. It is also based on 
another basic assumption of the classical soil mechanics theory, that is, all soil particles are 
assumed to be incompressible. Thus, volume change can be coupled with shear behaviour, i. e. 
most of the volume change is from the rearrangement of soil particles along the shear band. 
However, this basic assumption for soil mechanics theory seems not to be applicable for waste 
mechanics because a significant proportion of waste particles are compressible and can deform. 
The proposed MSW model has included the influences of compressible particles to solve the 
contradiction by only coupling the volumetric strain to particle rearrangement (i. e. the shear 
strain). The volumetric strain due to compressible particles is calculated separately and distributed 
to one or more directions as compressive strains. Currently only a one-dimensional compression 
model has been produced and all the calculated volumetric strain due to compressible particles is 
distributed to only the axial direction in modelling triaxial compression tests. In the virtual 
numerical modelling case shown in Figure 8-1 (c), greater horizontal strain would be obtained by 
considering compressible particles than that predicted by the Modified Cam-Clay under the same 
incremental horizontal stress, which means lower stiffness would be estimated for the waste body 
in a specific strain range, as shown in Figure 6-14. This means more realistic waste support 
conditions can be estimated using the MSW model than using the Modified Cam-Clay model. In 
addition, the MSW model has shown its capability in predicting larger volumetric strain without a 
big reduction of stiffness, as shown in Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17. Therefore, the MSW 
settlement will not be underestimated and an appropriate degree of downdrag force can be applied 
at the same time. 
It has been suggested in section 2.2.2 that the MSW stress-strain behaviour in the initial strain 
range observed from triaxial compression tests is actually dominated by its compression 
behaviour (i. e. compressible particles) rather than the shear behaviour that is normally assumed 
for soil material (particles are all assumed as incompressible). However, information obtained 
from MSW triaxial compression tests dose not reflect the real shear behaviour of MSW because 
the axial strain not only includes shear strain (it is only the shear strain for soil) but also 
compressive strain due to compressible particles. To evaluate the waste support to the lining 
system in numerical modelling, pure shear behaviour information is probably not of concern in 
the initial strain range, as compressible particles are playing a significant role in this strain range 
before reinforcing particles dominate. In the large strain range when the reinforcing particles start 
to dominate the shear behaviour, the current MSW model seems unable to simulate the increasing 
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stiffness, but it has the potential to include this aspect of behaviour by incorporating the non- 
linear mobilised tensile stress analysis, as discussed in section 6.3.5. 
The pure shear behaviour is probably of interest for another numerical modelling case, i. e. 
modelling of MSW slope stability. A temporary waste slope has been sketched in Figure 8-2. For 
this type of boundary value problem, MSW behaviour observed from triaxial compression test is 
probably not applicable because material is not under similar compressive stress conditions and 
therefore compressible particles do not dominate the behaviour. Direct shear test may he the better 
test method to obtain more appropriate shear strength and stress-strain behaviour of MSW. 
Reinforcing particles must be considered carefully in this case because they dominate the MSW 
shear behaviour. Strain compatibility was assumed in the fibre reinforced material model 
proposed in Chapter 5. Interaction between these particles and the matrix material needs further 
consideration because normal stresses are much lower in this type of case than those in Uriaxial 
compression tests. For example, the constitutive model proposed by Krase and Dinkier (2005) that 
considered more complicated interaction between fibre reinforcement and the matrix phase may 
be more suitable for assessing MSW slope stability. 
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Figure 8-2 Waste slope stability analysis 
In order to apply the MSW model into real problems, more studies need to be done in the future. 
First of all, the current constitutive model for MSW needs to he generalised frone the 
axisymmetric boundary condition to the general stress space. Since the Modified Cam-Clay can 
already be used in general stress condition, only the compression and reinforcing models need the 
generalisation. For the compression model, since the current model is for one-dimensional 
compression, it needs to be extended to three-dimensional compression model by including the 
compression of compressible particles in different directions. For the reinforcing model, 
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contribution of the mobilised tensile stresses of fibres needs to be extended to three-dimensional 
stress space from the current axisymmetric condition. 
As soon as the MSW model is generalised to the three-dimensional stress space, it can then be 
incorporated into a more general finite element analysis program. To model a real problem 
regarding interaction between lining system and waste body in landfill, the finite element program 
should cover many aspects such as adaptive finite element mesh, material interface, stage 
construction etc. In addition, appropriate pre-processor and post-processor are also needed to help 
user to build the model and process the results easily. 
Once the finite element program reaches its commercial usable level, a real landfill lining system 
interacted with waste can be modelled and further validation of the MSW model can be done. For 
example, in-situ experimental data of liner behaviour observed at Burntstump landfill by Dixon et 
ai~ (2004) can be modelled by the finite element program. Meanwhile, more sensitivity analysis 
can be carried out refine the parameters used in the model, which will help to improve the model 
itself and also its application. Links between proportions of compressible/reinforcing particles and 
related parameters might be able to established through these analysis. 
Eventually, the proposed constitutive model for MSW can be applied to numerical modelling of 
the wastelbarrier interaction in landfill engineering, to help the engineer assess the stability and 
integrity of the lining system, and hence be more confident in the design. 
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CHAPTER 
9 
Conclusions and Recommendations for 
Future Work 
9.1 Conclusions 
To assess the stability and structural integrity of lining systems in landfills, numerical modelling 
techniques have been suggested as the most appropriate approach to simulate the interactions 
between MSW body and lining systems. An appropriate constitutive model for MSW is therefore 
required to be included in numerical modelling. 
Key aspects of MSW behaviour have been identified by reviewing the MSW behaviour reported 
in the literature. For the compression behaviour observed in one-dimensional compression tests, 
influences of compressible particles on MSW compression curves and reinforcing particles on in 
situ horizontal stress have been recognised. For the stress-strain behaviour observed in triaxial 
compression tests, compressible and reinforcing particles appear to dominate within different 
strain ranges. The review of constitutive modelling of MSW has suggested an appropriate level of 
integration strategy to consider the influence of reinforcing particles, which should not only have 
a reasonable physical and mechanical explanation, but also require an appropriate and achievable 
number of parameters. 
Requirements of an appropriate constitutive model for MSW have been suggested from the 
numerical modelling experience related to MSW. Five aspects of MSW behaviour have been 
identified to be included in the constitutive model, i. e. instant compression, creep and 
degradation, in situ horizontal stress, shear strength and non-linear stress-strain behaviour. A 
framework to develop a constitutive model for MSW has been proposed, in which a compression 
model is used to consider the influences of compressible particles, a fibre reinforcing model is 
used to consider the influences of reinforcing particles, and an elasto-plastic soil model is used to 
consider soil-like behaviour. 
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A one-dimensional MSW compression model has been developed to include the influences of 
compressible particles on MSW compression behaviour. An innovative phase relationship has 
been created for material containing compressible particles to model voids between and voids 
within particles separately. Linear relationships between void ratios (including inter and intra) and 
logarithm of vertical stress have been obtained for the compression test results, while the non- 
linear behaviour identified in the literature review result from adopting the traditional definition of 
void ratio from soil mechanics theory. Results from modelling of compression tests on both real 
and synthetic waste samples have shown that the compression model can reproduce the 
compression curve by using different proportions of inter and intra compression mechanisms. 
An innovative method has been developed to include the influences of reinforcing particles on the 
MSW shear strength and stress-strain behaviour. Linear mobilised tensile stiffness analysis 
(LMTSA) has been proposed and applied to develop the fibre reinforcing model, which can be 
executed in the finite element analysis. A fibre reinforced soil model LMTSA-E-MC has been 
produced by assuming a linear elastic model for the fibre phase combined with an elastic. 
perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb model for the matrix phase. It has been applied to model a fibre 
reinforced sand triaxial compression test and the results have shown that the model can predict the 
measured improved shear strength values under a range of confining stresses. 
A constitutive model for MSW has been developed by combining the Modified Cam-Clay with 
the one-dimensional MSW compression and the fibre reinforcing models. The compression and 
reinforcing models have been combined with the Modified Cam-Clay to demonstrate their 
influence on stress-strain behaviour within different strain ranges, which are consistent with the 
observed MSW stress-strain behaviour dominated by compressible and reinforcing, particles 
within different strain ranges. Typical MSW triaxial compression tests have been modelled and 
the results have shown that the MSW model can reproduce the stress-strain behaviour in the initial 
and intermediate strain ranges. The current model cannot simulate the stress-strain behaviour in 
the lager strain range but it could be improved by incorporating non-linear tensile stiffness 
behaviour. 
The constitutive model for MSW has been coded into a non-linear elasto-plastic finite clement 
method program. Comparisons between the finite element analysis results and the analytical 
solutions have been performed and good agreements have been obtained. Since the current MSW 
model is developed only for the axisymmetric stress condition, a virtual model application has 
been carried out to demonstrate its advantages over soil constitutive models. Two main aspects of 
waste/barrier interaction related to MSW behaviour, i. e. horizontal support and vertical 
settlement, have been investigated and it has been shown that the MSW model can predict the 
interaction more appropriately than the soil constitutive models. 
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9.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
Future work is required to include long-term MSW behaviour into the constitutive model for 
MSW. Creep and degradation have been identified as one of the key aspects of MSW behaviour 
which should be considered for assessment of long-term waste/barrier interaction. In addition, 
long-term shear behaviour related to degradation should be included in the MSW constitutive 
model. The influence of water on MSW mechanical behaviour should also be incorporated into 
the MSW model, e. g. water could soften some types of particles such as paper which results in 
reduction of the shear strength and alteration of stress-strain behaviour. 
The compression model was developed for one-dimensional cases in this study, therefore a more 
general compression model is required to be developed in the 3D stress space in the future work. 
Isotropic compression test on MSW samples, rather than one-dimensional compression test, 
should be carried out to investigate the 3D compression behaviour of MSW. In addition, an 
experimental technique is required to determine the proportions of inter and intra-voids 
compression during compression. For instance, photographic techniques can be applied in 
synthetic waste compression to investigate the component compression behaviour. Typical 
parameter value ranges should be suggested according to the different proportion of compressible 
particles and their compression behaviour. A further validation of the compression model is 
required since only one MSW compression test measured the void ratio values and was modelled. 
The fibre reinforcing model was developed in the axisymmetric stress condition, thus it should be 
extended into 3D general stress space in a future study. Since fibres can only be effective in the 
direction that the matrix material tends to expand, a method should be developed to distinguish 
the strain directions in every finite element so that relative fibre contribution items can be 
determined and added into the material matrix before the stiffness matrix is formed in the finite 
element analysis. Also, strain compatibility between matrix and fibre phases was assumed for the 
current model, therefore a more realistic and advanced interaction behaviour should be developed 
in the future. Non-linear mobilised tensile stress analysis is possibly required to model this 
interaction. The fibre reinforced soil model LMTSA-P-MC needs to be further validated using 
more experimental data on fibre reinforced soil samples in which fibre rupture or bond failure will 
occur. For the determination of parameters for use in modelling MSW reinforcing behaviour, an 
averaging technique is required since only one value for each fibre parameter can be accepted by 
the reinforcing model. 
The constitutive model for MSW needs to be improved in the future according to the extensions 
of the compression and reinforcing models respectively discussed above. In addition, as the model 
cannot reproduce the stress-strain behaviour in the large strain range, it needs further 
improvement to cover this aspect of behaviour. Therefore, further studies on possible particle type 
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transformation (from compressible particles to reinforcing particles) and mobilisation of more 
reinforcing particles should be performed. Compression behaviour of MSW should be further 
investigated to include different intra-void ratio change parameters for different consolidation 
stress levels. Although parameter determination methods have been suggested, significantly more 
studies are required to remove the influences of the other types of particles when parameters 
related to one specific type of particle are investigated through experimental methods. A waste 
sorting analysis should be carried out based on the classification system developed by Langer 
(2006). 
The finite element method implementation is for the axisymmetric stress condition so that the 
extension to the general 3D stress space should also be included in future work. Finite element 
modelling results of the Modified Cam-Clay can be improved by using higher order elements 
and/or correcting the yield drifting. Implementation of the compression and reinforcing models in 
the finite element method needs further improvement. The finite element program for the MSW 
model should be improved to solve real problems and back analysis can be done to further 
validate the model in the future. Hopefully it can be applied to real engineering evaluation of 
stability and integrity of the lining system in a near future. 
This thesis has made a contribution to the understanding of constitutive modelling of MSW and 
new ideas of including MSW behaviour dominated by compressible and reinforcing particles in 
MSW modelling. It is emphasised that this work is the first step of developing a constitutive 
model for MSW which can be applied to practical numerical modelling involving MSW 
behaviour. It is anticipated that future research will result in a better understanding of MSW 
mechanical behaviour and hence development of more comprehensive constitutive, models, for 
MSW. 
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Appendix A 
Program LMTSA-E-MC 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
program of drained axisymmetric linear mobilised tensile stress 
analysis of an elastic-plastic (Mohr-Coulomb) solid 
using 8-. node quadrilateral elements; viscoplastic strain method 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
use new_library ; use geometry-lib ; implicit none 
integer:: nels, nxe, Wye, neq, nband, nn, nr, nip, nodof=2, nod=8, nst=4, ndof, & 
i, j, k, iel, iters, limit, incs, iy, ndim=2, loaded_nodes 
logical:: converged ; character (len=15) ;: element='quadrilateral' 
real:: e, v, det, phi, c, psi, dt, f, dsbar, dql, dq2, dq3, lode_theta, & 
sigm, pi, snph, bulk, cons, presc, ptot, radius, tol 
----------------------------- dynamic arrays---------------------------------- 
real allocatable :: kv(: ), loads(: ), points(:,: ), bdylds(: ), totd(: ), & 
evpt(:,:,: ), oldis(: ), width(: ), depth(: ), stress(: ), & 
dee(:,: ), coord(:,: )., jac(:,: ), weights(: ), storkv(: ), & 
der(:,: ), deriv(:,: ), bee(:: ), km(:,: ), eld(: ), eps(: ), & 
sigma(: ), bload(: ), eload(: ), erate(: ), g_coord(:,: ), & 
evp(: ), devp(: ), mi(:,: ), m2(:,: ), m3(:,: ), flow(:,: ), & 
tensor(:,:,: ), etensor(:,:,: ), tensile(:,: ), fun(: ) 
integer, allocatable :: nf(:,: ) , g(: ), no(: ) anum(: ), g_num(:,: ) 
1--------------------------input and initialisation---------------------------- 
open (10, file='input. dat', status= 'old', action='rend') 
open (ll, file='output. res', status='replace', action-'write') 
read (1.0, *) phi, c, psi, e, v, bulk, cons, nels, nxe, nye, nn, nip 
ndof=nod*nodof 
allocate (nf(nodof, nn), points(nip, ndim), weights(nip), g_coord(ndim, nn), & 
width(nxe+l), depth(nye+l), num(nod), evpt(nst, nip, nels), & 
coord(nod, ndim), g_g(ndof, nels), tensor(nst, nip, nels), fun(nod), & 
etensor(nst, nip, nels), dee(nst, nst), tensile(nip, nels), stress(nst), & 
jac(ndim, ndim), der(ndim, nod), deriv(ndim, nod), g_num(nod, rnels), & 
bee(nst, ndof), km(ndof, ndof), eld(ndof)"., eps(nst), sigma(nst), & 
bload(ndof), eload(ndof), erate(net), evp(nat), devp(nst), g(ndof), & 
ml(nst, nst), m2(nst, nst), m3(nst, r}st)", ilow(nst, nst)) 
of=1; read (10, *) nr : if(nr>O) read(10, *)(k, nf(:, k), i l, nr) 
call formnf(nf); neq=maxval(nf); read(10, *. ) width , depth 
--------=--- loop the elements to find nband and set up global arrays -------- 
nband =0 
elements-1: -do iel =1, nels 
call geometry_8gyv(iel; 'nye, width, depth, coord, num) 
call num_to_g(num, nf, g)"; " g_num(:, iel)-num 
g_coord(: , num )=transpose(coord); g_g( :, iel )"g 
if (nband<bandwidth(g)) nband - bandwidth(g) 
end do elements-1 
! write(11, '(a)') "Global coordinates 
1 do k=l, nn; write(11, '(a, i5, a, 2el2.4)')*Node', k, " ", g_coord(:, k)jend do 
! write(11, '(a)') 'Global node numbers " 
1 do k=1, nels; write(ll, '(a, i5, a, 8i5)') & 
! "Element ", k, " ", g_num(:; k); end do 
! write(1l, '(a, i5, a, i5)') & 
! "The system has ', neq, " equations and the half-bandwidth is", nband 
allocate(kv(neq*(nband+l)), loads(O: neq), bdyld8(O; neq), oldis(O: neq), totd(O: neq)) 
kv=0.0; oldis=0.0; totd=0.0 ; tensor = 0.01 etensor - 0.0 
call deemat(dee", e, v); call sample(element, points, weights) 
! ------------------ equivalent tensile shear stiffness'is "bulk" -------------- 
dee(1,1)=dee(1,1)+bulk; dee(4,4)=dee(4,4)+bulk 
pi = acos( -1. ); snph = sin(phi*pi/180. ): 
dt = 4. *(1. + v)*(1. -2. *v)/(e*(l. -2. *v+snph*sinph)) 
l---------- element stiffness integration apd-assembly & initial conditions---- 
elements-2: do iel =1, nels 
num. = g_num(: iel ); coord =. transpose (g_coord(: anum )) 
g= g_g (:, iel ): km=0. '0 
gauss_pts_l: " do i =1 , nip :: "call shape_fun(fun, points, i) 
call shape_der (der, points, i); Jac = matmul(der, coord) 
det = determinant(jac) ; call invert(jac) 
deriv=matmul(jac, der); call bmataxi(bee, radius, coord, deriv, fun) 
km=km+matmul(matmul(transpose(bee), dee), bee)*det*weights(i)*radius 
tensor(l: 2, i, iel)=cons; tensor(4, i, iel)=cons 
end do gauss_pts_l 
call formkv (kv, km, g, neq) 
end do elements 2 
l--------------- prescribe displacements and factorise l. h. s. --------------- 
read(10, *) loaded nodes ; allocate(no(loaded nodes), storkv(loaded_nodes)) 
read(10, *)no , presc , incs , tol , limit 
do i-l, loaded_nodes 
kv(nf(2, no(i)))-kv(nf(2, no(i)))+l. e20 ; storkv(i)-kv(nf(2, no(i))) 
end do ; call banred(kv, neq) 
write(ll, '(/A)')"step displ tensile pq iters" 
-----------displacement increment loop-------------------------------- 
call deemat(dee, e, v) 
load increments: do iy-l, incs 
ptot - presc * iy 
write(11,, (/, a, i5)') 'Load increment', iy ; iters-0; bdylds-. 0; evpt-. 0 
l--------------------------- iteration loop -------------------------------- 
iterations: do 
iters-iters+l; loads - .0 
do iel, loadednodes; loads (nf(2, no(i)))-storkv(i)*presc; end do 
loads - loads + bdylds ; call bacsub(kv, loads) 
------------------------ check convergence --------------------------------- 
call checon(loads, oldis, tol, converged) 
if(iters--l)converged-. false. 
----------------------- go round the Gauss Points ---------------------------- 
elements 3: do iel -1, nels 
bload-. 0 
num - g_num( iel ); coord - transpose( g_coord( num )) 
9- g_g( :, iel ); eld - loads (g 
gauss points 2: do i-1, nip 
call shape_fun(fun, points, i) 
call shape der ( der, points, i); Jac-matmul(der, coord) det - determinant(jac) ; call invert(jac) deriv - matmul(jac, der) ; call bmataxi (bee, radius, coord, deriv, tun) eps-matmul(bee, eld); det - det * radius; eps-eps-evpt(:, i, iel) 
sigma-matmul(dee, eps) ; stress-sigma+tensor(: ,i, iel) call invar(stress, sigm, dsbar, lodetheta) 
-------- --------- check whether " yield is violated ------------------------ call mocouf (phi, c, sigm, dsbar , lode theta ,f if (f>`. 0) then 
call mocouq(psi, dsbar, lode theta, dgl, dq2, dq3) 
call formm(stress, ml, m2, m3) flow_f*(ml*dq1+m2*dq2+m3*dq3), 
= erate-matmul(flow, stress) 
evp-erste*dt; evpt(:, i, iel)_evpt(:, i, iel)+evp; devplmatmul(dee, evp) 
eload-matmul(devp, bee) ; bload_bload+eload*det*weights(i) 
end if 
if(converged. or. iters--limit) then 
------ update stresses and calculate tensile stress -------------- tensor(:, i, iel)-stress 
etensor(:, i, iel)`etensor(:, i, iel)+eps+evptC:, i, iel) 
tensile(i, iel)-etensor(1, i, iel)*bulk 
Psi if end do gauss-points Z 
compute the total bodyloadS vector 
bdylds(O) ` .ý bdylds( g)- bdylds( g)+ bload 
end do elements 3 
if(converged. or. iters--limit)exit 
end do iterations 
totd - totd + loads 
write(ll, '(a, e12.4)') It Displacement" , ptot 
write(11, '(a, 3e14.6)') & 
"Effective normal stresses", tensor(1,1,1), tensor(2,1,1), tensor(4,1,1) 
write(l1, '(a, 4el2.4)') & 
"Normal tensile stress", tensile(l, l), tensile(2,1), tensile(3,1), tensile(4,1) 
write(ll, '(a, i5, a)') "It took", iters, " iterations to converge" 
write(ll, '(I4,4El2.4, I5)')iy, totd(nf(2, no(l))), tensile(4,1), sigm, dsbar, iters 
if(iters--limit)stop 
if(f>-. 0)stop 
end do load increments 
end Program LMTSA-E-MC 
Appendix B 
Program LMTSA-P-MC 
I ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I program of LMTSA-P-MC axisymmetric linear mobilised tensile stress 
analysis of an elastic-plastic (Mohr-Coulomb) solid 
using 8-node quadrilateral elements; viscoplastic strain method 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
use new_library ; use geometry-lib ; implicit none 
integer:: nels, nxe, nye, neq, nband, nn, nr, nip, nodof=2, nod=8, nst=4, ndof, & 
i, j, k, iel, iters, limit, incs, iy, ndim=2, loaded_nodes 
logical:: converged ; character (len=15) :: element='quadrilateral' 
re al:: e, v, det, phi, c, psi, dt, f, dsbar, dgl, dq2, dq3, lode_theta, & 
sigm, pi, snph, bulk, cons, epstu, tensile_u, presc, ptot, radius, tol 
dynamic arrays---------------------------------- 
real allocatable :: kv(: ), loads(: ), points(:,: ), bdylds(: ), totd(: ), & 
evpt(:,:,: ), oldis(: ), width(: ), depth(: ), stress(: ), & 
dee(:,: ), dee_t(:,: ), coord(:,: ), jac(:,: ), weights(: ), . 
& 
der(:,: ), deriv(:,: ), bee(:,: ), km(:,: ), eld(: '), eps(: ), & 
sigma (: ), bload(: ), eload(: ), erate(: ), g_coord(:,: ), & 
evp(: ), deep(: ), ml(:,: ), m2(:,: ), m3(:,: ), flow(:,: ), & 
tensor(:,:,: ), tensor_eff(:,:,: ), etensor(:,:,: ), & 
tensile(:,: ), fun(: ), stress_effC: )storkv(: ) 
integer, allocatable .. nf(:,: ) , g(: ), "no(: ) , num(3), g_num(:,: ) , g_g(:,: ) 
--------------------------input and initialisation---------------------------- 
open (l0, file='input. dat', status= 'old', action='read')' 
open (11, file='output. res', status='replace', action='write') 
read (10, *) phi, c, psi, e, v, bulk, cons, epstu, nels, nxe, nye, nn, nip 
ndof=nod*nodof 
allocate (nf(nodof, nn), points(nip, ndim), weights(nip), g_coord(ndim, nn), & 
width(nxe+l), depth(nye+i), num(nod), evpt(nst, nip, nels), & 
coord(nod, ndim), g_g(ndof, nels), tensor(nst, nip, nels), dee(nst, nst), & 
tensor_eff(nst, nip, nels), fun(nod), etensor(nst, nip, nels), & 
nst), tensile(nip, nels),. stress(nst), stress_eff(nst), dee_t(nst, & , jac(ndim, ndim), der(ndim, nod), deriv(ndim, nod), g_num(nod, nels), & 
bee(nst, ndof), km(ndof, ndof), eld(ndof), eps(nst), sigma(nst), & 
bload(ndof), eload(ndof), erate(nst), evp(nst), devp(nst), g(ndof), & 
ml(nst, nst), m2(nst, nst), m3(nst, nst), flow(nst, nst)) 
of=1; read (10, *) nr ; if(nr>0) read(l0, *)(k, nf(:, k), i=l, nr) 
call formnf(nf); neq=maxval(nf); read(10, *) width , depth 
------------ loop the elements to find nband and set up global arrays ------- - 
nband =0 
elements-1: do iel =1, nels 
call geometry_8gyv(iel, nye, width, depth, coord, num) 
call num_to_g(num, nf, g) ; g_num(:, iel)=num 
g_coord(: , num. )=transpose(coord); g_g( :, iel )=g if (nband<bandwidth(g)) nband = bandwidth(g) 
end do elements-1 
write(ll, '(a)') "Global coordinates " 
do k=1, nn; write(11, '(a, i5, a, 2e12.4)')"Node", k, " ", g_coord(:, k); end do 
write(1l, '(a)') "Global node numbers " 
do k=1, nels; write(ll, '(a, i5, a, 8i5)') & 
"Element ", k, " ", g_num(:, k); end do 
write(ll, '(a, i5, a, 15)') & 
"The system has ", neq, " equations and. the half-bandwidth is", nband 
allocate(kv(neq*(nband+l)), loads(O: neq), bdylds(O: neq), oldis(0: neq), totd(0: neq)) 
kv=0.0; oldis=0.0; totd=0.0 ; tensor = 0.0; etensor = 0.0 
call deemat(dee, e,. v); call sample(element, points, weights) 
------------------ equivalent tensile shear stiffness 
is "bulk" ------------ -- 
dee_t=dee; dee_t(1,1)=dee_t(1,1)+bulk; dee_t(4,4)=dee_t(4,4)+bulk 
pi = acos( -1. ); snph = sin(phi*pi/180. ) 
dt = 4. *(1. + v)*(i. -2. *v)/(e*(1. -2. *v+snph*snph)) 
---------- element stiffness integration and assembly & 
initial conditions ---- 
2: do iel =1, nels elements - num = g_num(: iel ); coord = transpose (g_coord(: num )) 
g= g_g( : iel ); km=0.0 
gauss_pts_1: do i =1 , nip ; call shape_fun(fun, points, 
i) 
call shape-der (der, points, i); jac = matmul(der, coord) 
det = determinant(jac) '; call invert(Jac) 
deriv=matmul(jac, der); call bmataxi(bee, radius, coord, deriv, fun) 
. Ad 
km=km+matmul(matmul (transpose (bee), dee t), bee) *det*weights (i) *radius 
tensor (1: 2,1, iel)=cons; tensor (4,1, iel)-cons 
tensor eff(1: 2,1, iel)=cons; tensor_eff(4,1, iel)-cons 
end do gäuss_pts_l 
call formkv (kv, km, g, neq) 
end do elements 2 
--------------- prescribe displacements and factorise l. h. s. --------------- 
read(10, *) loaded nodes ; allocate(no(loaded nodes), storkv(loaded_nodes)) 
read(10, *)no , presc , incs , tol , 
limit 
do i-l, loaded nodes 
kv(nf(2, no(i)))=kv(nf(2, no(i)))+1. e20 ; storkv(i)-kv(nf(2, no(i))) 
end do call banred(kv, neq) 
write(ll, '(/A)')"step displ tensile pq iters" 
-------------------displacement increment loop------------------------------- 
call deemat(dee, e, v) 
load increments: do iy=l, incs 
ptot = presc * iy 
write(ll, '(/, a, i5)') 'Load increment', iy ; iters=0; bdylds-. 0; evpt-. 0 
--------------------------- iteration loop -------------------------------- 
iterations: do 
iters-iters+l; loads - .0 do i-l, loaded_nodes; loads(nf(2, no(i)))-storkv(i)*presc; end do 
loads - loads + bdylds ; call bacsub(kv, loads) 
------------------------ check convergence --------------------------------- 
call checon(loads, oldis, tol, converged) 
if(iters--l)converged-. false. 
----------------------- go round the Gauss Points ---------------------------- 
elements 3: do iel -1, nels 
bload=. 0 
num - g_num( iel ); coord - transpose( g_coord( num )) 
g- g_g( :, iel ); eld - loads (g 
gauss_points_2 : do i=1, nip 
call shape_fun(fun, points, i) 
call shape_der ( der, points, i); jac=matmul(der, coord) 
det - determinant(jac) ; call invert(jac) 
deriv = matmul(jac, der) ; call bmataxi (bee, radius, coord, deriv, fun) 
eps=matmui(bee, eld); det - det * radius; eps-eps-evpt(:, i, iel) 
sigma-matmul(dee_t, eps) stress=sigma+tensor(: ,i, iel) sigma=matmul(dee, eps); stress eff-sigma+tensor eff(:, i, iel) 
tensile(i, iel)-stress(1)-stress 
_eff(1) if (tensile (i, iel)>=epstu*bulk) then 
tensile(i, iel)=epstu*bulk 
stress 
_eff(1)-stress 
(1) -tensile (i, iel) 
stress_eff(4)-stress(4)-tensile(i, iel) 
endif 
call invar(stress eff, sigm, dsbar, lode theta) 
-------------------- check whether yield is violated ------------------------ 
call mocouf (phi, c, sigm, dsbar , lode_theta ,f if (f>=. 0) then 
call mocouq(psi, dsbar, lode theta, dgl, dq2, dq3) 
call formm(stress_eff, ml, m2, m3)" 
flow=f*(ml*dql+m2*dg2+m3*dq3) ; erate=matmul(flow, stress eff) 
evp=erate*dt; evpt(:, i, iel)-evpt(:, i, iel)+evp; devp-matmul(dee, evp) 
eload=matmul(devp, bee) ; bload=bload+eload*det*weights(i) 
end if 
if(converged. or. iters==limit) then 
---------------- update stresses and calculate tensile stress -------------- 
tensor(:, i, iel)-stress 
tensor_eff(:, i, iel)-stress eff 
etensor(:, i, iel)-etensor(:, i, iel)+eps+evpt(:, i, iel) 
end if 
end do gauss_points_2 
------------------ compute the total bodyloads vector ---------------------- 
bdylds( g)- bdylds( g)+ bload ; bdylds(0) - .0 
end do elements 3 
if(converged. or. iters--limit)exit 
end do iterations 
totd - totd + loads 
write(11, '(a, 3el4.6)') & 
"Effective normal stresses", tensor(1,1,1), tensor(2,1,1), tensor(4,1,1) 
write(11, '(a, 1e12.4)') It Yield function", f 
write (11, '(I3,4E12.4, I5)')iy, totd(nf(2, no(1))), tensile(4,1), sigm, dsbar, iters 
if(iters==limit)stop 
if (f>=. 0) stop 
end do load increments 
end Program LMTSA-P-MC 
Appendix C 
Program Mcc_Substepping 
------------------------------- ---------------------------- 
Program axisymmetric 'drained' strain of an elasto-plastic 
! (Modified Cam-Clay) solid using 8-node quadrilateral elements; 
! using MNR method and substepping stress point algorithm 
------------------------------------------ ------------------------------ 
use new-library use geometry-lib 
implicit none 
integer:: nels, nxe, Wye, neq, nband, nn, nr, nip, nodof=2, nod= 8, nst=4, ndof, 
i, j, k, iel, iters, limit, incs, iy, ndim=2, loaded_nodes, iters_fnew 
logical;: converged 1 character (len=15) :: element='quadrilateral' 
real:: kappa, lambda, am, mu, volume, en, det, fnew, ff, fstiff, dlam, dslam, dsbar, & 
lode_theta, sigm, top, bot, tload, tloads, bulk, cons, presc, ptot, pcs, & 
radius, residual, tol, ff tol, ltol, gk, bk, hard, epsvp, pye, pcn, & 
alpha_value, error, delta_t, accum_t, accum_temp, beta, sstol, ff 0, & 
scalar_tempi, scalar_temp2, temp, scalar_xdisp, scalar_tdisp, pcnl, pcn2, & 
scalar_sigmal, scalar_sigma2, ef1, lambda_f, volume_t, epsv_f, epsvpl, epsvp2 
----------------------------- dynamic arrays---------------------------------- 
real allocatable :: kv(:,: ), loads (: ), points (:, : ), bdylds(: ), totd(: ), & 
oldis(: ), width(: ), depth(: ), stress(: ), tensor(:,:,: ), & 
des (:,: ), dep(:,: ), coord(:,: ), jac (:,: ), weights (: ), & 
der (:,: ), deriv(:,: ), bee (:,: ), km(:,: ), eld(: ), eps(: ), & 
sigma (: ), bload(: ), eload(: ), elso(: ), g_coord(:,: ), & 
ddylds(: ), dl(:,.: ), mccfl(: ), mccfl2(:,: ), kv_bak(:, s),, & 
dload(: ), caflow(: ), dsigma(: ), ress(: ), rmat(:,: ), & 
acatc(:,: ), gmat'(:, ), ginva(: ), daatd(:,: ), mccflq(: ), & 
mccfla(: ), mcctemp(: ',: ), etensor(:,:,: ), ginvr(: ), & 
pore(:,: ), fun(: ), pc(:,: ), sigmal(: ), epsp(: ), alpha(: ), & 
stresst(: ), sigma2(: ), templ(: ), "temp2(: ), deps(': ), & 
epspl(: ), epsp2(: ), val(s,: ), ginc(: ), bakloads(: ), & 
dsigma_elastic(: ), tdisp(: ), dee_t(:,: ), xdisp(: ), & 
epse(: ), react(: ), disp(: ), fixed(: ), treac(: ), & 
stress_t(: ), tensor_t(:,:, : ), stress2(: ), epsv(:,: ) 
integer, allocatable :: nf(:,: ), g(: ), no(: ), num(: ), g_num(;,: ), g_g(:,: ), ifpre(: ) 
--------------------------input and initialisation-------- -------------------- 
open (l0, file='input. dat', status= ' 'old', action='read') 
open (ll, file='output. res', status='replace', action='write') 
open (12, file= 'km. res', status=' replace', action- 'write, ) 
read (10, *) kappa, lambda, am, mu, en, ef 1, lambda_f bulk, cons, pye, nels, nxe, nye, nn, nip 
ndof=nod*nodof 
allocate (nf(nodof, nn), points (nip, ndim), weights (nip), g_coord(ndim, nn), & 
width (nxe+l), depth (nye+l), num(nod), mcctemp(1, nst), epse(nat), & 
coord(nod, ndim), g_g(ndof, nels), tensor (nst, nip, nels), fun(nod), & 
etensor(nst, nip, nels)., dee(nst, nst), pore (nip, nels), stress (nst), & 
jac(ndim, ndim), der(ndim, nod) , deriv(ndim, nod), g_num(nod, nels), & 
bee(nst, ndof), km(ndof, ndof), eld(ndof), eps(nst), sigma(nst), & 
bload(ndof), eload(ndof), elso(nst), mccf1(nst), mccf12(nst, not) , & dload(ndof), g(ndof), ginva(nst), ginvr(nst), dl(nip, nels), ress(nst), & 
caflow(nst), dsigma(nst), rmat(nst, nst), acatc(nst, nst), sigmal(nst), & 
gmat(nst, nst), daatd(nst, nst), mccflq(nst), mccfla(nst), pc(nip, nels) ,& 
epsp(nst), stresst(nst), sigma2(net), templ(nst), temp2(net), & 
deps(nst), epspl(nst), epsp2(nst), dsigma_elastic(nst), dep(nst, nst), & 
dee_t(nst, nst), stress_t(nst), tensor_t(nst, nip, nels), stress2(nst), & 
epsv(nip, nels)) 
of=1; read (10, *) nr ; if(nr>0) read(10, *)(k, nf(:, k), i=l, nr) 
call formnf(nf); neq=maxval(nf); read(10, *) width , depth 
------------ loop the elements to find nband and set up global arrays ------ -- 
nband =0 
elements-1: do iel =1, nels 
call geometry_8gyv(iel, nye, width, depth, coord, num) 
call num_to_g(num, nf, g) ; g_num(:, iel)anum, 
g_coord(: , num )=transpose(coord); g_g( :, 
iel )-g 
if (nband<bandwidth(g)) nband = bandwidth(g) 
end do elements-1 
! write(il, '(a)') "Global coordinates 
! do k=1, nn; write(11,1(a, i5, a, 2el2.4)1)"Node", k, " ", g_coord(:, k); end do 
! write(11,1(a)') 'Global node numbers " 
! do k=1, nels; write(l1, '(a, i5, a, 8i5)') & 
"Element ", k, " ", g num(:, k); end do 
write(il, '(a, i5, a, i5)') & 
! "The system has ", neq, " equations and the half-bandwidth is", nband 
allocate(kv(neq, neq), kv_bak(neq, neq), loads(O: neq), fixed(0: neq), xdisp(0: neq), & 
react (0: neq), bakloads(0: neq), bdylds(0: neq), oldis(0: neq), totd(0: neq)& 
, ddylds(0: neq), tdisp(0: neq), treac(0: neq), if pre (0: neq), disp(0: neq)) kv=0.0; oldis=0.0; totd=0.0 
---------------------- shape elastic stiffnes matrix -------------------------- 
pcs=0.5*pye; volume=en-lambda*log(-cons) 
volume t=volume+efl-lambda f*log(-cons) 
bk=-volume*cons /kappa; gk=l. 5*(l. -2. *mu)*bk/(l. +mu) 
call deemat_kg(dee, bk, gk); call sample (element, points, weights) 
tensor=0.0; dl=0.0; etensor=O. O; epsv=0.0 
---------- element stiffness integration and assembly & initial conditions---- 
elements_2: do iel =1, nels 
num - g_num(: , iel ); coord - transpose (g_coord(: num )) 
g= g_g( : iel ); km-0.0 
gauss_pts_1: do i -1 , nip ; call shape_fun(fun, points, i) 
call shape_der (der, points, i); Jac - matmul(der, coord) 
det - determinant(jac) ; call invert(jac) 
deriv=matmul(jac, der); call bmataxi (bee, radius, coord, deriv, fun) 
km=km+matmul(matmul (transpose (bee), dee t), bee)*det*weights(i)*radius 
tensor (1: 2,1, iel)-cons; tens or(4,1, iel)-cons; pc(i, iel)-pye 
end do gauss_pts_l 
call formkv disp(kv, km, g, neq) 
end do elements_2 
kv bak=kv 
--------------- prescribe displacements and factorise l. h. s. --------------- 
read(10, *) loaded nodes ; allocate(no(loaded nodes)) 
read(10, *) no, presc, incs, fftol, sstol, limit _ 
write(ll, '(/A)')"step displ epsv f vol pq iters" totd=0.0; dl=0.0; ptot-0.0 
-------------------displacement increment loo 
load_increments: do iy-l, incs 
ptot = presc * iy 
iters=0; bdylds-. 0; loads-. 0; fixed=0.0; tdisp-0.0; treac-0.0 ifpre=0; xdisp=0.0; react-0.0; disp-0.0 
do i-l, loaded_nodes; fixed(nf(2, no(i))). presc; ifpre(nf(2, no(1))). 'l; end do ddylds=0.0 
--------------------------- iteration loop 
plastic iters: do 
iters=iters+l 
write(*, '(A, F8.4, A, I4)')"load", ptot, "iteration", iters 
if (iters/=l) fixed=0.0 
if (iters/=1) loads-0.0 
loads = loads + bdylds + treac 
kv=kv bak 
call greduc_disp(kv, loads, fixed, neq, ifpre) 
call bacsub_disp(kv, loads, fixed, xdisp, react, ifpre) 
disp=disp+xdisp 
if (iters/=1) tdisp=tdisp+xdisp 
treac=treac+react 
bdylds=. 0 
kv=0.0 
-----------------------go round the elements---------------------------------- 
elements 4: do iel =1, nels 
bload=. 0; dload=. O 
num. = g_num( :, iel ); coord - transpose( g_coord( num )) 
g- g_g( :, iel ); eld - xdisp (g); km-0.0 
----------------------- go round the Gauss points ---------------------------- 
gauss_points_3 : do i=1, nip 
elso=. 0; call shape_fun(fun, points, i) 
call shape der ( der, points, i); jac=matmul(der, coord) 
det - determinant(jac) ; call invert(jac) 
deriv = matmul(jac, der) "; call bmataxi (bee, radius, coord, deriv, fun) 
eps=matmul(bee, eld) 
--------------------update initial stress status------------------------------ 
stress=tensor(: ,i, iel) 
call invar(stress, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
-------------------------update specific volume ------------------------------- 
I 
volume=en-lambda*log(-sigm) 
ff0=dsbar*dsbar/(am*am)-sigm*(pc(i, iel)-sigm) 
-----------------------predict stress with elastic D-------------------------- 
sigma=matmul(dee, eps); stress=tensor(:, i, iel)+sigma 
call invar(stress, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
------------------------substepping if ff>0----------------------------------- 
ff=dsbar*dsbar/(am*am)-sigm*(pc(i, iel)-sigm) 
fstiff=ff 
if(ff>0.0) then 
----------------------------determine alpha----------------------------------- 
j=2; allocate (alpha(0: 1000)); alpha(l)-0.0; alpha(2)-1.0 
alpha_iterations: do 
j-j+l 
alpha (j) =alpha (j-1) -ff* ((alpha (j-1) -alpha (j-2)) / (ff-ff0) ) 
write(12, '(a, 4e14.6/)') "ff0 ff", ffO, ff 
ff0=ff 
call scalar(stress, scalar_sigmal) 
stress-tensor(:, i, iel)+alpha(j)*sigma 
call scalar(stress, scalar_sigma2) 
call invar(stress, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
ff=dsbar*dsbar/(am*am)-sigm*(pc(i, iel)-sigm) 
if(abs((scalar sigma2-scalar_sigmal)/scalar_sigmal)<-fftol)exit 
end do alpha 
- 
iterations 
alpha_value-alpha(j) 
deallocate (alpha) 
stress-tensor (:, i, iel)+alpha value*sigma 
epse=alpha_value*eps 
call invar(stress, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
---------------------------substepping loop----------------------------------- 
delta t-1.0; accum_t-0.0; epsp-0.0; epsvp-0.0 
substepping: do 
iterate on delta t: do 
sigmal-0.0; sigma2-0.0; deps.. 0.0; dsigma-0.0 
pcn-pc(i, iel) 
deps=delta t*(1.0-alpha value)*eps 
-----------------calculate the first estimate sigmal-------------------------- 
call invar(stress, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
call mccflow(stress, pcn, am, mccfl) 
caflow=matmul(dee, mccfl) 
bot=dot_product(mccfl, caf low) 
hard=volume*pcn*sigm*(2*sigm-pcn)/(lambda-kappa) 
bot=bot+hard 
call formaa(mccf1, dee, daatd) 
dep=dee-daatd/bot 
sigmal=matmul(dep deps) 
--------------------update hardening parameter--------------- 
stressl=stress+sigmal 
call invar(stressi, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
dsigma_elastic=matmul(dee, deps) 
temp=dot_product(mccf1, dsigma elastic) 
dlam=temp/bot 
epspl=mccfl*dlam 
epsvpl=dlam*(2*sigm-pcn) 
pcnl=pcn*exp(abs(volume*epsvpl/(lambda-kappa))) 
-------------------calculate the second estimate sigma2----------------------- 
call mccflow(stressl, pcnl, am, mccfl) 
caflow=matmul(dee, mccf1) 
bot=dot_product(mccf1, caflow) 
hard=volume*pcnl*sigm*(2*sigm-pcnl)/(lambda-kappa) 
bot=bot+hard 
call formaa(mccfl, dee, daatd) 
dep=dee-daatd/bot 
sigma2=matmul(dep deps) 
-----------check local error and calculate new delta_t if necessary----------- 
stress2=stress+sigma2 
call invar(stress2, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
temp=dot_product(mccf1, dsigma_elastic) 
dlam=temp/bot 
epsp2=mccfl*dlam 
epsvp2=dlam*(2*sigm-pcnl) 
pcn2-pcnl*exp(abs(volume*epsvp2/(lambda-kappa))) 
pcn-(pcnl+pcn2)/2 
tempi-(sigma2-sigmal)/2 
dsigma=(sigmal+sigma2)/2 
temp2=stress+dsigma 
call scalar(templ, scalar templ) 
call scalar(temp2, scalar temp2) 
error-scalartempl/scalartemp2 
if (error<ss_ol) exit iterate_on_delta_t 
beta=0.8*sgrt(sstol/error) 
if (beta<0.1) beta-0.1 
if (beta>2.0) beta=2.0 
delta t=beta*delta t 
end do iterate on delta t 
--------------------------update stress status----------------------------- 
stress-stress+dsigma 
epsp=epsp+(epspl+epsp2)/2 
epsvp=epsvp+(epsvpl+epsvp2)/2 
call invar(stress, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
call mccflow(stress, pcn, am, mccfl) 
caflow-matmul(dee, mccfl) 
bot=dot_product(mccf1, caflow) 
hard=volume*pcn*sigm*(2*sigm-pcn)/(lambda-kappa) 
bot=bot+hard 
call formaa(mccfl, dee, daatd) 
dep-dee-daatd/bot 
-----------------update hardening parameter and accum_t-------------------- 
pc(i, iel)-pcn 
accum t-accum t+delta t 
if (accum_t--l. 0) exit 
delta 
_t-MIN(delta_t, 
1.0-accum_t) 
end do substepping 
end if 
----------------------elastic analysis if ff<0------------ ----------------- 
if(fstiff<. 0) call deemat_kg(dee, bk, gk) 
-----------------calculate the residual force for next iteration----------- 
elso=tensor(:, i, iel)+sigma-stress 
eload=matmul(elso, bee) 
bload=bload+eload*det*weights(i)*radius 
-------------------update stress and strain for Gauss point---------------- 
tensor(:, i, iel)=stress 
etensor(:, i, iel)-etensor(:, i, iel)+eps 
epsv(i, iel)-etensor(1, i, iel)+etensor(2,1, iel)+etensor(4,1, iel) 
eload=matmul (stress, bee); dload-dload+eload*det*weights(i) *radius 
km=km+matmul (matmul (transpose (bee), dep), bee) *det*weights(i)*radius 
end do gauss-points 3 
---------------- compute the total bodyloads vector --------------------- 
bdylds( g)= bdylds( g)+ bload ; bdylds(0) - .0 
ddylds( g)- ddylds( g)+ bload ; ddylds(O) - .0 
call formkv_disp(kv, km, g, neq) 
kv_bak-kv 
end do elements 4 
call scalar(bdylds, tload) 
call scalar(ddylds, tloads) 
call scalar(xdisp, scalar_xdisp) 
call scalar(tdisp, scalar_tdisp) 
if(iters=-l) then; converged=. false. 
elseif(tload<0.01*tloads) then; converged-. true. 
elseif(scalar_xdisp<0.005*scalar_tdisp) then; converged-. true. 
endif 
if(converged. or. iters==limit)exit 
end do plastic iters 
totd - totd + disp 
write(il, '(I3,5E12.4, I5)')iy, totd(nf(2,1)), epsv_f, epsv(4,1), sigm, dsbar, iters 
if(iters-=limit)stop 
end do load_increments 
end Program Mcc_Substepping 
Appendix D 
Program Mcc_Substepping_CM_FM 
---------------------------------------------- I ------------------------- 
I Program axisymmetric 'drained' strain of an elasto-plastic 
! (Modified Cam-Clay) solid combined with CM and FM for MSW 
! using 8-node quadrilateral elements: 
! using MNR method and substepping stress point algorithm 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
use new_library use geometry-lib ; implicit none 
integer:: nels, nxe, nye, neq, nband, nn, nr, nip, nodof=2, nod=8, nst-4, ndof, & 
i, j, k, iel, iters, limit, incs, iy, ndim=2, loaded_nodes, itera_fnew 
logical:: converged ; character (len=15) :: element='quadrilateral' 
real:: kappa, lambda, am, mu, volume, en, det, fnew, ff, fstiff, dlam, dslam, dsbar, & 
'lode_theta, sigm, top, bot, tload, tloads, bulk, cons, presc, ptot, pcs, & 
radius, residual, tol, ff tol, ltol, gk, bk, hard, epsvp, pye, pcn, & 
alpha_value, error, delta_t, accum_t, accum_temp, beta, ss tol, ff 0, & 
scalar_templ, scalar_temp2, temp, scalar_xdisp, acalar_tdisp, pcnl, pcn2, & 
scalar_sigmal, scalar_sigma2, ef1, lambda_f, volume_t, epsv_f, epsvpl, epsvp2 
----------------------------- dynamic arrays---------------------------------- 
real allocatable :: kvloads points bdyldstotd(: ), & 
oldis width depth stress tensor 
dee(:,: ), dep(:,: ), coord(:,: ), jac(:,: ), weights(: ), & 
der(:,: ), deriv(:,: ), bee(:,: ), km(: eld(s), eps(: ), & 
sigma (: ), bload(: ), eload(: ), elao(: ), g_coord(:,: ), & 
ddylds(: ), dl(:,: ), mccfl(: ), mccfl2(:,: ), kv_bak(:,: ), & 
dload(: ), caflow(: ), dsigma(: ), ress(: ), rmat(:,: ), & 
acatc(:,: ), gmat(:,: ), ginva(: ), daatd(:,: ), mccflq(: ), & 
mccfla(: ), mcctemp(:,: ), etensor(:,:,: ), ginvr(: ), & 
pore(:,: ), fun(: ), pc(:,: ), sigmal(: ), epsp(: ), alpha (: ), & 
stressl(: ), sigma2(: ), tempt(: ), temp2(: ), deps(: ), & 
epspl(: ), epsp2(: ), vat(:,: ), ginc(: )", bakloads(: ), & 
dsigma_elastic(: ), tdisp(: ), dee_t(:, ), xdisp(: ), & 
epse(: ), react(: ), disp(: ), fixed(: )., treac(: ), & 
stress_t(: ), tensor_t(:,:,: ), stress2(: ), epsv(:,: ) integer, allocatable :: nf(:,: ), g(: ), no(: ), num(: ), g_num(: 
--------------------------input and initialisation ----------------__-____-____ 
open (l0, file='mcc. dat', status= 'old', action='read') 
open (11, file= 'mcc. res', status= ' replace', action= 'write, ) 
open (12, file= 'km. res', status=' replace', action= 'write') 
read (10, *) kappa, lambda, am, mu, en, efl, lambda_f, bulk, cons, pye, nels, nxe, nye, nn, nip 
ndof=nod*nodof 
allocate (nf(nodof, nn), points(nip, ndim), weights(nip), g_coord(ndim, nn), & 
width(nxe+l), depth(nye+i), num(nod), mcctemp(l, nst), epse(nst), & 
coord(nod, ndim), g_g(ndof, nela), tensor(nst, nip, nels), fun(nod), & 
etensor(nst, nip, nels), dee(nst, nst), pore (nip, nels), stress (nat), & 
jac(ndim, ndim), der(ndim, nod), deriv(ndim, nod), g_num(nod, nels), & 
bee(nst, ndof), km(ndof, ndof), eld(ndof), epa(nst), sigma(nst), & 
bload(ndof), eload(ndof), elso(nst), mccfl(nst), mccfl2(nst, nst), & 
dload(ndof), g(ndof), ginva(nst), ginvr(nst), dl (nip, nels), ress(nst), & 
caflow(nst), dsigma(nst), rmat(nst, nst), acatc(nat, nst), sigmal(nst), & 
gmat(nst, nst), daatd(nst, nst), mccflq(nst), mccfla(nst), pc(nip, nels), & 
epsp(nst), stressl(nst), sigma2(nst), templ(nat), temp2(nst), & 
deps(nst), epspl(nst), epsp2(nst), dsigma_elastic(nst), dep(nst, nst), & 
dee_t(nst, nst), stress_t(nst), tensor_t(nst, nip, nels), atress2(nst), & 
epsv(nip, nels)) 
of=l; read (10, *) nr ; if(nr>0) read(l0, *)(k, nf(:, k), i=l, nr) 
call formnf(nf); neq=maxval(nf); read(10, *) width , depth 
------------ loop the elements to find nband and set up global arrays ------ -- 
nband =0 
elements-1: do iel =1, nels 
call geometry_8gyv(iel, nye, width, depth, coord, num) 
call num_to_g(num, nf, g) ;, g_num(:, iel)=num 
g_coord(: , num )=transpose(coord); g_g( :, 
iel )=g 
if (nband<bandwidth(g)) nband = bandwidth(g) 
end do elements_i 
! write(11, '(a)') "Global coordinates " 
do k=1, nn; write(ll, '(a, i5, a, 2e12.4)1)"Node", k, " ", g_coord(:, k); end do 
write(11,1(a)') "Global node numbers " 
do k=1, nels; write(11, '(a, i5, a, 8i5)') & 
"Element ", k, " ", g_num(:, k); end do 
I write(ll, '(a, i5, a, i5)') & 
"The system has ", neq, " equations and the half-bandwidth is", nband 
allocate(kv(neq, neq), kv_bak(neq, neq)loads (O: neq), fixed(O: neq), xdisp(0: neq), & 
react(0: neq), bakloads(0: neq), bdylds(O: neq), oldis(0: neq), totd(0: neq)& 
, ddylds(O: neq), tdisp(O: neq), treac(0: neq), ifpre(O: neq), disp(0: neq)) 
kv=0.0; oldis=0.0; totd=0.0 
---------------------- shape elastic stiffnes matrix -------------------------- 
pcs=0.5*pye; volume=en-lambda*log(-cons) 
volume_t=volume+efl-lambda f*log(-cons) 
bk=-volume*cons/kappa; gk=1.5*(l. -2. *mu)*bk/(l. +mu) 
call deemat_kg(dee, bk, gk); call sample(element, points, weights) 
tensor=0.0; dl=0.0; etensor=0.0; epsv-0.0 
------------------ fluid bulk or tensile modulus is "bulk" ------------------- 
dee t-dee; dee t(l, l)-dee(1,1)+bulk; dee t(4,4)-dee(4,4)+bulk 
---------- element stiffness integration and assembly & initial conditions---- 
elements_2: do iel =1, nels 
num = g_num(: , iel ); coord - transpose (g coord(: num )) 
g= g_g( : iel ); km-0.0 
gauss_pts_l: do i =1 , nip ; call shape_fun(fun, points, i) 
call shape_der (der, points, i); Jac = matmul(der, coord) 
det = determinant(jac) ; call invert(jac) 
deriv=matmul(jac, der); call bmataxi (bee, radius, coord, deriv, fun) 
km-km+matmul(matmul(transpose(bee), dee_t), bee)*det*weights(i)*radius 
tensor (1: 2,1, iel)=cons; tensor (4,1, iel)-cons; pc(i, iel)-pye 
end do gauss_pts_l 
call formkv disp(kv, km, g, neq) 
end do elements_2 
kv bak=kv 
! --7 ------------ prescribe displacements and factorise l. h. s. 
read(10, *) loaded nodes ; allocate(no(loaded nodes)) 
read(10, *) no, presc, incs, fftol, sstol, limit - 
write(ll, '(/A)')"step displ epsv f vol pq iters" totd=0.0; dl=O. O; ptot=0.0 
-------------------displacement increment loop ---_---_--_---- load_increments: do iy=l, incs 
ptot - presc * iy 
iters=0; bdylds=. O; loads-. 0; fixed-0.0; tdisp-0.0; treac-0.0 ifpre=0; xdisp=0.0; react=0.0; disp-0.0 
do i=l, loaded_nodes; fixed(nf(2, no(i)))-presc; ifpre(nf(2, no(i)))-l; end do ddylds=0.0 
--------------------------- iteration loop 
plastic_iters: do 
iters=iters+l 
write(*, '(A, F8.4, A, I4)')"load", ptot, "iteration", iters 
if (iters/=1) fixed=0.0 
if (iters/=l) loads=0.0 
loads = loads + bdylds + treac 
kv=kv_bak 
call greduc_disp(kv, loads, fixed, neq, ifpre) 
call bacsub_disp(kv, loads, fixed, xdisp, react, ifpre) 
disp=disp+xdisp 
if (iters/=1) tdisp-tdisp+xdisp 
treac=treac+react 
bdylds=. O 
kv=0.0 
-----------------------go round the elements---------------------------------- 
elements 4: do iel =1, nels 
bload=. 0; dload=. 0 
num = g_num( :, iel ); coord - transpose( g_coord( num )) 
g- g_g( :, iel ); eld - xdisp (g); km-0.0 
----------------------- go round the Gauss points ---------------------------- 
gauss_points_3 : do i-1, nip 
elso=. O; call shape_fun(fun, points, i) 
call shape_der ( der, points, i); jac=matmul(der, coord) 
det = determinant(jac) ; call invert(jac) 
deriv = matmul(jac, der) ; call bmataxi (bee, radius, coord, deriv, fun) 
eps=matmul(bee, eld) 
--------------------update initial stress status------------------------------ 
stress=tensor(: ,i, iel) 
call invar(stress, sigm, dsbar, lode 
_theta) -------------------------update specific volume------------------------------- 
pcs=0.5*pc(i, iel) 
volume=en-lambda*log(-sigm) 
ff0=dsbar*dsbar/(am*am)-sigm*(pc(i, iel)-sigm) 
-----------------------predict stress with elastic D-------------------------- 
sigma=matmul(dee t , eps); stress t-tensor t(:, i, iel)+sigma 
sigma=matmul(dee, eps); stress-tensor(:, i, iel)+sigma 
pore(i, iel)=stress t(1)-stress(1) 
call invar (stress, sigm, dsbar, lode theta) 
------------------------substepping if ff>_----------------------------------- 
ff-dsbar*dsbar/(am*am)-sigm*(pc(i, iel)-sign) 
fstiff-ff 
if(ff>0.0) then 
----------------------------determine alpha----------------------------------- 
j=2; allocate (alpha(0: 1000)); alpha(1)-0.0; alpha(2)-1.0 
alpha_iterations: do 
j-j+l 
alpha (j)=alpha (j-1) -ff* ((alpha (j-1) -alpha (j-2)) / (ff-ff0) ) 
write(12, '(a, 4el4.6/)') "ff0 ff", ff0, ff 
ff0-ff 
call scalar(stress, scalar_sigmal) 
stress-tensor(:, i, iel)+alpha(j)*sigma 
call scalar(stress, scalar_sigma2) 
call invar(stress, sigm, dsbar, lode theta) 
ff-dsbar*dsbar/(am*am)-sigm*(pc(i, iel)-sigm) 
if(abs((scalar_sigma2-scalar_sigmal)/scalar 
sigmal)<-fftol)exit 
end do alpha iterations 
alpha_value-alpha(j) 
deallocate (alpha) 
stress=tensor(:, 1, iel)+alpha_value*sigma 
epse=alpha value*eps 
call invar (stress, sigm, dsbar, lode theta) 
---------------------------substepping loop 
delta t=1.0; accum_t=0.0; epsp=0.0; epsvp-0.0 
substepping: do 
iterate on delta t: do 
sigmal=0.0; sigma2-0.0; deps=O. O; dsigma-0.0 
pcn-pc(i, iel) 
deps=delta_t*(1.0-alpha value)*eps 
-----------------calculate the first estimate sigmal------------------________ 
call invar (stress, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
call mccflow(stress, pcn, am, mccfl) 
caflow=matmul(dee, mccfl) 
bot-dot_product(mccfl, caflow) 
hard=volume*pcn*sigm*(2*sigm-pcn)/(lambda-kappa) 
bot-bot+hard 
call formaa(mccf1, dee, daatd) 
dep=dee-daatd/bot 
sigmal=matmul(dep deps) 
--------------------update hardening parameter ----------------____-___________ 
stressl-stress+sigmal 
call invar(stressl, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
dsigma_elastic=matmul(dee, deps) 
temp-dot_product(mccfl, dsigma_elastic) 
dlam=temp/bot 
epspl=mccfl*dlam 
epsvpl=dlam*(2*sigm-pcn) 
pcnl=pcn*exp(abs(volume*epsvpl/(lambda-kappa))) 
-------------------calculate the second estimate sigma2----------------------- 
call mccflow(stressl, pcnl, am, mccfl) 
caflow=matmul(dee, mccf1) 
bot=dot_product(mccfl, caflow) 
hard=volume*pcnl*sigm*(2*sigm-pcnl)/(lambda-kappa) 
bot-bot+hard 
call formaa(mccfl, dee, daatd) 
dep=dee-daatd/bot 
sigma2=matmul(dep deps) 
-----------check local error and calculate new delta 
_t 
if necessary----------- 
stress2=stress+sigma2 
call invar (stress2, sigm, dsbar, lode theta) 
temp=dot_product(mccfl, dsigma_elastic) 
dlam=temp/bot 
epsp2=mccfl*dlam 
epsvp2=dlam*(2*sigm-pcnl) 
pcn2=pcnl*exp(abs(volume*epsvp2/(lambda-kappa))) 
pcn=(pcnl+pcn2)/2 
templ=(sigma2-sigmal)/2 
dsigma=(sigmal+sigma2)/2 
tempt=stress+dsigma 
call scalar(templ, scalar_templ) 
call scalar(temp2, scalar temp2) 
error=scalar 
_templ/scalar_temp2 if (error<ssol) exit iterate_on_delta_t 
beta=0.8*sqrt(sstol/error) 
if (beta<0.1) beta=0.1 
if (beta>2.0) beta=2.0 
delta t=beta*delta t 
end do iterate 
_on 
delta t 
--------------------------update stress status----------------------------- 
stress=stress+dsigma 
epsp=epsp+(epspl+epsp2)/2 
epsvp=epsvp+(epsvpl+epsvp2)/2 
call invar(stress, sigm, dsbar, lode_theta) 
call mccflow(stress, pcn, am, mccfl) 
caflow=matmul(dee, mccfl) 
bot=dot_product(mccf 1, ca flow) 
hard=volume*pcn*sigm*(2*sigm-pcn)/(lambda-kappa) 
bot=bot+hard 
call formaa(mccfl, dee, daatd) 
dep=dee-daatd/bot 
-----------------update hardening parameter and accum t-------------------- 
pc(i, iel)=pcn 
accum t=accum_t+delta_t 
if (accum_t==1.0) exit 
delta t=MIN(delta_t, 1.0-accum_t) 
end do substepping 
end if 
----------------------elastic analysis if ff<0----------------------------- 
if(fstiff<. 0) call deemat_kg(dee, bk, gk) 
-----------------calculate the residual force for next iteration ----------- 
elso=tensor(:, i, iel)+sigma-stress 
eload=matmul(elso, bee) 
bload=bload+eload*det*weights(i)*radius 
-------------------calculate particle compression --------- ---------------- 
epsvf=lambdaf*log(sigm/cons)/volume t 
------------- 
_-----update stress and strain for Gauss point---------------- 
tensor(:, i, iel)-stress 
tensor t(1, i, iel)-tensor(l, i, iel)+pore(i, iel) 
tensor_t(4, i, iel)=tensor(1, i, iel)+pore(i, iel) 
tensor t(2: 3, i, iel)=tensor(2: 3, i, iel) 
etensor(:, i, iel)=etensor(:, i, iel)+eps 
epsv(i, iel)=etensor(1, i, iel)+etensor(2,1, iel)+etensor(4,1, iel) 
eload=matmul(stress, bee); dload=dload+eload*det*weights(i)*radius 
km=km+matmul (matmul (transpose (bee), dep), bee) *det*weights(i)*radius 
end do gauss_points_3 
---------------- compute the total bodyloads vector --------------------- 
bdylds( g)= bdylds( g)+ bload ; bdylds(0) - .0 
ddylds( g)= ddylds( g)+ bload ; ddylds(0) - .0 
call formkv_disp(kv, km, g, neq) 
kv_bak=kv 
end do elements 4 
call scalar(bdylds, tload) 
call scalar(ddylds, tloads) 
call scalar(xdisp, scalar_xdisp) 
call scalar(tdisp, scalar_tdisp) 
if(iters==1) then; converged=. false. 
elseif(tload<0.01*tloads) then; converged-. true. 
elseif(scalar_xdisp<0.005*scalar_tdisp) then; converged-. true. 
endif 
if(converged. or. iters=-1imit)exit 
end do plastic iters 
totd =--totd-+ disp-- - 
write (11, '(I3,5E12.4, I5)')iy, totd(nf(2,1)), epsv_f, epsv(4,1), sigm, dsbar, iters 
if(iters==limit)stop 
end do load increments 
end Program Mcc_Substepping_CM_FM 
Appendix E 
Subroutine greduc_disp(bk, loads, fixed, n, ifpre) 
lgaussian reduction on a vector for prescribed displacement 
implicit none 
real, intent(in out):: bk(:,: )', loads(0: ); real, intent (in):; fixed(0: ) 
integer, intent(. in):: n, ifpre(0: ) 
integer:: i, il, ill, kbl, j, ij, nkb, m, ni, nj, iw ; real:: sum 
do i=1, n 
if (ifpre(i)/=0) then 
do j=i, n 
loads(j)=loads(j)-bk(j, i)*fixed(i) 
bk(j, i)=0.0 
end do 
Iwrite(12, '(a, 16e14.6/)') "loadsl", loads 
else 
il=i+l 
do j=il, n 
loads(j)=loads(j. )-bk(j, i)*loads(i)/bk(i, i) 
bk(j,: )=bk(j,: )-bk(j, i)*bk(i,: )/bk(i, i) 
end do 
lwrite(l2,1(a, l6el4.6/)') "loads2", loads 
iwrite(12, '(4e14.6/)') bk 
end if 
end do 
return 
end subroutine greduc_disp 
Subroutine bacsub_disp(bk, loads, fixed, xdisp, react, ifpre) 
! performs complete gaussiän backsubstitution for prescribed displacement implicit none 
real, intent(in):: bk(:,: ), loads(0: ), fixed(O. ) 
real, intent(out):: xdisp(0: ), react(0: ) 
integer, intent(in):: ifpre(0: ) 
integer:: nkb, k, i, jn, jj, il, n, iw; real:: resid 
n= ubound(loads, l) 
do jj=l, n 
i=n-jj+l; resid=loads(i); il=i+l 
if (il-n>O)il=n 
do k=il, n 
if (i==n) exit 
resin=resid-bk(i, k)*xdisp(k) 
end do 
if(ifpre(i)==O. O). xdisp(i)=resid/bk(i, i) 
if(ifpre(i)/=O. O) xdisp(i)=fixed(i) 
if(ifpre(i)/=O. O) react(i)=-resid 
end do 
return 
end subroutine bacsub_disp 
Subroutine mccflow(stress, pc, m, mccfl) 
! Forms the Ist derivatives of the yield function 
implicit none 
real, intent(in):: stress(: ), pc, m; real, intent(out):: mccfl(: ) 
real:: sigm; sigm=(stress(1)+stress(2)"+stress(4))/3. 
mccfl(l)=(2. *sigm-pc)/3. +3. *(stress(1)-sigm)/(m*m) 
mccfl(2)=(2. *sigm-pc)/3. +3. *(stress(2)-sigm)/(m*m) 
mccfl(3)=3. *stress(3)/(m*m) 
mccfl(4)=(2. *sigm-pc)/3. +3. *(stress(4)-sigm)/(m*m) 
return 
end subroutine mccflow 
